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Abstract
Information visualization is an important research field concerned with making sense
and inferring knowledge from data collections. Graph visualizations are specific
techniques for data representation relevant in diverse application domains among
them biology, software-engineering, and business finance. These data visualiza-
tions benefit from the display space provided by novel interactive large display
environments. However, these environments also cause new challenges and result
in new requirements regarding the need for interaction beyond the desktop and
according redesign of analysis tools. This thesis focuses on interactive magic lenses,
specialized locally applied tools that temporarily manipulate the visualization. These
may include magnification of focus regions but also more graph-specific functions
such as pulling in neighboring nodes or locally reducing edge clutter. Up to now,
these lenses have mostly been used as single-user, single-purpose tools operated by
mouse and keyboard.
This dissertation presents the extension of magic lenses both in terms of function
as well as interaction for large vertical displays. In particular, this thesis contributes
several natural interaction designs with magic lenses for the exploration of graph data
in node-link visualizations using diverse interaction modalities. This development
incorporates flexible switches between lens functions, adjustment of individual
lens properties and function parameters, as well as the combination of lenses.
It proposes interaction techniques for fluent multi-touch manipulation of lenses,
controlling lenses using mobile devices in front of large displays, and a novel
concept of body-controlled magic lenses. Functional extensions in addition to these
interaction techniques convert the lenses to user-configurable, personal territories
with use of alternative interaction styles. To create the foundation for this extension,
the dissertation incorporates a comprehensive design space of magic lenses, their
function, parameters, and interactions. Additionally, it provides a discussion on
increased embodiment in tool and controller design, contributing insights into user
position and movement in front of large vertical displays as a result of empirical
investigations and evaluations.
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Zusammenfassung
Informationsvisualisierung ist ein wichtiges Forschungsfeld, das das Analysieren
von Daten unterstützt. Graph-Visualisierungen sind dabei eine spezielle Variante
der Datenrepräsentation, deren Nutzen in vielerlei Anwendungsfällen zum Einsatz
kommt, u.a. in der Biologie, Softwareentwicklung und Finanzwirtschaft. Diese Da-
tendarstellungen profitieren besonders von großen Displays in neuen Displayumge-
bungen. Jedoch bringen diese Umgebungen auch neue Herausforderungen mit sich
und stellen Anforderungen an Nutzerschnittstellen jenseits der traditionellen Ansätze,
die dadurch auch Anpassungen von Analysewerkzeugen erfordern. Diese Disserta-
tion befasst sich mit interaktiven „Magischen Linsen“, spezielle lokal-angewandte
Werkzeuge, die temporär die Visualisierung zur Analyse manipulieren. Dabei ex-
istieren zum Beispiel Vergrößerungslinsen, aber auch Graph-spezifische Manipulatio-
nen, wie das Anziehen von Nachbarknoten oder das Reduzieren von Kantenüberlap-
pungen im lokalen Bereich. Bisher wurden diese Linsen vor allem als Werkzeug für
einzelne Nutzer mit sehr spezialisiertem Effekt eingesetzt und per Maus und Tastatur
bedient.
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit präsentiert die Erweiterung dieser magischen Lin-
sen, sowohl in Bezug auf die Funktionalität als auch für die Interaktion an großen,
vertikalen Displays. Insbesondere trägt diese Dissertation dazu bei, die Explo-
ration von Graphen mit magischen Linsen durch natürliche Interaktion mit un-
terschiedlichen Modalitäten zu unterstützen. Dabei werden flexible Änderungen
der Linsenfunktion, Anpassungen von individuellen Linseneigenschaften und Funk-
tionsparametern, sowie die Kombination unterschiedlicher Linsen ermöglicht. Es
werden Interaktionstechniken für die natürliche Manipulation der Linsen durch
Multitouch-Interaktion, sowie das Kontrollieren von Linsen durch Mobilgeräte vor
einer Displaywand vorgestellt. Außerdem wurde ein neuartiges Konzept körperges-
teuerter magischer Linsen entwickelt. Funktionale Erweiterungen in Kombination
mit diesen Interaktionskonzepten machen die Linse zu einem vom Nutzer einstell-
baren, persönlichen Arbeitsbereich, der zudem alternative Interaktionsstile erlaubt.
Als Grundlage für diese Erweiterungen stellt die Dissertation eine umfangreiche
analytische Kategorisierung bisheriger Forschungsarbeiten zu magischen Linsen vor,
in der Funktionen, Parameter und Interaktion mit Linsen eingeordnet werden. Zusät-
zlich macht die Arbeit Vor- und Nachteile körpernaher Interaktion für Werkzeuge
bzw. ihre Steuerung zum Thema und diskutiert dabei Nutzerposition und -bewegung
an großen Displaywänden belegt durch empirische Nutzerstudien.
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1Introduction
The increasing digitalization process in the modern world results in large amounts
of data both in context of individual users, e.g., personal health data, jogging
routes, or social networks, as well as in professional contexts, e.g., product lifecycle
management or performance simulations. Graph data are an essential data structure
relevant in a variety of domains including but not limited to biology, software-
engineering, or business finance. Handling these data and even more so making
sense of them to infer knowledge requires data analysis [Fek+08; VPF06; Rob+14].
While some of these analytical processes can and will be handled through automatic
analysis or machine learning, visual analysis by exploring visualization and thereby
actively exploring data is still an essential part of seeing behind individual numbers
and grasping their meaning. As such, the visualized data is perceived and consumed
by individual users taking advantage of their perception, their visual capacity, and
individual insights that allow us to see patterns and connections that are otherwise
undetectable by an automatic system [Fek+08; Spe14]. While some of these data
sets may initially seem un-graspable due to their size and complexity, visual analysis
can be useful to get an understanding and feel for the data.
Visualization, Graphs, and Magic Lenses
Visualization as a tool for data analysis and visual analytics aids the process of un-
derstanding by providing a visual representation of the data and thereby enabling an
abstraction from individual data recordings to seeing the data as a whole [Fek+08].
Our visual system grasps the highest bars in a bar chart more easily than compar-
ing a table of numbers. It is also able to quickly recognize similar properties like
color [Ber83]. Depending on the data types and the interest to the user, various
information visualization techniques have been introduced to present data. Some of
these are well-known and used in every-day products such as bar charts and scatter
plots, while others have been applied for more advanced data analysis and more
complex representation of data, e.g., star/radar plots, parallel coordinate plots, or
bubble charts.
The term graph refers to relational data that can be represented as a set of nodes
and edges [Die05] including their associated attributes and properties. This data can
be visually represented in graph visualizations, specifically node-link diagrams (see
Figure 1.1), which are a specific technique of information visualization. While the
solutions provided and investigated in this thesis may be equally applicable to other
1



described as a fluid movement between diverse interaction tasks [Yi+07; PPS14].
To support these kind of workflows the existing visualization lenses require a
functional extension to support easy adjustment and adaption to the user’s
current goal and requirements. This includes a switch of lens functions within
a single tool, the combination of effects, and the manipulation of function-
dependent parameters to create a new level of magic lenses.
How can lens interaction enable graph exploration at large display spaces?
Wall-sized displays have the benefit of increased visualization and interaction
space for data exploration. However, they also add a range of challenges regard-
ing the need for enhanced interaction modalities. This includes the support of
interactions directly on the vertical display but also support for physical navi-
gation [BNB07] in front of the display which is required to explore the entire
information space. As a result, multi-modal interaction design with novel in-
teraction modalities is needed to develop magic lens systems that support the
wide-range of interaction tasks for graph exploration in fluid ways and to easily
transition between modalities.
How can natural interactions improve the fluid and flexible manipulation and
configuration of lenses in large display environments?
Natural user interfaces have the potential to make interactions more direct and
support rich workflows [WW11; PD15]. To use these benefits for user-specific
configuration of lens properties, effect, and individual function parameters
requires adapting suitable existing interaction concepts as well as designing novel
interaction techniques. Focus lies specifically in enabling this configuration
within the users’ workflows and thereby creating a flexible, adaptable tool. In
particular, alternative interaction styles have to be adapted to the preferences,
experiences, and current workflow of the users.
How can magic lenses support individual work in multi-user scenarios?
Collaboration of multiple analysts and even interdisciplinary discussions are
widely considered helpful to improve quality and quantity of insights (e.g., [CLM12;
Ise+12]). Due to their locally-restricted effect, magic lenses could foster parallel
work in multi-user scenarios. This however imposes various requirements on
interaction design, e.g., lens manipulations to be in-place per user and/or per
lens. At the same time, the lenses will have to be regarded in terms of personal-
ized tools to enable the use by individuals with diverse styles of interaction. It
is one goal of this thesis to investigate the suitability of lenses as user-specific
tools for multi-user scenarios requiring an understanding of user behavior for
data exploration through empirical investigations.
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view but not the data itself, meaning it will not focus on graph editing. It will further
not discuss data presentation where a single user often navigates data in previously
prepared ways to present it to an audience, e.g., in boardroom settings.
Interaction Modalities This thesis explores the potential of magic lenses for a wide
range of interaction modalities. In order to keep the scope of this research man-
ageable, this work addresses modalities suitable for work on large vertical displays
including touch as well as tangible interaction and its extension to spatial movement,
and finally the investigation of the body as an input medium. Certainly, there are
further modalities and display setups that are of interest for data exploration but
are not part of this research work, including but not limited to speech input [SS17],
gaze-based interactions [Ste+11], and augmented reality settings [Büs+17].
Enabling Multi-User Scenarios While the focus of this thesis lies in extending and
enabling manipulation of lenses, it also considers co-located multi-user scenarios
for the specific case of data analysis. The proposed lens interaction techniques
are designed with multiple users in mind and consider specifically requirements of
co-located collaboration. This includes phases of closely coupled and loosely coupled,
parallel collaboration, each of which will be contemplated in parts of this thesis.
However, this work does not focus on collaboration per se and remote collaboration
is not in the scope of this research work.
1.2 Methodological Approach
Research presented in this dissertation builds on an initial analysis phase which
includes a thorough literature review and the analytical investigation of related work
on magic lenses leading to a comprehensive design space. The following phase con-
sisted of multiple iterative design processes with diverse interaction modalities (see
Figure 1.5). Within these design iterations, formative studies were conducted to
evaluate design decisions and empirical investigations were made to understand
user behavior. Details of these phases are described in the following.
Analytical Investigations and Literature Review The research described in this the-
sis started with a literature review on existing works regarding natural interactions
for information visualization tools and graphs in particular. This included a com-
prehensive investigation into existing designs and developments concerning magic
lenses, their application, and interactions. These existing research works on lenses
were categorized by their data type, addressed interaction tasks, effect class, and
effect extent as well as the interaction modalities that were applied to move and
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believed it to be more essential to understand the behavior and movements of users.
Since there are no comparable setups that support multiple users and ease data
exploration with lenses, we conducted qualitative evaluations focusing on the users
attention and workflows within the diverse setups and interaction techniques.
1.3 Contributions
The following contributions are presented within this thesis:
1. This thesis provides a systematic analysis of the concept of magic lenses for
visualization. This includes their definition and a discussion of their properties
and dimensions which are core factors in understanding possible manipulations
and configurations of the lens. The analysis further contains a categorization of
existing literature on magic lens functions as well as interactions for magic lenses.
2. The research presented in this work contributes the functional extension of
magic lenses from a very specific single-function instrument to a flexible multi-
function, multi-purpose tool that can be independently parametrized and allows
personal settings fitting the user’s current goal and tasks.
3. This thesis proposes several interaction techniques with magic lenses for the
exploration of graph data in node-link visualizations using diverse interaction
modalities. This includes the systematic realization of multiple interaction
design iterations and prototype development addressing specific challenges and
requirements. In particular, it contributes interaction techniques for multi-touch
manipulation of lenses, controlling lenses using mobile devices in front of large
displays, and a novel concept of body-controlled magic lenses.
4. Within the interaction designs, lenses were extended further in terms of their
interactive character by making them personal tools and territories for parallel
work in collaborative scenarios. These principles were applied and investigated
both in a setup for body-controlled lenses (see chapter 7) as well as for a mobile
toolbox of personal, independent manipulations on the device in relation to the
context visualization (see chapter 5).
5. Finally, the insights of two qualitative investigations are presented in this thesis
that address general aspects of user position and movement in front of a
large wall-sized display while exploring data. This concerns both the individual
exploration of a graph visualization by a single user as well as the collaborative
behavior of pairs of users analyzing data in multiple coordinated views.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured into eight chapters summarized in the following:
Chapter 2 provides a summary of the theoretical foundation and existing literature
on which this thesis work is based. It gives a brief overview of natural user inter-
faces (NUI) and some of their relevant interaction modalities before going into detail
on NUI for InfoVis in general and graphs in particular, including a description of
application cases for graph exploration and a summary of interaction tasks.
Chapter 3 describes the analytical investigations and categorization of magic lenses
incorporating its definition and discussion in regard to general InfoVis principles.
Furthermore, the basic properties and characteristics of the lens are described.
Existing lens functions are categorized with a specific focus on graph lenses. Finally,
the chapter provides an overview of existing research that applies interactions to
magic lens usage resulting in a range of challenges for this thesis work.
Chapter 4 presents MULTILENS, a novel concept of touch-enabled lenses that incor-
porates the functional extension of magic lenses. This includes the development of
lenses as a flexible tool with multiple lens functions and their combination as well
as the parametrization of individual functions. It suggests both widget-based and
gesture-based approaches for touch-enabled lens configuration to investigate and
discuss different interaction styles adapted to the user’s experiences and preferences.
The multi-touch design is evaluated in a quantitative study in comparison to a
state-of-the-art menu.
Chapter 5 focuses on the use of graspable, tangible objects for magic lenses. The
chapter starts by shortly describing possible dimensions of tangible lenses and our
investigation of passive tangibles on tabletops. It then proposes GRASP, a mobile
representation of the lens as a toolbox for graph exploration. It puts a tangible lens
in the hands of the user and thereby supports individual exploration of a selected
subset of the data. The design is evaluated in a qualitative study investigating the
distribution of focus and workflow of users with the tool.
Chapter 6 contributes a tangible lens controller to manipulate content from any
flexible position in front of the wall-sized display. Integrating graph visualization
and lenses into an application of multiple coordinated views, the chapter focuses
on the consistent combination of touch interaction on the display with distant
interaction in front of the display called DI.VI.CO. A qualitative evaluation with pairs
of collaborating users shows the benefits of the approach while focusing specifically
on aspects of user positioning and movement during interaction.
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Chapter 7 proposes the use of body interactions to control the lens and thereby
presents the novel concept of BODYLENSES. Therein, the lenses are extended to
become more than a magic lens but rather a collection of tools and personal territo-
ries for interaction. The chapter provides a discussion of design space dimensions
regarding variance in appearance and shape of lenses, suitable mappings of body
interaction to lens configuration, as well as concepts presenting possible benefits of
BODYLENSES for multi-user scenarios.
Chapter 8 compares and contrasts the proposed solutions regarding their value
for information visualization exploration, discusses the limitation of the work, and
focuses on future extensions and investigations. It summarizes and concludes this
thesis with a reflection on the presented work.
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This chapter presents an overview of the background and related work upon which
this thesis is built. To encompass all the relevant information, it is separated
into three parts concerning the general trend of natural user interfaces and novel
display environments (2.1), the application of natural user interfaces to information
visualization (2.2) as well as an investigation into the specific application case of
graph data and the existing use of natural interactions for their most often applied
representation as node-link diagrams (2.3).
The former sections give a short overview of the basic principles of natural user
interfaces and some of their relevant interaction modalities before going into more
detail on information visualization, i.e., the visualization of abstract data to gain a
better understanding of the data, trends or patterns, and extract information and
knowledge. Interaction is an essential part of visualization with intensive interest
and discussions in research concerning the improvement of interaction for more
efficient and effective data analysis. Taking this further beyond the desktop using
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novel, natural interactions is one contribution of this thesis. The chapter will hence
examine existing research on making information visualization available in these
novel interaction spaces, for example, on mobile phones, tablets, and in meeting
rooms. The last section will then look specifically at visualizing node-link diagrams,
application cases and scenarios where graph data are applied, and existing work
that investigated the exploration or manipulation of graph data with natural user
interfaces.
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2.1 Natural User Interfaces
Traditional interaction techniques at the end of the 20th century have been rely-
ing mostly on mouse and keyboard for working with computers. They build on
established principles that are still used in today’s user interfaces, e.g., in regard to
Windows Icons Menus Pointer (WIMP) and graphical user interfaces (GUI) [WW11].
With Natural User Interfaces (NUIs), a new type of interaction techniques and hard-
ware advances developed that take another step forward in making interactions with
the computer more natural by adapting to the users’ natural abilities, capacities,
and behaviors. These novel interaction techniques have started to gain popularity
outside of research through the widespread rise of mobile devices, both smartphones
and tablets, as well as a general trend and openness towards new technology and
interaction products (often promoted through gaming products), e.g., Wii Remote,
LEAP Motion Controller, MS Kinect, and MS HoloLens. The following sections will
shortly describe and discuss the characteristics of NUIs before summarizing the
interaction modalities relevant for this thesis including some of their advantages and
limitations.
2.1.1 Description and Characteristics
Natural user interfaces or sometimes more generally natural interaction describe a
range of interaction modalities and techniques that focus on getting interfaces and
interactions closer to the users and their natural behavior by taking advantage of the
users’ experiences from the real, physical world [Nor10; WW11; PD15]. Therein, this
principle is strongly connected to the concept of reality-based interaction [Jac+08]
which takes into account the capabilities, awareness, and skills of humans in regard
to naive physics, their body, environment, as well as their social context. This
is used to design user interfaces that are not limited by the WIMP principles but
apply a wider range of interaction possibilities. In particular, these interfaces hope
to ease communication between human and machine in a way that is closer to
human-human communication [PD15]. As such, it is their goal to further bridge the
gulfs of execution and evaluation [ND86] reducing the gap of the user’s intention to
the systems mechanisms and the gap between the systems reaction and the user’s
perception and understanding thereof, respectively.
This is to say that users apply existing principles from the physical world such
as touching and grabbing content or gesturing to convey meaning. Many NUIs
extend the existing WIMP and GUI paradigms by adding interactive gestures. While
functions in graphical user interfaces can be visually identified (e.g., as buttons
or handles) and thereby rely on our ability of recognition, gestures need to be
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recalled [Nie94]. In some cases this interaction may be intuitive enough to be
easily accomplished because of its similarity to the real world (e.g., grabbing and
rotating an item). However, other more complex or abstract features are hidden in
the interface (e.g., resizing an image using pinch) and require additional effort of
memory. They can be easy to remember though when well-designed metaphors are
in use to ease this recall and learnability. As a consequence, they allow users to apply
their natural behavior to invoke results and features that would not be possible in
the real world. Therefore, they build on human experiences and knowledge and
enhance what is possible with additional digital effects.
While these interaction techniques are designed to focus on the natural abilities of
the users, the term natural has been disputed and questioned [Nor10] as the word
itself is difficult to characterize, since even mouse interaction applies human motor
skills. Further, even so-called natural user interfaces have a range of limitations.
First and foremost, humans’ natural interactions, and gestures specifically, are
very complex, depend on context, and are multi-layered. As a result, they are
very difficult to interpret, sometimes even for another human, and can hardly be
consistently understood by a computer system. While natural interactions aim to
understand natural behavior, what is considered natural interaction today has not
yet reached that point of interpretation. Furthermore, simply because interactions
are more direct does not make interactions natural. For example, bringing interfaces
to touch-enabled surfaces does not necessarily result in natural interactions. An
important aspect is the discoverability, visibility, and feedback provided by natural
user interfaces. This is often related to the trend of reducing the number of widgets
and icons by allowing more direct interaction and thereby an increased hiding of the
interface (as predicted for the computer of the 21st century [Wei91]). Compared to
mouse and keyboard interactions, the switch to invisible interfaces can be interpreted
similar to one from menu-based usage to hotkey or shortcut usage – switching from
expert mode in one system to novice in the other, which has been called gulf of
competence by Wigdor and Wixon [WW11]. However when learned, gestures have
the additional advantage that they can be phrased together [Bux95] in sequence
to form continuous, more natural interaction flows. It is these principles of fluid
interaction [Elm+11] and phrasing of interaction chunks [Bux95] in combination
with the direct manipulations [Shn83] that make natural user interfaces seem more
natural. For this reason, this thesis will continue to refer to these novel interfaces
and setups as natural user interfaces despite the existing discussions of the term.
2.1.2 Interaction Modalities for Natural User Interfaces
In the following, an overview is given presenting interaction modalities associated
to NUIs that are relevant for this thesis and can or have been applied to the specific
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cursor [BWB06] which, however, interferes with the directness of the interaction.
Alternatively, the use of digital pens provides smaller contact input [Hin+10]. As the
main consequence, this limitation requires that touchable areas, e.g., touch buttons,
have to be adjusted to appropriate size and the distances between objects increased
to reduce unintentional interactions with the system.
Tangible Interactions The term tangible user interfaces [IU97; SH10], originally
called graspable user interfaces [FIB95] and more broadly defined as tangible in-
teraction [SH10], describes the use of everyday physical objects to reduce the gap
between the digital and the physical environment. These tangible, graspable objects
add haptic feedback to the control of digital objects and properties and thereby
more strongly couple input and output space [Ish08]. As a result, they serve the
natural abilities of perception and haptics that humans learn to understand from
early childhood in the physical world. Therefore, these physical objects have the
advantage of supporting fine adjustments through the capabilities of the hand with
its various grips [MI94; SH10]. There have been varying categorization of tangibles
focusing on types of tangibles from constructive assemblies and actuated tangibles to
token and constraints and augmented objects as well as tangibles used on interactive
surfaces [UIJ05; Ish08]. These tangible interfaces have often been investigated in
research for their aid in providing increased efficiency or productivity [ZG13]. Using
tangibles in combination with interactive surfaces enhances touch interaction with
the surface by adding the haptic feedback tangibles provide. Here, tangibles have
been applied to invoke functions, as physical controls to adjust parameters, repre-
senting specific data objects, or as containers for data objects [RUO01; Wal+06].
Successful examples of tangible on display surfaces are the MetaDesk by Ullmer
and Ishii [UI97], which already includes first physical lenses as windows into the
information space, as well as the system reactable by Jordà et al. [Jor+07] that has
been used for live music performances (see Figure 2.1c). In these cases, interactions
with the tangible are not limited to the placing and re-positioning, but also incor-
porate the rotation as well as flipping and stacking of tangibles [BBR10; Cha+12;
Klu+12].
Spatial Interactions Strongly related to tangible interaction, spatial interaction fo-
cuses on lifting a tangible object from the surface and moving it in space. Sometimes
the context relation of its movement is given by another display, however spatial
interaction mainly regards the movement of the object relative to the user’s body.
When used for parametrization or selection, this body-relative movement eases recall
of previous positions by supporting users’ natural ability for physical mnemonics
and perception. Extending the vocabulary of tangibles on tabletops, this additional
dimension creates an even richer set of interaction possibilities [Spi+10]. However,
the range of this vocabulary strongly depends on the tracking system used. As for
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and arrange information and data objects from a distance [Chu+14; Lan+16]. User
interface items on the mobile device may further be used to manipulate content and
set parameters [CBF14; Zad+14]. These elements can be sketched on the mobile
device in order to dynamically define the varying possibilities [TBJ15]. Alternatively,
tangible objects can be attached to the mobile [JDF12] and allow eyes-free control of
the view on the wall-sized display. This is especially relevant since attention switches
between displays can have a negative effect on performance (even if not necessarily
perceived as such by the user) [RNQ12b]. This effect can be influenced by consider-
ing aspects such as the displays’ contiguity, the angular size covered by the displays,
content coordination between devices, and factors of input directness [RNQ12a].
While this thesis addresses adding devices to a larger context display, there are other
multi-device solutions which have introduced the possibility of combining multiple
mobile devices to extend display space and distribute content either by using touch
gestures [OT12] or recognizing proximity [LK12; Räd+14; LHD18].
Physical Navigation and Proxemics on and around Large Vertical Displays The
main advantage of high-resolution, wall-sized displays are their display space and
resolution. These properties makes them interesting for both presenting visualization
for data analysis, providing space for large amounts of data and/or various views
onto a data set, as well as room for multiple users investigating the information space.
In comparison to tabletops, large vertical displays also eliminate the orientation
problem as all users interact from the same side. However, reachability of all areas
of the information space is a concern and requires additional solutions [Kha+04;
GCR14]. Furthermore, vertical displays have the advantage of allowing visibility of
information at varying distances from the display, e.g., already getting an overview
of information from afar (which is hardly possible on tabletops due to the unsuitable
angle). At wall-sized displays, movement may even be required to perceive all in-
formation presented on the display and has been shown to improve performance in
spatial visualization using physical navigation [BNB07], i.e., the physical movement
of body, head, or eyes to navigate an information space to select what is perceived,
instead of virtual navigation consisting of zooming and panning. Using this principle,
studies have proven that the spatial organization of content on large displays can
support recall and improve sensemaking tasks [AEN10; AN13]. Interaction with
visual representations presented on large screens depends largely on the input capa-
bilities of the display (e.g., touch or pen). Additionally, it can be helpful to employ
sensors that detect the physical movement in front of the display. For public displays,
this registered movement has been interpreted to provide information on the users
interest and intention [VB04; Mül+10] and specific distances and zones in front
of the display have been assigned to distinguish passers-by from subtle and more
direct interactions [Mül+10] also taking into account the users’ attention towards
the display [Dos+14].
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these shadows further enhance the separation of user-associated tools and support
individual application icons within the users’ contours [Elh+15] as well as individual
widgets such as personal keyboards or arm-attached sliders [Sho+10]. Due to our
body awareness and skills [Jac+08], movements along these body-defined axes do
not require visual attention. Even more, these types of mid-air gestures support
remote interaction with devices and displays which would otherwise require the user
to step closer and touch. Using mid-air gestures users can select elements [Jak+15]
or trigger menus [CB14] from afar and thereby reduce the required movement and
enable flexible positioning. However, general body movement as well as mid-air
gestures are very natural behaviors of the users – as such they suffer from the
always-on problem [WW11]. While mid-air gestures can be consciously performed,
in the majority of cases they are also part of unintentional movements and behaviors,
which are very hard for a system to distinguish from intentional ones. As in any
gesture-based system, gestures need to be learned and hence require additional
effort in their design, e.g., by showing additional objects to which a user may react
to make the gesture self-revealing and selecting appropriate gestures that conform
to a suitable metaphor of the function to ease recall [Nie94].
2.2 Information Visualization goes NUI
With increasing amounts of data, there is a growing need to extract, understand,
and explore information. Visualization is about representing this data in a way
to improve communication and perception of the information [Rob+14], while
information visualization (InfoVis) as one of its sub-categories focuses specifically
on abstract data representations [Spe14]. As such, information visualization enables
getting an overview of interesting data and quickly finding the relevant aspects to
explore further [Fek+08]. While the static representation of data is a first step, it is
well known that information visualization increases tremendously in power with its
interaction [CMS99; Spe14; Tom15].
With the development of natural user interfaces, InfoVis techniques can harness
the advantages of this technological advancement to make interaction with data
more direct, graspable, and immersive [Rob+14]. This benefits information visual-
ization by reducing the number of UI elements to focus more strongly on the data
itself and thereby reducing the gap between the user and the data for more direct
interaction [Lee+12; Dru+13]. Another advantage of NUIs is that they support
fluid interaction for information visualization by reducing indirectness, and creating
continuous interaction flows to enable smooth data exploration [Elm+11]. Fur-
thermore, NUIs enable joint data exploration with multiple people collaborating to
gain more insights into the data [Lee+12]. However, all in all NUIs also create new
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challenges [Voi+09; JD13], e.g., large amounts of data lead to dense visualization,
cluttering, and overlapping items which stands in clear contrast to the imprecision of
touch (cf. fat-finger-problem on page 16). While there are already building blocks for
visualization design, there are still a lot of challenges of engineering and designing
consistent interaction vocabularies for use in InfoVis [Tom15] since users’ usage
and behavior when working with NUIs in the context of visualization needs to be
investigated and well understood to design appropriate interfaces and tools.
At the beginning, research at the border of InfoVis and NUI mostly took advan-
tage of the tabletop setting [II13]: Examples make use of its touch capabili-
ties (e.g., [Voi+09; FHD09]) as well as the comfortable positioning of multiple
users (e.g., [Wal+06; SSD09]). Furthermore, tabletops allow use of tangibles which
is made easier in comparison to horizontal surfaces where placing tangibles requires
additional solutions. More recently, with their increased availability and the distribu-
tion of mobile devices into everyday life, the number of investigations into InfoVis
on multitouch-enabled tablets increased as well [BLC12; SS14; SS16b]. At the
same, InfoVis has also been applied to the high-resolution environment of wall-sized
displays [JDF12; BI12; Jak+13; Zad+14] with its advantage of stepping from and
towards the display for improved overview and detail (e.g., [Ise+13]). Since all
these interactive surfaces share their capability for touch interaction, the following
sections will start by focusing on the possibility to touch for configuring informa-
tion visualization including directly interacting with data objects, axes, canvas, and
exploration tools. Afterwards, the research on large display spaces and specifically
vertical, wall-sized displays will be elaborated on including investigations into the
users’ movements as an essential component of interaction. Adding to this display
setup, additional devices and their capabilities in relation to larger context displays
will be examined before focusing on the application of these setups to collaborative
data analysis.
2.2.1 Making Data Touchable – Supporting Data Analysis
Using Touch
Touch interaction for InfoVis opens up a range of possibilities to improve the di-
rectness of interaction with data. As for any interaction design, it is important to
understand the users’ intentions, process, tasks, and context. Researchers hence
frequently base their design on task analysis to map appropriate touch gestures to
fitting tasks [Dru+13; SS14]. Similarly, it is possible to thoroughly investigate the
actual use of visualizations on whiteboards to understand possible touch and pen
behaviors when creating and manipulating visualizations [Wal+12]. Alternatively,
user-elicitation studies have been used to develop a deeper understanding of the
users’ mental models and preferred interaction gestures [FHD09; WLI14].
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All these examples focus on actively touching data objects in the visualization for
exploration. However, not only data objects but also the base components of the
visualization techniques can be touched and thereby configured: First and foremost
axes are an essential component to adjust for data exploration but also the canvas
on which the visualization recites can be used for interaction. Sadana et al. [SS16b]
explore alternative direct interactions for selecting data objects, e.g., by encircling
items or spanning rectangular selections through drag on the canvas along the
horizontal or vertical axis [SS16b; SS16a]. Both Drucker et al. [Dru+13] and
Willet et al. [WLI14] use dragging along the axis for interaction, either to sort data
objects (see Figure 2.4b) or to select ranges. Furthermore, the axis can be grabbed
with multiple fingers and stretched to zoom into the visualization and make more
room for data in a relevant area: In our work on graph visualization in relation
to time [Mor+14], we use this action to stretch a time axis so that data objects’
positions are adjusted and more information in the selected time span can be loaded.
Especially in multivariate data visualizations with multiple axes, the interaction
with these axes can make exploration easier, e.g., reordering the axes of a parallel
coordinate plot to identify relations [Ins85] as well as using direct interactions
to rearrange, zoom-in, or compare data in a star plot by touching, moving, and
expanding axes [Lan+15] (see Figure 2.5c).
Finally, besides these inherent InfoVis components, additional tools for data explo-
ration can be created and moved over the data using touch. Sadana et al. [SS14]
implicitly create a magnification lens when using a pinch-to-zoom gesture on a scat-
terplot visualization which can then be dragged around. Schmidt et al. [Sch+10b]
as well as Riche et al. [Ric+12] developed specific elements representing tools to
pin edges in a node-link diagram to specific points or areas and thereby declut-
ter parts of the visualization. Further, Kinetica by Rzesotarski and Kittur [RK14]
presents a range of physics-based tools that can be moved over the data to explore,
categorize, and filter data (see Figure 2.4c). Most of these tools could equally be
applied to mouse-based interaction. However, their naturalness, behavior, and flow
are emphasized even more by touch as the natural interaction fits their character.
2.2.2 InfoVis on Large Displays – Physical Navigation and
Proxemics for Data Analysis
As previously described, large wall-sized displays can benefit information visualiza-
tion due to their increased display space and resolution and are hence especially
of advantage for complex, more difficult tasks [Liu+14]. This offers opportunities
regarding presentation of large data sets and/or providing more information, details,
and varying views for data exploration. At the same time, challenges arise as not
all pixels can be perceived at a time and hence movement is necessary to see all
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Furthermore, the position and distance of the users can be actively tracked and used
as an additional input parameter. Jakobsen et al. [Jak+13] suggest a variety of
mappings to the user’s movement specifically for visualization purposes, including
changing the visual encoding or filtering content due to the user’s distance to the
display as well as presenting more or less information depending on this distance (see
Figure 2.6b) or changing a slider value by stepping left and right. In their follow-up
work, Jakobson and Hornbæk [JH15] investigate physical and virtual navigation
in a comparative study and found benefits of physical movement vary dependent
on the use case. Providing more details and zoomed-in states when stepping closer
seemed to be worthwhile and understandable to the users, presumably because
this only increases the nature of physical navigation where our perception allows
us to see more details when close and limits those details when afar. However,
when virtual navigation is possible and used, these benefits can be made void as the
spatial position of content changes over time. Dostal et al. [Dos+14] also adapted
this principle of changing parameters dependent on the user’s distance with the
addition of considering multiple users interacting at varying distances and with
diverse states of attention toward the display. Specifically focusing on providing a
toolkit for tracking users and recognizing attention and collaboration states, their
SpiderEyes system supports mapping the distance to varying detail states, zoom
levels, or visualization types. Therein, each user or user group, recognized by their
proximity and approximated gaze direction, is associated with a specific slice of the
display surface and can explore their separated copy of the data visualization in this
slice using their position (see Figure 2.6c). As an alternative to separating large
display space into multiple slices, researchers have also explored the possibility of
distributing content onto multiple displays.
2.2.3 Display Combinations and Distributed Visualization
Views
Adding smaller, mobile devices in addition to a larger display has the advantage
of providing more display space and allowing additional details and alternative
views on the separate display instead of making room for these views on the dis-
play wall [Zad+14; BE16]. This enables keeping the layout and structure of the
visualization on the large display consistent which is the prerequisite for the benefit
of physical navigation and aids the user’s spatial memory [Räd+13; JH15]. The
separate, mobile displays may extract parts of the context visualization to show more
details or alternative views: Spindler et al. [Spi+10] use additional mobile displays
to provide magnified and thereby decluttered representations of the visualization,
more details, or expanded views. The movement of the display itself is used to define
the selection in relation to the context display.
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2.2.4 Collaborative Data Analysis
It has been shown that collaboration for data analysis has great benefit and increases
the number and quality of insights [CKW09; Ise+12]. To support this collaborative
data analysis, many works first and foremost investigated the users’ behaviors and
strategies when collaborating on data exploration. As previously discussed, general
aspects such as territoriality on and around different interactive displays (table-
tops [SCI04; Tan+06] and display walls [Aza+12; JH14]) have been observed.
Additionally, distance and proxemics between collaborating users [Hal90; Haw+05]
and their device(s) [MHG12] as well as their positioning as a group [Aza+12; ZD17]
have an influence on collaboration and need to be considered. Even more, all these
aspects are very dependent on the current collaboration style, with users working
at times in closely or loosely coupled collaboration [Ise+12]. In their work, Isenberg
et al. [Ise+12] specifically focus on observations of collaboration for data analysis:
Using an established VAST challenge as an analysis task, they observe pairs of users
during interaction and as a result provide a set of eight collaboration styles grouped
into loose and close collaboration. These include styles of engaged discussion on one
side and parallel work on different problems on the other side, with an additional
disengaged style representing the state when users remove themselves from the
collaborative data analysis for a time. In their observation of users, they found
strongly varying team strategies in regard to the time spend in either loose or close
collaboration. Consequently, well-designed collaboration tools need to support a
range of varying collaboration styles and the transitions between them.
In their analytical work on digital tables for collaborative exploration, Isenberg et
al. [Ise+10] summarize a range of existing example applications designed for use
in public contexts, e.g., museums, or specifically for data exploration. Out of these
applications, they identify challenges that arise when multiple users explore data
collaboratively. Among those is the often used manipulation of global parameters
in visualization systems. These global changes of the view can trigger conflicts
between users and hence interfere with group work. They require specific solutions,
e.g., various independent, parallel views onto the same data set. Another aspect
discussed by Isenberg et al. [Ise+10] is the complexity of data exploration which
may result in reduced attention towards other users. They found that otherwise
well-understood attention cues were not perceived while users concentrated on their
own data exploration. Addressing this problem among others, Lark by Tobiasz et
al. [TIC09] provides a meta-visualization in a shared information space that shows a
representation of the visualization pipeline which resulted in the presented views.
Thereby, it enables understanding of interaction steps and connections between views
supporting user coordination since they can track the progression and the individual
steps that lead to the current view state. Similarly, the use of brushing and linking
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with individual user colors can be used to coordinate interactions and highlight
documents and searches already done by other collaborating users [IF09]. Building
upon this collaborative brushing and linking, Mahyar and Tory [MT14] investigate
linked common work to enable representation of relations between different users’
findings for improved communication and coordination of the work.
In the context of interactive surfaces, most previous work focused on interactive
tabletops for their advantage of allowing multiple users to sit down together and
share the space from multiple sides. While some collaboration behaviors might be
equally observable for vertical displays, not all insights can be adopted unchanged
since aspects of eye contact between users, non-varying orientation of documents, as
well as occlusion of content and movement from the display for overview purposes
may occur differently from horizontal setups. While there has been research on
collaborative work on large vertical displays (e.g., [Hal+10; Bra+11; JH14]), very
little work in that setup exists that specifically addresses collaboration for the use
case of information visualization and data exploration. Prouzeau et al. [PBC17a]
apply this setup to specifically look at the benefit of multiple users for the task of
selection in a node-link diagram (see Figure 2.11b on page 39) and also showed
the benefit of checking and discussing each others work after loosely coupled,
parallel interactions. At the same time, the difference in their tool selection, either
locally restricted or with stronger global effect – “larger visual footprint” [PBC17a],
highly influenced the need for coordination between users and hence time efficiency.
Using the same setup, Prouzeau et al. [PBC17b] compare path-finding tasks with
pairs of users on the large vertical display with multiple desktop interfaces and
found desktop interfaces to be more efficient in regard to time. However, it also
became clear that interaction on the wall-sized display produced results of high
quality from the start while lack of time efficiency seemed to have occurred due to
increased communication, including planning communication and coordination to
avoid physical conflicts. This is equally observed in a study by Liu et al. [Liu+16]
where pairs of users had to do manipulation tasks dragging and dropping discs
using different techniques and asking for help from the other user resulted in both
cognitive cost due to interruption as well as time cost. Nonetheless, this increased
communication eased by the wall-sized display should also be acknowledged as a
benefit when considering more complex tasks that require analysis and discussion.
Participants of the study presented by Liu et al. [Liu+16] perceived communication
to be worthwhile and lack of communication as less efficient and less enjoyable.
This supports earlier work by Isenberg et al. [Ise+09] which describes that beside
efficiency, aspects of shared knowledge, fun of collaboration, the opportunity to
brainstorm, and the shared process of forming consesus are considered beneficial for
data analysis. Regardless, to reduce additional efforts for conflict avoidance, further
investigations and tool development for collaborative interaction on large vertical
displays is required.
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driver trees (VDTs) can, for example, be used to provide insights into profit and
loss by presenting revenue (top line) and expenses (bottom line) of the entire
company as well as its departments. According to corporate partners, these VDTs may
incorporate up to 2500 nodes with roughly over 3500 edges for large corporations.
Therein, the value driver tree – despite its name – is not necessarily a tree but has
multiple interconnecting edges where child nodes influence varying key performance
indicators, making it a directed acyclic graph. To identify trends and tendencies
using the VDT, each driver, e.g., number of product sales in a specific department
and product line, should not only present the current attribute value but may also
show past and future (i.e., predicted) values (see Figure 2.8a). The exploration of
these values is key to a well-informed management and can be the basis for executive
decisions. These graphs are hence used for both single users and multiple users to
explore as well as simulate and discuss consequences and predictions in executive
offices or boardroom setups.
Social Networks Connections between people can be described as social networks.
These networks exist in a variety of use cases, e.g., to describe groups of friends,
company employee structures, or even to understand criminal and terrorist struc-
ture and communication networks. While a social network of friends can simply
be interesting to see, even non-professional users might want to examine social
networks in terms of connections between literary characters for a book analysis.
For professional use, advertising agencies analyze these data sets to identify test
users and people likely to have influence on others. Police analysts explore complex
social structures and organizations to identify threats and leads to prevent terrorist
attacks. While nodes in these networks are always describing individual people or
groups, edges can describe a variety of properties, e.g., different types of relations,
communication channels used, or simply how well acquainted the connected people
are. Depending on the use case, social networks tend to be very heterogeneous in
scale: A graph presenting a small groups of friends might have below a hundred
nodes. However, a large cooperation’s employee network might contain multiple
hundreds up to thousands of people while online social networks may incorporate
multiple millions.
Human Disease Network Human disease networks describe connections between
existing diseases and disorders. The diseases and disorders represented in the
network are connected if they share one or more associated genes indicating the
common generic origin of the diseases. They are additionally classified by their
disorder class, e.g., cancer, cardiovascular, or immunological. Recent progress in
genetics resulted in a better understanding of gene mutations as a trigger for a
wide range of diseases. The human disease network by Goh et al. [Goh+07] is
a join of two separate graphs, a network of human diseases and disorders and a
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have been others specifically for more refrained instances like hierarchical graphs
and trees, e.g., space filling techniques such as treemaps [Lan+11]. For graphs
in general, the adjacency matrix (see Figure 2.9) has been shown to be suitable
for summarizing link connectivity and eliminating the problem of long edges that
are difficult to trace in a large, possibly cluttered graph [GFC05]. Combining both
these representations, Henry et al. [HFM07] propose NodeTrix which presents only
sub-graphs in matrix representation while leaving the general structure connected
in node-link representation.
This research on visual mapping and graph representation is extended by the aspect
of interaction with these graphs which is essential for data exploration, analysis,
and understanding [Lee+12; Tom15; Elm+11]. The next section will therefore
examine existing research on task categories and taxonomies presenting an overview
of related work regarding these tasks.
2.3.2 Interaction Tasks for Graph Exploration
The design of appropriate interactions for graph exploration requires understanding
the general goals of the users and their low-level tasks that make up interaction
for information visualization and graphs. This overview uses the general principles
from the taxonomy of Brehmer and Munzner [BM13] as a guide. At the same time,
it focuses on the generalizable tasks of Yi et al. [Yi+07] and applies those to the
specific case of graph components according to Lee et al. [Lee+06] (see Table 2.1
for an overview).
The users’ goals and intentions – why do they interact?
As a basis for interaction design, it is essential to understand the users’ underlying
intention for interaction with the data – synonymously named their goals [Sch+13],
intents [PPS14] or the aspect of why? [BM13] the user performs a task. This
incorporates sub-categories that involve aspects of improving the understanding: For
example, understanding the value drivers of a company by making assumptions and
verifying hypotheses [PPS14] regarding the reasons behind an increase or decrease
of income resulting from a product line in value driver trees (which falls into the
sub-category: consume information [BM13]). As a result, the intention behind
interaction might be locating [VPF06] a specific component of the graph to retrieve
its value [AES05] or its relations, i.e., adjacent nodes [Lee+06] (sub-category:
search [BM13]). Finally, it might be the user’s goal to get a wider overview of the
data to aggregate information, identifying [VPF06] distributions, (attribute) ranges,
clusters [AES05], or trends [PPS14] and thereby predicting the future [PPS14].
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why? [BM13] goals [Sch+13], intents [PPS14]
consume make assumptions [PPS14], verify hypotheses [PPS14]
search locate components [VPF06], retrieve value [AES05], find neighbor [Lee+06]
query identify [VPF06] distributions, ranges, clusters [AES05], identify
trends [PPS14], make predictions [PPS14]
how? [BM13] (how?–manipulate [BM13]), means [Sch+13]
select select [Yi+07; BM13], highlight, mark [BM13]
explore navigate [BM13], scan [Lee+06], find anomalies or extremes [AES05],
find cluster [Lee+06]
reconfigure arrangement [BM13] esp. layout manipulations, sort [AES05]
encode encode [Yi+07; BM13], configure, visualize [VPF06], change
mapping [BM13]
abstract/elaborate aggregate, segregate [BM13]
filter filter [AES05; Yi+07; BM13]
connect highlight association and relationships [Yi+07], aspects of
adjacency and connectivity [Lee+06]
Tab. 2.1.: Overview of categorized exploration tasks adapted from Brehmer and Mun-
zner [BM13] with focus on exploration tasks by Yi et al. [Yi+07].
The users’ means – how do they interact?
To accomplish the above goals, users need to interact and manipulate the visualiza-
tion. Brehmer and Munzner [BM13] categorize this as the how? category. These
interactive manipulations of the view (how?–sub-category: manipulate [BM13]) can
be described as the means [Sch+13] of how users explore the data and achieve
these goals. These tasks hence focus on the specific interaction with individual
components of the graph visualization. Adapted from Lee et al. [Lee+06] and
its generalized extension by Pretorious et al. [PPS14], the interactions can hence
be considered in regard to the basic structure they are concerned with, categoriz-
ing them as topology/structure-based, attribute-based, browsing-related, and as
overview/estimation tasks. These high-level abstractions are made up of low-level
interaction tasks. Lee et al. [Lee+06] apply those of Amar et al. [AES05] while
the following will focus on tasks identified by Yi et al. [Yi+07]. Browsing tasks
consist of repetitive low-level tasks from other categories and are hence not discussed
separately here. Each low-level task can be applied to the various entities that make
up the graph:
• node(s) + node attribute(s)
• edge(s) + edge attribute(s)
• node connectivity, path(s)
• structural properties, clusters, groups
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Often considered the most basic interaction, select [Yi+07; BM13] provides a foun-
dation for high-level tasks, supporting the specification of which node or edge lies in
focus of interaction and should be considered for further examination. Selection can
be applied to any of the aforementioned components of the graph, e.g., individual
nodes, clusters, attributes, paths. Therein also lies the more complex aspect of
multi-entity selection where the definition for selecting specific sub-structures and
paths, including the selection of entities of different type, need to be considered.
The explore [Yi+07] category describes the general navigation [BM13] to other
components within the graph to scan [Lee+06] individual entities (nodes, edges, or
attributes) or sub-graph structures and find relevant information, e.g., anomalies or
extremes [AES05].
Beside selecting and moving through the graph to interact with the existing rep-
resentation, reconfigure [Yi+07] operations allow changing the arrangement and
relative position of visual elements providing a different perspective onto the data.
For node-link representations, this specifically concerns the layout of the nodes
considering, e.g., arranging [BM13] disease nodes from the human disease network
according to a specific attribute value like disease class or sorting [AES05] them by
number of affected genes. Even more than simple rearrangement, encode [Yi+07;
BM13] incorporates the change of visual attributes of the visualization. This allows
the user to configure [VPF06] and change [BM13] the inherent mapping of data
to visual representation including the selection of which dimensions of the data
are to be visualized [VPF06]. Note that Brehmer and Munzner [BM13] categorize
encode in the form of the initial encoding of the visualization and hence as a separate
entity of the how? category, parallel to the interactive modification of visualization
elements (how?–manipulate). However, since it is possible to interactively manip-
ulate the encoding on demand [GT14], this thesis considers encode as part of the
manipulate category.
The category of abstract/elaborate [Yi+07] focuses on interactions that aggregate
or segregate [BM13] information and thereby adjust the level of abstraction and
visible number of entities and detail. Among other interactions, this includes the
navigation between presenting either an overview of (sub-)graph structures or
individual nodes and clusters with their attribute data. In contrast to the reduction
of visual elements by aggregation, the filter [AES05; Yi+07; BM13] task focuses on
eliminating entities that do not fulfil a condition or fit into a specific range. This may
incorporate the adaptation of visual attributes of entities or an actual visual removal
of elements, e.g., removing all nodes presenting people of male gender in a social
network.
The connect task [Yi+07] is specifically relevant for graph visualizations as it
describes many essential tasks regarding edge connections. For example, highlighting
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and peripheral vision. Roberts et al. [Rob+12] explore graph visualizations on large
stereoscopic display. Due to the difficulties of reading text in 3D, they investigate
the use of additional mobile devices for reading textual information associated with
a 3D graph structure. Similarly, Cheng et al. [CLM12] discuss presenting different
overview and detail views on mobile devices in conjunction with a large vertical
display where multiple users can look at individual parts of a graph visualization (see
Figure 2.11c).
Focusing on collaboration between pairs of users, Prouzeau et al. [PBC17a] in-
vestigate collaborative selection of nodes and their neighbors to identify common
connections (G [CONNECTIVITY]). They compare a set of techniques for selection
including propagations of selections comparing their influence on the users amount
of movement and coordination (see Figure 2.11b). Again using a traditional graph
task, Prouzeau et al. [PBC17b] observe multiple users for path-finding on a large
vertical display comparing the effectiveness, efficiency, and communication between
users to that when using desktop setups.
2.4 Summary
This chapter presented the research context of this thesis discussing the value of
natural user interfaces for information visualization. By presenting the variety of
interaction modalities for natural user interfaces, it discussed the advantages and
challenges regarding novel interactions including the possibilities of more direct
interaction with the data, problems of recognition and recall, the movement of
individual users and strategies of their collaboration for data analysis which are yet
to be fully understood and supported by practical and feature-rich systems.
In addition, this chapter considered application cases of graph visualization and
node-link diagrams specifically. It summarized existing graph representations and
focused on the various tasks of graph interaction that need to be supported by tools
and systems. Regarding these tasks, solutions from related work that apply natural
user interfaces to graph analysis are presented and shortly described. However, these
are small independent solutions for very specific and individual problems. In the
next chapter, the focus lies on magic lenses as a specific tool for a wide range of
diverse problems and tasks in visualization.
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Magic lenses have first been introduced as interface tools by Bier et al. [Bie+93] in
1993. Their interactive properties are part of the Toolglasses concept which describes
a transparent layer of widgets and filters that are moved above the visualized content
to manipulate a selected part of the view. While the Toolglass widgets are used to
permanently manipulate the view (e.g., assign new colors), the Magic Lens filters
support the users in their interaction by temporarily altering the view in the local area
of interaction, e.g., by showing a wired frame of overlapping elements for improved
target selection. Through this temporarily limited effect on the visualization, they
support the adaptation of an interactively definable focus region in the moment
while keeping the context intact. Bier et al. [Bie+93; Bie+94] apply this concept to
a variety of example use cases, such as magnifying visual items, adjusting graphical
properties, querying precise data values, or dynamic filtering. Today, magic lenses as
tools have been extensively researched and extended in terms of possible functions
for manipulating the view. Especially in both information and scientific visualization,
more than 40 different functions have been introduced to temporarily and locally
add, remove, or reconfigure parts of the visualization depending on the users’ current
needs and goals [Tom+17]. They have proven to be useful tools for a wide range of
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interaction tasks supporting the exploration and even the manipulation of visualized
data sets.
This chapter focuses on magic lenses as a tool for data exploration starting with
its general principle and definition (3.1) including a discussion of its relation to
overview and detail and focus & context techniques. Secondly, section 3.2 presents
an investigation into the characteristics and properties of magic lenses aiming
at understanding the parameters that describe the magic lens and which a user
may need to adjust and manipulate to configure it. Concentrating specifically on
individual tasks and goals of the user, section 3.3 gives an overview of existing
lens functions categorizing them by the task and data type for which they were
designed. Finally, section 3.4 presents the basic interaction techniques that have
been introduced to work with lenses, highlighting existing limitations and gaps many
of which will be addressed in this thesis.
Parts of the definition, description, and survey of related work concerning magic lenses have
previously appeared in the following survey publication. However, this chapter extends this work
and explores in a much wider extent the principles and categorization related to graph lenses.
Christian Tominski, Stefan Gladisch, Ulrike Kister, Raimund Dachselt, and Heidrun Schumann.
2017. Interactive Lenses for Visualization: An Extended Survey. In Computer Graphics Fo-
rum (CGF), Vol. 36, No. 6 (September 2017). pages 173–200, ISSN: 1467-8659.
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Fig. 3.3.: Magic lenses add an additional pipeline to the traditional visualization pipeline
consisting of lens selection σ, lens function(s) λ(n), and join ◃▹. [Tom+17]
which might be overwhelming when presented from the start or all at once in the
entire visualization. Further, lenses can reduce clutter and emphasize interesting
information in a region of interest (e.g., Figure 3.2b).
In relation to visualization and considering the previously discussed aspects of in-
teractivity as well as the spatial and temporal limitations of the effect, this thesis is
based on the following definition of magic lenses (as published in [Tom+17]):
An interactive lens is a lightweight tool to solve a localized visualization problem
by temporarily altering a selected part of the visual representation of the data.
Taking the visualization pipeline [CMS99] as a foundation, the magic lens can be
described as an additional pipeline parallel to the standard pipeline (see Figure 3.3)
which acquires data from one of the transformation stages through the lens selec-
tion. It then processes this selection in one or more stages of the separate lens
pipeline according to the lens function, possibly even applying multiple functions,
and finally merges the result of the transformation back into the standard pipeline
applying the join. In the following, these steps are described in more detail:
Lens Selection σ The spatially-limited, local input area on which the lens is placed
to gather more information describes the lens selection. It is the user’s region of
interest and defines the input for the lens function. Depending on that function, the
selection may have to occur at different stages of the visualization pipeline, either
selecting data from the data tables, data primitives from the visual abstraction, or
addressing pixels in the view.
Lens Function(s) λ(n) Originally described as the operator of the filter [Bie+93],
the lens function describes the lens’ effect, a mapping from input to output space. It
processes the selection through the stages of its visualization pipeline to transform
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3.2 Geometric Properties Defining the Lens
Selection
The lens selection is spatially limited by the geometric features that represent the
lens. The most fundamental interaction with lenses lies in manipulating the region of
interest the lens affects by manipulating these geometric properties. These properties
are dependent on the dimensionality of the space. As previously discussed, this thesis
focuses on information visualization of 2-dimensional space where lenses themselves
are 2D selections. As a result, the geometry of the lens defines a 2-dimensional
spatial boundary that clearly separates the interior from the exterior, i.e., elements
in the lens selection from elements outside the lens selection. For processing the
data, this form needs to be precisely defined. However, the visual representation
of the lens ca be more integrated and merged with the global visualization (see
join above). Generally however, the lens is represented by a visible component
describing the border. The properties describing this geometric form of the lens are
position, shape, orientation, and size. In the following chapters, these will be called
lens properties as they are generally independent from the lens’ currently selected
function or content.
Position Placing and fine positioning of a lens above the content that is to be
explored is one of the most essential interactions, defining the current region of
interest. For real-world magnification lenses this is even the one major parameter
to be changed. When changing the position of a magic lens, i.e., moving the lens
around the context from a starting to a target location, automatic adaptations
can be made, e.g., applying its current velocity and acceleration to improve target
acquisition [ACP10] or guiding the lens by snapping along a route [Alv+14]. Further,
the center of the lens can play an important role when it comes to the lens function,
i.e., for fisheye distortions, affecting a central data point, or re-arrangement of data
representations. Defining the center is easy for circular lenses but may become
difficult for arbitrary shaped lenses.
Shape Theoretically, there is no restriction concerning the shape of the lens, as
long as it is a closed form with a clear definition of inside and outside. The shape
should be chosen to reflect the requirements of the application either concerning
the data, the display and interaction capabilities, or the lens function requirements,
e.g., circular for circular layout rearrangement. While it is necessary to clearly
define the shape for the lens selection, the join may incorporate a merge of both
views, e.g., using transparency to blur the lens’ shape. Sigma Lenses [PA08], for
example, use time and translucence to smooth transitions between the filtered
content and the surrounding non-modified context. Despite this flexibility, most
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labels to be shown (see Figure 3.5c). While transparencies and cardboard may allow
flexibility in shape (see above), it is a limitation of these tangible representations of
lenses that they cannot be manipulated dynamically during interaction.
3.3 The Diversity of Lens Functions and Their
Application in Visualization
The lens function represents the operator or mapping that defines how the lens
manipulates the view. It is often also referred to as the lens filter or lens effect. While
introducing the concept of virtual magic lens filters, Bier et al. [Bie+93] describe
a whole range of lens functions of varying purpose and effect. Among them the
possibility to preview changes of a property before editing, improved target selection
by applying a wire frame lens (transparency of objects) or rescaling/shrinking items
(for overlapping objects), and adding a new visualization layer, e.g., showing a heat
map representation of a specific property on the mapped data. The authors extended
these ideas in their following work [Bie+94] focusing on presenting even more
additional items, e.g., by showing additional markers (representing spaces and tabs)
between text characters as handles for manipulation, as well as presenting recently
deleted objects (ghost objects) for undo operation. Even additional control panels
have been included as a lens function, e.g., showing individual controls per object to
manipulate and set properties, which is at the very border of our definition of lenses
for visualization. Stone et al. [SFB94], with partially the same group of authors, add
details on maps and reordering of image components to these examples, showing
the rich possibilities that lenses can provide for both exploration and manipulation
tasks in visualization and other application cases.
Based on these first examples, the set of lens functions has been extended, ad-
justed, and applied to a whole range of application cases in visualization. In our
survey [Tom+17], we1 analyzed more than 50 different works of visualization and
interaction research that propose lenses with diverse functions. To consistently
describe and categorize these lenses, we provide taxonomy dimensions based in part
on the initial taxonomy of Bier et al. [Bie+94]. Of these dimensions, the following
relate to the lens function:
• data type
• user task
• effect class
• effect extent
1‘We’ in this chapter relates to the author Ulrike Kister, as well as Christian Tominski, Stefan Gladisch,
Raimund Dachselt, and Heidrun Schumann as co-contributors on this research.
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In the following, the categorization of lens functions is described in more detail
by characterizing these dimensions as well as some exemplary lens functions. Af-
terwards, section 3.3.2 focuses specifically on graph-related lens functions and
their parametrization, followed by a discussion of the challenges of lens function
combination.
3.3.1 Categorization of Lens Functions
Lens functions are created to support data analysis by solving limitations of specific
visualization techniques and aiding the user in reaching their goals. Therefore, they
can be categorized by the data type and interaction tasks they address. Furthermore,
they vary in the class of effect they provide to solve this visualization problem and
how much this effect extents in regard to the focus area within the lens or the entire,
global visualization context.
While multiple data types can be effectively portrayed in one visualization, lens
functions are applied to a specific data type. They can hence be categorized by the
data type they process. We classify lenses according to the following list of data
types:
• temporal data
• geospatial data
• flow data
• multivariate data
• graph data
• text and document data
Note that in contrast to our survey on interactive lenses [Tom+17], this selection
does not consider three-dimensional data representations as they are not in the focus
of this thesis work.
When analyzing this data, lens functions are designed to solve a problem by support-
ing and enabling specific tasks for the data analysis. Section 2.3.2 already presented
a range of tasks in relation to visualization and graphs specifically. For the following
categorization, we apply the established task taxonomy for exploration by Yi et
al. [Yi+07] (E) to categorize lens functions according to the user’s interaction
task. However, other previously presented task taxonomies could equally be used
to describe the purpose of the lens function and thereby this dimension. Naturally,
selection is part of any lens (see lens selection in 3.1). However in this case, we
consider select to mean any function that aids the subsequent selection of individual
elements or groups. We further add general manipulation (M) to highlight the few
existing lens examples that address permanent editing. This results in the following
task categories:
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• E [SELECT]
• E [EXPLORE]
• E [RECONFIGURE]
• E [ENCODE]
• E [ABSTRACT/ELABORATE]
• E [FILTER]
• E [CONNECT]
• M [MANIPULATE]
To accomplish the support of the interaction task, the lens function manipulates
the view in different ways. While Bier et al. [Bie+94] define an operation class
for the see-through tool interface, we adapt this property and refine it for lens
functions to describe the effect class. This dimension describes the way the lens
function manipulates elements in the lens selection, either by suppressing, altering, or
enriching elements or properties of the visual representation within the visualization.
While the general lens effect is transient for all exploration tasks, this needs to be
reconsidered when also incorporating manipulation. As such the actual effect classes
remain the same, but the manipulation of the view may become permanent on
confirmation.
As already discussed when describing the lens’ join stage (cf. section 3.1), the
effect extent of a typical lens function only applies to the elements within the lens
selection (i.e., effect extent is lens interior). However, in some cases this manipulation
will indirectly effect elements outside of the lens selection: For example, changing
the position of graph nodes in the lens interior affects the routing of their edges to
nodes outside of the lens selection (e.g., Layout Lens [TAS09]). Similarly, the lens
can explicitly affect the position of neighbors of the graph nodes in focus (e.g., Bring
Neighbors Lens [Tom+06]). In these cases the effect extent is considered with side
effects. This is especially relevant when considering multi-user contexts where the
side effect could influence another user’s current focus region and thereby create
conflicts between user interactions. Finally, when creating a completely new view
separate from the lens selection with a copy of the original content and/or additional
elements, the effect extent is called separate view.
The following describes and classifies a set of examples to show the diversity of lens
functions and the application of the taxonomy dimensions. These functions were
selected for their range in interaction task, effect class, and effect extent.
Magnification on Diverse Data Types The Document Lens (data type: text and
document, user task: abstract/elaborate, effect class: alter, effect extent: side effect)
by Robertson and Mackinlay [RM93] was developed in 1993 at roughly the same
time as Bier et al.’s magic lens proposition. It presents part of a document at large
scale while the surrounding text pages are pulled toward the lens and aligned in
perspective forming a truncated pyramid (see Figure 3.6a). While generally a type
of magnification lens, this lens of rectangular shape focuses on presenting text in its
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al. [EBD05] reduces clutter in scatter plots or parallel coordinate plots by sampling
from the data resulting in a more sparsely populated view. This supports filtering
to better understand trends within the data since relations can be made visible that
were hidden in the cluttering (see Figure 3.6d). The lens effect suppresses content
and is only visible within the lens interior.
Providing Aggregated Data with Varying Effect Extent The following two lenses
enrich the existing visualization with additional, aggregated data to locally present
a refined view with more details. Time Lens (data type: geospatial, user task:
explore & encode, effect class: enrich, effect extent: separate view) by Tominski
et al. [Tom+12] presents another encoding of the data by showing aggregated
information for the selected area. The lens content is presented completely separated
from the original selection with only an additional visual element to clarify the
association (see Figure 3.6e).
Another example of presenting aggregated data and calculations in place within the
data is the Regression Lens (data type: multivariate, user task: explore & encode,
effect class: enrich, effect extent: lens interior) by Shao et al. [Sha+17]. It presents a
line chart as an overlay within the rectangular lens while keeping the original scatter
plot data points in place (see Figure 3.6f). Instead of the usual considerations of the
global distribution in regression analysis, the line chart presents the best model for
the distribution of the local selection and hence can present inherent patterns within
the data.
3.3.2 Lens Functions for Graph Analysis
As this thesis applies the developed principles for lens manipulation to the specific
application case of graph exploration, this section describes existing lens functions
addressing graph visualizations in more detail. While the focus lies on lenses specifi-
cally designed for graph data, it also includes functions which – though not proposed
for graphs – are closely related and suitable for application in graph visualizations.
The lens functions are discussed in regard to the addressed problem and applied
solution, including providing enlarged views and detailed information, reducing
edge clutter, concerning node connectivity and relations, and finally manipulation
within graph structures. Beside the description of the lens function, this section
also specifically identifies parameters that define or extend their effect. To actually
apply these lenses to varying data sets and application cases, these lens function
parameters should be adaptable to fit the lens to the user’s current needs and goals.
An overview of all discussed graph lenses in regard to their categorization according
to user task, effect class, and effect extent is given in Table 3.1.
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Fisheye Views [SB92;
SB94]
x x x
Labeling Lens [FP99;
BRL09]
x x x x x
Fuzzy Lens, Base-
Pair Lens, Ring
Lens [Bak+02]
x x x x x
EdgeLens [WCG03] x x x
Abstraction
Lens [HW04]
x x x
Local Edge
Lens [Tom+06]
x x x
Bring Neigh-
bors [Tom+06], Lay-
out Lens [TAS09]
x x x x
NodeTrix [HFM07] as
lens
x x x x
Bring & Go [Mos+09] x x x x x
Network Lens [JDK10] x x x
Push Lens [Sch+10b] x x x
Expand Tangible
View [Spi+10]
x x x x
Bundled Neigh-
bors [LAM10]
x x x x
Mole View [HTE11] x x x
EdgeAnalyser [Pan+11] x x x x x
Hypergraph
Lens [UČK12]
x x x x
Edit Lens [Gla+14] x x x x x
Tab. 3.1.: Categorization of existing graph lens functions and lens-like principles for
graphs (sorted by year).
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While magnifying a region of interest may provide a first solution to provide more
space for nodes regarded as important, it is necessary to present details about these
nodes in focus. Especially for nodes in cliques or nearly complete sub-graphs, layouts
can result in very little space for node description and labeling (see Figure 3.7b).
There has been extensive research on the problem of labeling on densely posi-
tioned areas (e.g., [MS91; CMS94]). Applying lenses to this problem, Fekete and
Plaisant [FP99] propose an interactive, transient solution by presenting a locally
restricted labeling. Bertini et al. [BRL09] extend this idea creating a labeling lens
that adapts its size to the density of the underlying data to keep the number of labels
shown to a presentable limit. In the spirit of providing more details (similar to lenses
for details on maps [SFB94]), this principle can be extended to provide additional
information, such as attribute data for multivariate nodes, in place for a local region
of interest. Jusufi et al. [JDK10] present small visualizations, including star plots,
parallel coordinate plots, and bar charts, as glyphs for each individual node in their
Network Lens to support visualization of attribute data and possibly comparison of
the nodes in focus.
For hierarchical graph structures, providing more details about individual nodes
may also extend from just representing multivariate data to including the inherent
structures within nodes. In their work, van Ham and van Wijk [HW04] discuss
the interactive expanding and collapsing of nodes by combining this effect with a
fisheye lens (see Figure 3.7c). Their lens presents local sub-structures to the users
without overwhelming them by expanding globally. However, the lens incorporates
a side effect (effect extent) as it also expands connected sub-nodes of the visual-
ization outside of the lens to clear up relations between sub-graphs. Spindler et
al. [Spi+10] apply the same principle for exploring the hierarchical structure of the
ACM classification represented as a tree at different levels of abstraction, expanding
and spreading the inherent child nodes or collapsing them again within the lens. For
hypergraphs, Ukrop et al. [UČK12] propose a lens that presents hyperedges as a
result of a hypergraph actively queried for relations in a local region of interest.
Reducing Edge Clutter
As real-world graphs are rarely planar, edge cluttering is a predominant problem in
graph layouting and exploration (e.g., [Lan+11; GFC05]). There are a range of lens
solutions that address this problem focusing on reducing the number of edges in
a region of interest either by actually removing and hiding edges or by distorting
them around that region. Wong et al. [WCG03] present an EdgeLens that creates a
distortion at a given cursor position to enable visibility of edge routing and clearing
the area around the cursor position from edges while also spreading them slightly to
distinguish their courses (see Figure 3.8a). Addressing the same problem, Tominski
et al. [Tom+06] propose affecting only a specific set of edges separating the graph in
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nodes can be placed or re-arranged while the actual precise positioning is calculated
by the computer given a range of possible layout algorithms or optimization criteria,
e.g., node space, edge length, or number of edge bends (see Figure 3.10).
All these individual lens functions support specific tasks and solve specific problems.
However, for a real world application where users step through a range of tasks
and problems within their workflow, there is need to allow multiple lens functions
and multiple lenses at once or in short succession. While this may seem easy, there
are a range of problems arising with this use of multiple lenses and possible lens
combinations.
3.3.3 Combination of Lens Functions
Already the early works of Bier et al. [Bie+93; Bie+94] and Stone et al. [SFB94] de-
scribe the advantages of combining multiple lens functions to accomplish a task (e.g.
presenting a wire frame and magnification for improved selection) either by having
multiple lens functions within the same lens or by using multiple lenses with full
or partial overlap. Panagiotidis et al. [Pan+11] apply multiple lenses where the
selected edges of child lenses are dependent on their parent lens selection. How-
ever, as data objects are selected globally and same lens functions are applied, the
presented combination only regards the lens input selection and does not require
merge of output from different lens functions in a local region. Alternatively, fixed
combination of varying lenses have been proposed, e.g., the Composite Lens by
Tominski et al. [Tom+06; TAS09] unites Bring Neighbors and Local Edge Lens with
a fisheye effect to tidy up the lens area while pulling in adjacent nodes. However, a
flexible, user-defined combination of lens functions makes it necessary to consider
the possible influence of one lens effect on another. The goal of this thesis is to
accomplish flexible, seamless combination of lens functions and use of multiple
lenses on the same context. To make this possible, a range of considerations are
necessary to make sure the lens functions act as expected by the user. In detail, the
sequential application of lens functions requires propagation of the content or a
bounding box of the region of interest through the stack of lenses on the canvas.
Two examples for graph lenses shall illustrate the problems:
P1 Consider a lens with multiple active lens functions: a fisheye magnification
function as well as the previously described Bring Neighbors function. As a
layouting function Bring Neighbor manipulates the position of nodes, pulling
in neighbors of the nodes in focus. However, the fisheye effect is dependent
on this position to calculate the scale factor of the individual nodes. Hence, if
the fisheye function is applied before the Bring Neighbors function, only the
original nodes in focus are enlarged while pulled in neighbors remain small –
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of the lens functions fall into the same stage category where the problem remains.
At this sub-level, the order can be enforced by manually giving each lens function a
precedence value in accordance with the visualization pipeline, which can also be
manipulated by the user depending on his preferences or goals.
How Do Lenses Access and Manipulate Properties? Different strategies have been
proposed to handle the access of property values for the combination and use of
multiple lenses. Bier et al. [Bie+93] proposed the strategy recursive ambush which
supposes that lens functions overwrite the original drawing methods of primitives.
For example, a drawLine method is overwritten by the lens function that creates red
edges. While this is easy and very cost-efficient, it has a whole range of limitations:
i) Not all lens functions can be described by simple drawing of primitives, e.g.,
clustering of graph nodes would be hard to accomplish. ii) If multiple lens functions
overwrite the same drawing method, only the last applied lens function’s effect can
be seen, i.e., there is no real combination of effects. iii) This is a very intrusive
method where the rendering is handed over to the lenses.
Another strategy presented early on by Bier et al. [Bie+93] is called model-in
model-out where every lens works on a copy of the data model and accesses the
output of all previous lens functions in the stack to add its effect to the visualization.
While this is very cost-inefficient as all lens function have to manage their copy
of the data model, it is a good starting point for extension and allows an actual
combination of lens functions. Reparameterize and clip is the last combination
strategy introduced by Bier et al. [Bie+93]. It proposes parameterizing the renderer
to create a completely new version of the presented visualization as a whole and
then clipping the image at the lens border to create the local effect. This can again
be very appropriate for manipulation that focus on the rendering, working only on
the last stage of the visualization pipeline. However, implementing lens functions
that affect only some object, e.g., remove fill color of node with certain attribute
values, is almost impossible as the renderer cannot access data model attributes.
Furthermore, lens functions with side effect (effect extent) cannot be accounted for as
the image is clipped at the lens border and cannot easily be merged into the context
view. Finally, the delegation strategy introduced by Fox [Fox98] is based on the
model-in model-out strategy and joins it with ideas from recursive ambush. Instead
of working on copies of the original data, this strategy works with pointers (called
principal that reference back to the original, called delegate) with the principle class
overwriting the draw method of the delegate. To combine lens functions, lenses
at higher position in the stack use the principal of previous lenses as delegate for
their calculations. Again, lens functions that do not focus on the rendering but on
attributes or structural properties of a visualization can hardly be accomplished with
this approach, but the general principle of handing over the result from one lens
function to the next, avoiding both read and write conflicts, will be applied in later
implementations of this thesis.
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3.4 Interactions for Magic Lens Manipulation
Now that the basic properties as well as possible lens functions have been discussed,
these properties need to be adjusted to actually use the lens for data analysis, as
by definition it is not effective without interaction. Interactive operations that have
to be considered include creation and deletion of lenses, manipulations of the lens
position and geometry (recall the properties discussed in section 3.2) as well as
more complex operations, such as selecting and parameterizing the lens function (cf.
section 3.3) or combining multiple lens functions or lenses.
Most visualization-based research focuses on the lens function, its purpose, and
its advantage for solving a visualization or data analysis problem. Hence, their
applications of magic lenses often rely on the traditional mouse and keyboard setting
in terms of interaction, disregarding the wide variety of interactive environments
that are currently arising. Inspired from the concepts of NUIs (cf. section 2.1), new
collaborative environments arise and have now also been applied to magic lenses.
In the following, an overview of these existing interactions in research will be given,
starting with research on interaction in traditional environments but focusing on
novel, natural interaction techniques. These techniques are summarized in Table 3.2
at the end of this section (page 73).
3.4.1 Lens Interaction in Mouse & Keyboard Environments
Mouse and keyboard interaction has been the most common interaction modality
of the last decades. Therefore, it is no surprise that it is also the most prominent in
the reviewed research on lenses. The typical environment of mouse and keyboard
interaction is a one-to-few display setup for a single user. The precision of the
cursor movement is the major advantage of mouse input. Additional possibilities of
the mouse are given through mouse buttons and the mouse wheel, which can be
used for discrete or continuous input, respectively. Keyboard input, on the other
hand, is suitable for mode switches or step-wise navigation. The precise direct
manipulation of the mouse is especially useful when specifying the region of interest
and hence repositioning of the lens. The suitability of this mapping is evident in
many of the examined research works (e.g., [Bak+02; ED06; Pin+12; Tom+06;
WCG03]). As the lens position is coupled with the mouse cursor, fast repositioning
becomes possible. However, when a magnification lens is used, this fast positioning
at context scale can hinder target acquisition in the focus area and make pixel-precise
positioning impossible [ACP10] (see Figure 3.12a).
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data presented on a large display. These lenses’ size and magnification factor can
be remotely controlled by pinching on a mobile device. Also adding an additional
interaction modality, Ramos et al. [Ram+07] apply stylus triggered magnification
lenses for small target selection and propose the adjustment of the zoom by direction-
dependent crossing of the lens border. They further compare different activation
techniques including automatic activation after a certain delay, an always active lens
trailing the cursor, and explicit activation by pen pressure which was the best in
regard to speed, accuracy, and user preference. As an extension of magnification
lenses, Brosz et al. [Bro+13] present Transmogrification defining an area to magnify
and distort using touch that can later be formed into other geometric shapes, e.g.,
straightened along a path, and thereby enable rectifying content for comparison or
increase focused on specific areas of a view.
Very few works on touch-enabled lenses applied lens function other than magni-
fication and hence had additional possibilities for adjustment and configuration.
Schmidt et al. [Sch+10b] address interaction with node-link-diagrams by designing
touch gestures for edge manipulation and incorporate the creation and manipulation
of their PushLens through multi-touch interaction. The PushLens can be created by
using three touches close in space and time and can then be repositioned and resized
by dragging and pinching on the border. No other parameters of the lens can be
adjusted using touch. Rzeszotarski and Kittur [RK14] also use multi-touch when
positioning their Kinetica tools including a lens for highlighting elements of a certain
criteria and optionally even limiting all interactions to highlighted elements within
the lens. The lens is created using two fingers, however it remains unclear how the
distinction between tools is made after gesture recognition as well as how the lens
criteria is defined. Nonetheless, it became clear in the study that users applied lenses
in layers on top of each other to reach their goal.
All these examples apply multi-touch interaction to lenses for their specific use case
and use repositioning and resizing to manipulate the selection. However, while
the lens’ selection is an important initial parameter that defines the data in focus,
adjusting the lens function and its parameters is important to make the lens effective
and support the user’s task and goals. As has been shown, parametrization of the
lens was rarely used and if at all was applied for the sole purpose of changing
a zoom factor. There are no solutions that accommodate flexible lens function
parametrization and lenses with multiple functions on touch-enabled surfaces.
3.4.3 Tangible and Spatial Interactions for Lenses
Spindler et al. [SSD09] developed tangible views that are passive paper lenses on
which information is projected from above (see Figure 3.14a). These tangible lenses
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In the context of graph exploration, Lehmann et al. [Leh+11] use head tracking to
allow manipulation of a focus + context lens technique by physically moving in front
of a large high-resolution display. The lens position is set to the users gaze position
approximated by head tracking (see Figure 3.16a). In their study, users were given
the choice between the lens technique and a distance-based adjustment of the level
of abstraction which, while easier to control, resulted in information overload as
details were presented both in focus and peripheral vision. Beside some negative
effects due to the imprecision of the head tracking and natural head movements,
users preferred the interactivity of the lens which helped them cope with the amount
of information and maintain the context orientation. Head tracking is also used by
Spindler et al. when designing Tangible Windows [SBD12] to provide a volumetric
perception on the elements presented on the tangible views when working in 3D
information spaces.
Recently, after the publication of our own BODYLENSES exploration [Kis+15] (chap-
ter 7), Badam et al. [Bad+16] explore the use of movable views as lenses at a large
vertical display. Multiple users can manipulate their individual views implicitly by
moving in front of the wall-sized display as well as explicitly using mid-air gestures
or foot interaction (see Figure 3.16c). Additionally, pairs of users can step together to
merge their individual views and switch merge modes using a collaborative gesture
where both users lift an arm.
3.5 Summary and Resulting Challenges
This chapter defined and categorized the concept of magic lenses, elaborating on
the principle components of these lenses for application in information visualization,
their geometric properties that define the lens selection as the input for the lens
function, and an overview of the diverse lens functions that have been applied to
support varying data types and interaction tasks. Very diverse and flexible lens
functions have been proposed to support a wide range of task and user goals, both
for graph analysis and general information visualization. As a result, lenses have
been shown to provide rich possibilities in way of manipulating the visualization
for better understanding, improved exploration, and more extensive analysis of
information spaces. However, in terms of interaction, these lenses have mostly
remained very static tools with only one lens function for one specific purpose. It
has been shown that existing work rarely addressed the flexible adjustment of lens
functions and their parameters. Many of the presented research works aimed at
supporting visualization functionality and goals, i.e., they proposed specific lens
functions (mostly in mouse and keyboard environments). These works adjusted their
lens functions in global dialogs and forms (if mentioned at all). These adjustment
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techniques however cannot easily and efficiently be applied to novel display settings
and natural user interfaces, nor are they applicable in multi-user scenarios.
Lens research focusing on other novel interaction modalities has rarely used lens
functions other than magnification (see “Lens Function” in Table 3.2). Hence, with
the exception of a zoom factor which has been adjusted using a pinch gesture or
inherently been manipulated when enlarging the lens, lens functions have rarely
been parametrized in these cases. Notable exceptions are Tangible Views [Spi+10]
where the distance of the cardboard to the tabletop influenced the level of abstraction
for a graph representation and rotation has been used to manipulate the degree
of distortion for a fisheye effect. Furthermore, lenses in research have rarely been
integrated into a system with more lens functions or diverse interaction to solve
multiple, varying tasks supporting a complete workflow of data analysis. That
is, many of the works support multiple lenses of the same type, but rarely lens
function combination has been applied especially combining the effect of different
lens functions (see “Multiple Lenses” in Table 3.2). CGV, a system by Tominski et
al. [TAS09], has made initial progress in this regard, as it uses three different lens
functions for graph exploration and one composite lens uniting these into a new
lens function. Still, the flexible use and combination of lens functions in one
or multiple lenses to our knowledge has not been applied. To summarize, up to
now lenses in natural user interfaces lack the ability to support users in not only
positioning but also working with the lens – this includes adapting it to the current
data selection (resize, reshape, etc.), selecting the appropriate lens function, as well
as parameterizing the lens and its function to support the current analysis.
As has been shown with the range of possible lens functions, we believe lenses
to be very well suited to support the exploration of data. While this includes
the manipulation of the visualization, inherent in the definition of magic lenses
is the temporarily limited, transient effect, so that manipulations will not remain.
Few works have broken with this inherent characteristic by adding a permanent
manipulation of the underlying data triggered by the lens. The EditLens [Gla+14]
is a good example that the spatially-restricted property of the lens effect can be
an important aspect for manipulation as well. Also, the Color Lens [EDF11] has
been designed to give a preview of changes that can later be applied to the entire
context. As a result, the transition from temporary effect, in terms of preview, and
later confirmation to make this effect permanent (e.g., confirming the actual add-
operation of a node [Gla+14] into the data source) may very well be a new concept
for lens extension which should be investigated further.
It has been shown that collaboration scenarios include times of loose collaborative
work, where users work independently and in-parallel, and times of closely coupled
collaboration (cf. chapter 2). Characteristics of the lens, such as their interactivity,
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spatially-restriction (not always, see effect extent in section 3.3) and transient
effect have the potential to make magic lenses an excellent tool for multi-user
applications where users can work on the same context, but have their individual
local exploration region that keeps them from interfering with each other. When
multiple users work with multiple lenses in the same context visualization, the lenses
may provide both manipulations of individual regions of interests but may also
enable the merge from parallel work to closely coupled collaboration. It should
hence be analyzed and observed what and how lenses can contribute to collaborative
settings and display environments, investigating their advantages and potential.
To summarize, there is the need to address the following challenges, resulting from
the discussed limitations:
C1 Configure lenses by supporting parameterizing (geometric) lens properties as
well as the lens function and its parameters according to the current need.
C2 Turn lenses from the current one-function tool into a flexible tool with se-
lectable functions within one lens, flexible combination of functions, and the
possibility of multiple lenses on the same context visualization.
C3 Support both exploration and manipulation tasks through lenses also regarding
the transition from temporary to permanent manipulation of the view.
(This challenge however is not within the scope of this thesis work.)
C4 Improve the lens to become a tool that seamlessly integrates into the workflow
by allowing fluent and effortless interactions and transitions while enhancing
the user’s control of the lens.
C5 Investigate the potential of lenses for multi-user scenarios and use of their
spatial restriction in both loosely and closely coupled collaboration phases.
After identifying and discussing these challenges, the following chapter will present
specific solutions for multi-functional lenses on touch-enabled interactive surfaces
that go beyond the magnification of content. These solutions specifically take the first
step in addressing challenges C2 and C4, creating a flexible tool with dynamically
adapted lens function(s) that can be fluidly adapted by the user.
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From the analysis of lens interactions in the previous chapter, it became clear that
while in traditional desktop settings a wide range of complex lens functions have
been proposed and applied, lenses used on touch-enabled surfaces have mainly been
used for very basic purposes, often focused on magnification. As a result, existing
touch solutions have been limited to moving and resizing the lens using touch, but
have not yet realized the potential of the lens as a flexible, multi-functional tool.
Novel multi-touch interaction concepts need to address the limitations and challenges
defined in the previous chapter (see section 3.5), especially the need to integrate the
lens as a flexible, adjustable tool (C2) into the data analysis workflow supporting
flexible, effortless interaction and configuration of the lens as a tool (C4).
Multi-touch interaction has become a predominant and widely spread modality
in a wide range of display setups, sizes, and contexts (e.g., smartphones, tablets,
tabletops, and wall-sized displays). As such, more and more data analysis tasks,
mostly in professional settings but also for personal data analysis, have the need to
also be supported in these device environments. This chapter focuses on extending
the existing basic interactions for magic lenses on touch-enabled surfaces creating a
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configurable lens tool that supports manipulation of the currently active lens function,
but also the flexible combination of varying lens functions and their parametrization.
These concepts aim to apply the principles of multi-touch interaction to magic
lenses not only to support existing functional advantages that have been shown
in traditional mouse and keyboard settings, but further to improve on this tool by
supporting a fluent workflow when analyzing data using lenses. To investigate the
possibilities of the configuration of lens function parameters and the combination
of functions, alternative touch interaction techniques were designed and combined
to support both widget-based interactions as well as gesture-based manipulations
of the multi-touch lens (section 4.2). These concepts have been applied for graph
visualization. They were implemented in a prototype for graph-specific lens functions
presenting details on demand as well as focusing on examining the relations among
nodes (section 4.3). A user evaluation compares the widget-based approach with
a traditional menu technique, used with both mouse and touch to counteract and
investigate the bias of the interaction modality (section 4.4). All in all, this is a first
realization of multi-functional multi-touch lenses that are flexible in task-specific
lens effects and support user-specific interaction styles.
Parts of the research presented in this chapter have previously been published in:
Ulrike Kister, Patrick Reipschläger, and Raimund Dachselt. 2016. MultiLens: Fluent Interaction
with Multi-Functional Multi-Touch Lenses for Information Visualization. In Proceedings of the
2016 ACM International Conference on Interactive Surfaces and Spaces (ISS ’16’). ACM, New York,
NY, USA, pages 139-148.
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4.1 Motivation
In existing research, multi-touch lenses have been used mostly to apply magnification
to a focus region [KAP11; BHR14; SS14] to show more details or improve the impre-
cise selection of touch by addressing part of the fat-finger problem (e.g., [BWB06;
Voi+09]). Even when applied to solve a data-specific problem using a specialized
lens function, e.g., pushing away unrelated graph edges [Sch+10b], only very basic
interactions with the lens have been designed. Almost all touch-enabled lens solu-
tions support moving the lens through drag (on either the border or inner area of
the lens) and pinching either to resize the lens or increase the zoom factor of the
magnification. The research presented in this chapter investigates the advantages
of multi-touch interaction for magic lenses in settings addressing more than just
magnification and movement of the lens, but the application of varying lens functions
and their parameterization.
In data visualization, most research on magic lenses presented the development of a
specific lens function addressing a very specific task. To transfer this knowledge into
real-world use, multiple different lens function need to be applied as users concern
themselves with more than one goal or task. The flexible selection of these lens
functions and configuration to fit the user’s current goal needs to be possible in a
fluent, continuous workflow. To achieve this, it is the goal of this work to examine
multi-touch as a possibility to support fluent interaction with the data through lenses
and thereby create a touch-enabled magic lens tool that extends the original idea of
a lens by giving the user a flexible toolbox of functions for data analysis.
Therefore, we1 propose MULTILENS, touch-enabled magic lenses for fluently manipu-
lating functions, parameters, and combinations of lenses on interactive surfaces. With
MULTILENS, we designed a flexible touch-enabled lens interaction technique looking
at varying ways of interacting with lenses using multi-touch. Therein, we extend the
discussion of advantages and disadvantages of WIMP-based touch user interfaces
and gesture-based interfaces as investigated by Drucker et al. [Dru+13] (cf. 2.2.1)
and the use of flexible, fluent tools adapted to novice and expert users, building on
works such as NEAT [FLD11]. We contribute a novel multi-touch menu technique
for magic lenses using a widget-based approach with a drag-snap slider for rela-
tive parameter adjustment. We also propose a continuous gesture set for rapidly
changing lenses and their primary parameters in one seamless phrase. Finally, we
also address the flexible combination of lens functions both in the widget-based and
gesture-based approach, thereby developing the lens as a flexible multi-purpose tool
for data analysis.
1‘We’ in this chapter relates to the author Ulrike Kister, as well as Patrick Reipschläger and Raimund
Dachselt as co-contributors on this research.
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segments representing the currently active functions which can then be dragged out
from the lens to be removed (see Figure 4.7c, not in current version of prototype).
While this interaction for combining lenses requires two lenses already in place,
simply adding a function to an existing lens can also be useful. The first simple way of
adding multiple lens functions to the same lens is toggling individual lens functions
sequentially in the radial touch menu. Furthermore, we also distinguish two modes
when using the expert gestures: replace or add. These modes are differentiated by
the number of fingers placed on the lens border with the non-dominant hand, again
setting the frame of reference for the interaction. We use two fingers to activate the
alternative action, similar to [FHD10]: Performing the gesture with two fingers on
the lens border will add the new function to the lens instead of replacing the existing
one(s).
4.3 System Architecture & Technical Realization
The MULTILENS system was designed for use on a 27” Perceptive Pixel [@Per06]
display with a resolution of 2560×1440 px. It incorporates the selected graph
lenses for sample graphs in graphML format, e.g., showing the human disease
network [Goh+07] of co-occurring diseases and genes, or social networks in JSON
format generated by the Facebook Graph API Explorer [@Fac15]. The prototype was
improved, re-designed, and extended in various iterations due to various feedback
sessions and tests. It was also used for a range of student projects. Furthermore, it
was designed and iterated to be structured in a modular way to account for flexible
addition and exchange of components, e.g., lens functions and interactions.
The prototype was implemented in C# using WPF and following the Model-View-
ViewModel pattern (MVVM). The graph structure is organized using Quickgraph’s
graph interface [@Qui07] while basic graph algorithms such as layouting were
applied through GraphSharp [@Gra09]. The system processes both Windows Touch
events and TUIO event, where TUIO events are mapped internally to Windows Touch
events. Our MultipleFilterLens component contains separate entities for the manage-
ment of lens shape and lens functions (see Figure 4.8). Shapes, e.g., circle, rectangle,
ellipse, and polygon, are responsible for checking if a point or element is inside
their boundaries as well as calculations of the resulting intersections with a line, i.e.,
graph edges. Lens functions or filters define the update function to manipulate nodes
or edges in the shape. The implementation for combining lens functions within
one lens is adapted from the model in – model out strategie (cf. section 3.3.3). It is
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focus on the users’ understanding of the concepts, their personal preferences, and
comments on the necessary scope and completeness of the implementation, e.g.,
the gesture recognition. The comparative evaluation then focused on the widget-
based interaction technique as an essential part of the MULTILENS concepts and the
interaction basis for all users. It compares this novel interactive lens approach to
a state-of-the art global menu which has equally been augmented with the flexible
selection, parametrization, and combination of lens functions.
4.4.1 Initial User Feedback
To gather initial user feedback on the feasibility of our MULTILENS concepts and
to identify shortcomings and limitations of the implementation, we invited six
participants (all right handed, average age: 27, gender-balanced) to take part in an
initial pilot study. All participants were either students or colleagues in the computer
science department, but had only basic knowledge of graph analysis. However,
participants had deep knowledge of HCI and interaction design. All participants
considered themselves very familiar with small touch devices such as smartphones
or tablets.
The study was performed using a simplified social network graph. Participants
were presented with three different lens functions. The basic functionality was
demonstrated starting with the radial menu and concluding in the gesture set.
Participants then had a trial phase where they could individually explore the different
lens functions and their parameters. They were encouraged to think-aloud, ask
questions, and report on anything that was unclear to them. We took notes and
video recorded the sessions for analysis.
As study tasks, we asked participants questions related to the connectivity of different
people in the graph, e.g., ’Who are the direct friends of Alba?’, ’Which people connect
Alba to Bob?’, or ’Find the three people that are not connected to anyone else.’ Time
for these tasks was not limited. For all tasks, participants could choose which lens
function they considered most helpful and wanted to use. Some questions were
designed to be easier to solve using multiple lens functions in combination. Finally,
participants were asked to fill a usability questionnaire (see Appendix A.2.1) with
fourteen lens related questions using a five-point scale (1=disagree, 5=agree).
While no statistically significant assertion can be made from such a small number
of participants, the initial feedback was used to get a first understanding of the
preferences, uses, and possibly limiting factors of the interaction with the MULTI-
LENS system.
From our observations and results, we found that participants understood the
concepts of MULTILENS and we observed smooth exploration of the graph even
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lens functions and its gestures need to be considered for evaluating them further. As
inherent in their design, our continuous gestures with their shortcut characteristics
are suited for long-term and expert use. While some participants welcomed the
gestures, we see higher potential in making lenses easily available to interaction
novices, hence focusing on the radial menu in the following.
As a result of this study, we iterated our concepts and improved our implementation
of MULTILENS. We improved on the gesture recognition allowing more variance in
performing the gestures. While there are positive study results for the mapping and
the easy selection of lens functions using the gestures, the setting of lens function
parameters had strongly inconsistent results. Further extension and investigation for
long-term use is necessary to evaluate and iterate these expert gestures. However,
we saw clear potential in the use of the radial menu and relative slider technique
and believe this to be an easy way to enable magic lenses as a flexible tool for data
analysis. Hence, we decided to focus on the widget-based approach and investigate
it further to asses its usability and efficiency in comparison to traditional menus.
4.4.2 Comparative Evaluation with a Traditional Menu Using
Touch and Mouse
Since the flexible radial menu including the drag-snap slider technique is a central
aspect of our approach, we investigated its comprehensibility and efficiency. We
decided to compare the radial menu concept to state-of-the-art implementations
of magic lenses. Most state-of-the-art lens implementations use mouse interaction
and global menus or dialog boxes for the parameter adjustments [Tom+17]. To
conform to that without limiting interaction, we use a traditional side menu for
comparison while supporting the same functionality of lens function parametrization
and combination from the MULTILENS concept. To distinguish between differences
in performance resulting from the interaction modality, we decided to evaluate both
touch and mouse interaction for the traditional menu. This results in three conditions
for our comparison: mouse + traditional menu (M+TM), touch + traditional
menu (T+TM), and our own approach touch + radial menu (T+RM).
We hypothesized that the radial touch menu (T+RM) as part of our MULTILENS is
more efficient in terms of required time per action than the current state-of-the-art
menu versions (both M+TM and T+TM) because of shorter distances between
lens and menu. Furthermore, we believed that users will prefer the directness of
the novel MULTILENS implementation over the state-of-the-art as interaction is less
decoupled from the focus (i.e., the selected data).
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Perceptive Pixel display (for touch conditions). The experiment was a within-subject
design and the order of conditions was counterbalanced for 21 participants. An
additional 22nd participant was recruited to replace an outlier (see observations
below).
For each condition the participant started with a training phase where a researcher
explained the basic functionality of each menu, starting with the basic repositioning
of the lens to individual lens function parameter adjustments. The participants
were given time to make themselves familiar with the interactions until they felt
comfortable using the condition (M = 3.1 min, SD = 0.9 min). They could then
trigger the beginning of the experiment. In each task, participants were presented
with the task description and they had time to carefully read the instructions before
pressing the start button and moving to the graph. We created three social network
graphs with random names as data sets for the study tasks. To balance complexity,
the number of elements (77 nodes, 254 edges) and node degrees were the same.
Using a force-directed layout, each graph was arranged differently. They were
counterbalanced so that each graph was used equally often among conditions.
We designed the experiment to include two groups of tasks: six process tasks (A) and
three exploration tasks (B). In the first group (A), participants were given a list of
specific instructions stating up to four individual manipulation steps for each task.
Examples include (1) ‘Invoke lens function Local Edge’, (2) ‘Set function parameter
Edge Opacity to 0.2’, etc. We designed the process tasks to conform with normal
lens exploration processes. Hence, the tasks often started or ended with a move of
the lens onto a specific, highlighted node. Complete example tasks can be found in
Appendix A.2.2. For these process tasks, we measured task completion times and
logged times of individual interaction steps. Exploration tasks (B) were less specific
in which interaction steps to take. They included questions such as ‘Find and select
the vegetarian among the friends of Frida’ or ‘Select all neighbors of Lorenzo’. We
designed each graph for these tasks to include the same problems (e.g., edge clutter,
so that the node in question had unconnected edges running through and using
the Local Edge function was necessary). We also logged completion times for these
tasks, but their exploratory character makes it difficult to tell how much of the time
was affected by the menu technique. These tasks primarily served for observing the
exploration process.
At the beginning of each task, its description was shown full screen so that users
had time to understand and read the complete task description. After confirming
their understanding, they were presented with the graph and depending on the task
one to few already placed lenses without active lens functions. A short summary
of the task description, either a list of steps for process task or the question itself
for exploration tasks, was given in the lower left corner of the screen. Finally, a
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Participants were offered free choice between using tap or drag-snap for manip-
ulating parameters. We observed that of the 22 participants, 14 mainly used the
drag-snap technique, only three used discrete tapping primarily and five participants
frequently switched techniques. We further noticed that using tap seemed to coin-
cide with situations where participants were unsure on how to proceed or which
parameter to select. This assumption is also supported by the questionnaires, where
the three users of discrete tapping belonged to the group which had little to no
experience with large touch displays, graphs, and magic lenses.
In all three conditions, some tasks required the use of two lenses explicitly stating
to move and adjust both lenses individually. In the exploration tasks, two lenses
were always already placed at startup and could be used freely. We noticed however
that when given the choice, 16 of 22 participants used only a single lens, combining
various lens functions instead of assigning a unique function to each lens.
4.5 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, we proposed multi-functional multi-touch lenses that unify functions
for diverse purposes of graph analysis into one tool. To enable a fluent workflow
with this tool, we integrated different ways of interaction using both a widget-based
menu approach and an expert way with continuous gestures. When evaluating the
radial touch menu against a traditional menu version used with either touch or
mouse, the study helped us identify the limitations of MULTILENS showing that it
was slower than the traditional menu. However, differences in terms of overall time
were small and more experience could possibly eliminate these differences (as was
evident in our second iteration). Nevertheless, in the qualitative questionnaires the
users assess MULTILENS with positive values in regard to their personal preferences
and overall comfort of use. Furthermore, there are a range of clear advantages to
MULTILENS when applying the multi-functional lenses to large displays and/or multi-
user scenarios. Firstly, the parametrization of the MULTILENS is lens-dependent and
local, so that each lens has its own manipulations and, as opposed to the traditional
menu, no selection is necessary to change the focus of the global menu. This allows
a range of users to manipulate and adjust their individual lenses without interfering
with each other. Secondly, all interaction take place directly around the explored
data, minimizing the distraction resulting from gaze switches and enabling improved
immersion into the current task.
When comparing the widget-based and gesture-based approach, there is need to
evaluate the continuous gestures in long term use. However, for these varying ways
of interactions in the MULTILENS concept the general principles of recognition vs.
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recall apply. That relates specifically to the disadvantage of having to remember
the gestures instead of perceiving buttons in the menu and is especially relevant
when considering the use of the concept by either novices or expert users. As such,
the continuous gestures are very comparable to keyboard shortcuts which need to
be learned and are difficult to remember in the beginning. For the future of the
gesture-based approach, an easier transition and low-level entry point into their use
should be considered and investigated. On the other hand, our radial menu approach
already aims to support this transition from novice-like, discrete tapping to a more
fluent, expert-oriented interaction within the menu. By designing the drag-snap
slider technique, we specifically focused on allowing this more fluent workflow
that often makes up expert use. We think that providing tools with both smooth
widget-based and gestural interaction capabilities yields improved interaction and
has potential for efficiently supporting the work of a larger range of users.
Our study indicated a preference to using one tool and extending its functionality
instead of using multiple independent lenses. This raises the questions if in this
analysis context the use of a single tool (rich in functionality and complexity) is
generally to be preferred to multiple single-purpose tools. While we do not aim to
answer this general and broad question, we believe that by designing MULTILENS,
we extended the rather static lens interaction to a tool that supports flexibility in
parametrization and combination of lens functions, thus creating an advanced
gadget for diverse exploration tasks which could be used with a large set of possible
lens functions (cf. chapter 3).
To summarize, we contributed MULTILENS as novel multi-touch-enabled visualization
lenses that provide multiple lens functions within one generic lens tool. As previous
work focused on single-function lenses, we applied existing principles and improve
on the interaction with lenses considering a) basic interactions, b) activation of
different lens functions, c) the adjustment of function-dependent parameters, and
d) the combination of lens functions. In contrast to traditional approaches, our
lenses support seamless in-place manipulations and adjustments which contribute
to the user’s flow of interaction. Both our interaction approaches are designed to
enable fluent interaction in uninterrupted phrases and support redundant interaction
alternatives for varying preferences of users. Furthermore, by enabling the flexible
combination of lenses, MULTILENS yields entirely new lens functions. With this, we
contributed another step in using the potential of interactive surfaces for information
visualization by presenting a flexible tool with different interaction alternatives
which is one of the goals of this thesis.
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The previous chapter with its touch-enabled MULTILENS presented a contact-based
interaction technique to adapt lenses to the current need of the user by manipulating
lens function and function parameters efficiently. This could equally be interesting
for large display setups, both tabletops and wall-sized displays, taking into account
the benefits of large display space (as described in chapter 2). Adding lenses
to these setups may become especially useful for collaboration considering the
characteristics of the lenses per se (e.g., their spatial restriction) but also MULTI-
LENS’s local, in-place manipulation that does not require global menus. However,
large displays also encourage additional movement to let the user perceive all
content on the display. This physical navigation [BNB07] has already been shown
to improve sensemaking and support data exploration including the change of
visualizations on movement [Jak+13]. To use lenses in these setups hence requires
the possibility to simply move the lens with the user and to be able to configure
it while moving around. Building on the benefits of tangible user interfaces and
spatial interaction, this chapter describes the use of graspable, tangible objects
as representations of magic lenses. It starts with an investigation into different
setups for lenses (section 5.1) questioning what type and properties of tangible in
combination with context displays could function as a beneficial lens setup. Applying
mobile devices as tangible lenses, the chapter then elaborates on mobiles as personal
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toolboxes for data analysis (section 5.2). GRASP proposes an interaction design
that places the graspable representation of the lens into the user’s hand . Thereby
it addresses the challenge of configuring the lens according to the user’s current
need (C1, page 72). It further focuses on integrating the tool into an effortless
workflow (C4) by being designed to enable flexible positioning in front of the wall-
sized display. A qualitative study (section 5.4) evaluates the proposed interaction
techniques and specifically observes participants’ workflows and distribution of focus
between the two devices.
The research on spatially-aware mobile devices as lens representations (5.2) has been published
in the following work:
Ulrike Kister, Konstantin Klamka, Christian Tominski, Raimund Dachselt. 2017. GraSp: Combin-
ing Spatialy-aware Mobile Devices and a Display Wall for Graph Visualization and Interaction. In
Computer Graphics Forum (CGF), Vol. 36, No. 3 (June 2017). pages 503-514, ISSN: 1467-8659.
Parts of the discussion of transparent tangibles (5.1) have appeared in research published as:
Wolfgang Büschel, Ulrike Kister, Mathias Frisch, and Raimund Dachselt. 2014. T4 - transparent
and translucent tangibles on tabletops. In Proceedings of the 2014 International Working Conference
on Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI ’14). ACM, New York, NY, USA, pages 81-88.
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5.1 Considerations for Tangibles in Lens
Applications
The general idea of using tangible user interfaces [IU97] to transfer digital content or
controls to the physical world creates a range of advantages (see chapter 2.1.2) which
have also been shown to benefit data exploration and the control of parameters. As
described in chapter 2, we discuss tangibles in terms of graspable, movable objects
independent from their output capabilities. That is, we also extend the term to mobile
devices for both tangible and spatial interactions. Since these kind of tangibles
have been proven worthwhile specifically for controlling parameters (e.g., [Jet+11;
LAD14]), it may similarly be an advantage for data exploration tools including
magic lenses. However, the question remains which type of tangibles can suitably be
applied to lenses and in what way lens interaction may be supported. The following
will shortly discuss the possible dimensions for tangible lenses (see Table 5.1).
Context View’s Setup, Orientation, and Relation to Tangible Magic lens applications
require both a focus and a context view. As such, the use of tangible lenses needs
a context view as a basis for interaction. While analog, real-world contexts (e.g.,
a tracked physical map or a physical space) may be used for augmented reality
lenses (e.g., applying our principle of contact Augmented Reality [Hin+14a]), this
Dimension Options
context
representation
real-world content
i.e., tracked physical object
or space
digital content
i.e., display surface
orientation of
context
horizontal
e.g., tabletop display
vertical
e.g., display wall
relation of tangible
to context
in-contact
i.e., placed or stuck on the
display
in-space
i.e., above or in front of the
display
tangible’s input
sensing
no input sensing
e.g., passive
tangibles
input through
context
i.e., context
interprets input
input capable
e.g., multitouch-
enabled
tangible’s output
capability
without visual
output
e.g., passive,
opaque tangibles
see-through
e.g., rings or
transparencies
display
e.g., mobile
devices or
projections
role and purpose of
tangible for lens
lens representation
i.e., tangible embodies lens
lens controller
i.e., tangible manipulates lens
Tab. 5.1.: Dimensions regarding the use of tangibles and mobiles for lens application. Colors
indicate the categorization of the following tangible lens concepts (transparent
tangibles and GRASP, as well as DI.VI.CO in the next chapter).
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chapter focuses on the more common and dynamically interchangeable use of
additional displays to provide the context visualization. To accomplish the focus
view within the context, this context display needs to surround the focus area (or
at least extend it to multiple sides) and thereby needs to be appropriate in size.
As Langner et al. [LHD18] have shown, there is potential in using multiple mobile
displays placed next to each other in use as overview and detail views. For lenses
however, larger display space is more appropriate to support the use of tangible
lenses and their movement within the context frame. As a result, in this context both
tabletops, i.e., horizontal displays, and display walls, i.e., vertical displays, should be
considered. Furthermore, the relation of the focus view to this context display is of
importance: The tangible can be used in-contact with the context visualization (e.g.,
placed on an interactive tabletop [KE12; Ebe+13]), but can also be lifted from
the surface and used in-space (e.g., in front or above the context display [SSD09;
Spi+10]).
Capabilities and Role of the Tangible for Lenses There are a range of different
types of tangibles with varying capabilities that need to be considered for their use in
lens applications. An especially important factor for this use is the tangible’s output
capability which is relevant for representation of the lens’ output. Traditionally,
tangibles have been used in form of passive and opaque objects (e.g., [IU97; SH10;
UIJ03]) which may also include transparent tangibles whose markers render their
transparency void (i.e., where transparency is used for aesthetic purposes, e.g.,
FacetStream [Jet+11]). These tangibles can hardly represent the lens with its focus
area, but can be used as a handle to the lens or as a separate controller for lens
manipulation (similar to parameter adjustment for non-lens related contents). More
interesting however are tangibles that support an additional content output and
thereby allow possible representation of the lens, i.e., the lens itself becomes tangible
and the entire tangible therefore embodies the lens. This can be accomplished
using opaque rings or transparent tangibles (e.g., [Ebe+13; KE12]), where the
context display provides the lens content, or using mobile devices, including small
display cubes (e.g., used for querying [LAD14]) but also smartphones and tablets or
similarly tablet-sized cardboards with projection (as used for PaperLens [SSD09]).
These support an active lens output separate from the context visualization and
thereby allow a larger range of freedom in terms of movement and personal output
visualization. How the interaction with the lens is accomplished depends on the
tangible’s input sensing capabilities. For passive tangibles on tabletops there is no
additional input sensing beside tracking their position. However, taking sensor-
enhanced tangibles or mobile devices into account may result in actual input-capable
lens representations or controllers that take advantage of the variety of these input
possibilities for lens configuration.
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examples and prototypes. Transparent plates and tokens (see [Büs+14] for size
categorization) can be used as tangible graph lenses to provide graspable tools, e.g.,
for bringing in adjacent nodes (Figure 5.1e) or reducing edge clutter (Figure 5.1f).
Due to their tangibility, multiple lenses can be placed and moved on the surface
simultaneously.
Towards Generic and Flexible Tangibles for Lenses
The previous example of transparent tangibles are very fixed in terms of material,
shape, and size. The need for these specific tangibles to enable the use of lenses is
certainly a disadvantage for tangible user interfaces which may be one of the reasons
they have not established themselves in everyday use. Mobile devices, however,
have already become our personal tangibles: With their diversity in applications
they provide generic tools for very diverse tasks. Their tangible properties and active
displays in addition to their flexible usability raises the question if they could also be
beneficial for use as lenses for data exploration.
The idea of using tangible displays as lens representations in-space above a tabletop
has been investigated by Spindler et al. in a variety of works where lenses were
realized as displays using top-projection on cardboard [SSD09; SMD12; Spi+14a].
These tangible views have also been applied specifically to information visualization
presenting the potential of this use for data exploration [Spi+10]. Building on
these work, the research presented in the following chapter uses mobile devices and
considers their application to large vertical display spaces for multiple users. For the
application to lenses, it is important to keep focus and context in relation to each
other. This was automatically the case above a tabletop as the dimension of the table
and the user’s arm reach in height are restricted. However, the relation between
views becomes much more of a concern for wall-sized displays where the possibility
of movement in front of the display drastically increases and may hence result in
more prominent attention switches between views. By spatially tracking the mobile
devices, the mobile display’s content and focus can be directly related to the content
on the large display making the connection. This enables a strong coupling of the
mobile device to the context view – putting the lens into the user’s hand.
The following project GRASP examines this device combination. It investigates
mobile devices as lens representation at large vertical displays (see blue highlight in
Table 5.1, page 99). While the large display presents the context visualization of
which parts can be selected, the mobile device provides detail views and additional
tools for exploring the data. This work aims to investigate the following questions:
i) How can tangible, mobile devices support exploration tasks for graph visualization
at wall-sized displays? ii) How do people perceive and explore graph data with a
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To enable data exploration, we use the wall-sized display as a context visualization
giving an overview of the information space while the mobile devices function as
a personal toolbox to explore, analyze, and manipulate details in the data. This
makes use of the large display space the display wall provides while also relying
on the personal character of the mobile devices. Building on top of tabletop work
in combination with mobile views [Voi+09; SSD09; Spi+10], we apply a strong
coupling of both devices and use the spatial relationship of the devices as the
definition of the mobile display’s content. In our work, mobile devices are used as
personal displays, where detail views, focus points, and additional information are
presented to the individual users. Their position, orientation, and movement (and
thereby an estimate of the user’s position) is tracked in the space in front of the
wall-sized display so that individual interactions with the mobile devices can be
linked and related to specific objects on the display wall. This supports both natural
interaction using touch at the display wall as well as remote interaction through the
mobile from a distance. However, instead of enforcing one particular input style,
our solution has been designed so as to support flexible user position in front of the
large display. In related work, Jakobsen et al. [Jak+15] found users preferred touch
over remote interaction for mid-air gestures. Participants in their study only chose
mid-air gestures if interaction cost, i.e., movement, was entirely too immense. The
combination of wall-sized display and mobile devices allows touch on both devices
and thereby is not as limiting as mid-air gestures and very flexible in terms of display
output. We do not want to enforce a restrictive movement of users to stay in contact
with the wall-sized display or require physical navigation [BNB07] and hypothesize
that results will be different from Jakobsen et al. [Jak+15] because of this additional
direct touch and output device. Further, our goal was to adapt the interaction
facilities to the users’ workflow. As such, we aimed to support flexible movements
and remote interactions, i.e., interactions when being far from the display wall
either during movement or from a standing or sitting position. This way, we enable
real-world multi-user scenarios such as meetings and discussions of data analysis,
and permit individual user behaviors independent from a specific distance from the
wall-sized display (see Figure 5.2a).
Scenarios and Tasks
Our goal was to design techniques that demonstrably benefit from the new technol-
ogy. Yet at the same time, the techniques should be generalizable and practically
relevant. To obtain these generalizable techniques, we apply a set of the previously
described task taxonomies and reference them as discussed in chapter 2.3.2 (see
Appendix A.1 for an overview). That is, E describes exploration tasks categorized
by Yi et al. [Yi+07] which are refined by graph-specific categories G defined by Lee
et al. [Lee+06], while manipulation tasks M are added according to Gladisch et
al. [Gla+15b]. To achieve practical relevance and gain an understanding of possible
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workflows, we consider two concrete application scenarios. Both scenarios were de-
vised, discussed, and iterated under consideration of existing work on visualization
and further interaction tasks for graphs [PPS14; Wyb+14].
Scenario I "Disease co-occurrences" The first scenario focuses on finding cancer
relations through common appearances of diseases using a graph data set of disease
occurrences (see human disease network in section 2.3.1). Nodes represent diseases
and genes, whereas edges present the disease co-occurrence or a disease’s relation to
a gene. We assume a group of biologists meet to discuss the research topic of colon
cancer. They sit together jointly discussing possibly interesting aspects in the data
while also looking for detailed information individually. In a first phase of hypothesis
generation, the biologists examine if colon cancer occurs in relation with other forms
of cancer or generally with diseases of indigestion. In a hypothesis verification phase,
the biologists want to study in more detail the symptoms and diagnoses of diseases
that are connected to colon cancer. Experienced participants of the group add and
update the graph with data from a recent publication. This scenario incorporates
the following tasks:
• Find & select the cluster of cancer diseases
(E [SELECT/EXPLORE]; G [OVERVIEW])
• Find & select all neighbors of colon cancer
(E [CONNECT]; G [ADJACENCY])
• Filter neighbors by type of disease
(E [FILTER]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Compare the number of diseases per type
(E [EXPLORE]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Identify nodes connected to colon cancer
(E [CONNECT]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Access details: symptoms and diagnoses
(E [ABSTRACT & ELABORATE]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Add and update a disease, relations, and attributes
(M [ADD NODES]; M [ADD/ DELETE EDGES]; M [ADD/UPDATE ATTRIBUTES])
Scenario II "Advertisement in a social network" In our second scenario, a social
network is investigated to find people with wide-spread influence in order to use
them for product endorsement and to send them advertisements for a specific new
product. There are two different types of nodes: people and product/fan pages.
Edges exist between friends as well as between people and certain products or fan
pages they liked. In this scenario, an advertisement consultant first identifies cliques
of certain size and appropriate target age and gender. She then explores these
groups in more detail finding the ones with a sufficient number of neighbors and an
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active engagement with product pages before finally adding a connection from the
most-likely candidates to the product. This process includes the following tasks:
• Filter people by age and gender to see target group
(E [FILTER]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Identify cliques of people by size and product engagement
(G [CONNECTIVITY]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Separate products and people
(E [FILTER]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Analyze common friends
(G [COMMON CONNECTIONS])
• Examine specific attributes of candidates
(E [ABSTRACT & ELABORATE]; G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS])
• Add edge from selected candidates to new product
(M [ADD EDGES])
GraSp Principles
While the wall-sized display may support interactive exploration and manipulation
of the main visualization, this chapter’s focus lies on combining mobile devices in
this setup and providing a rich set of individual local interactions on each user’s
personal mobile device. The mobiles are meant to bridge the gap between display
wall and user by presenting a rich set of views onto the data, including
• a close-up excerpt from the data on the wall,
• the visualized data with adjusted level of detail,
• alternative representations of the data in focus, or
• User Interface widgets and setting dialogs.
Therefore, we introduce an interaction repertoire of techniques called GRASP, which
stands for “Graphs in Space” and incorporates the graspable capabilities of the mobile
device as a personal toolbox. Applying research on proxemic interaction [Gre+11;
Jak+13], we use the distance and orientation of the user’s device to trigger minor
adjustments of detail level, focus views, and tool size. However, as a design principle
we define the need for explicit interactions for major manipulations, such as view
changes. As a result, to switch between these views and the diverse features of the
mobile toolbox, we suggest the use of an explicit tool menu on the mobile display
where users can select the appropriate view.
In the following, we focus on providing lens-like solutions on the mobile device
that cover the tasks identified in the previous section including exploration and
selection, details on demand, connectivity and adjacency tasks through alternative
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Tasks GRASP techniques
E [EXPLORE], G [BROWSING
TASKS]
• physical navigation
• mobile focus view selection
E [SELECT] • individual data and group selection
– on display wall
– on mobile device
– using pointing selection
E [ABSTRACT &
ELABORATE]
• labeling technique on movement
• details on demand after selection
M [ADD/ UPDATE NODE AT-
TRIBUTES]
• manipulating attributes in detail view
E [CONNECT], G [ADJACENCY,
CONNECTIVITY]
• tangible Adjacency Matrix Lens
• tangible Bring Neighbors Lens
M [ADD/DELETE EDGES] • tap on cells in adjacency matrix
E [FILTER], G [ATTRIBUTE-
BASED TASKS]
• tangible Attribute Filter Lens
• body-relative range filtering
• distribution overview with sieve filter tool
Tab. 5.2.: Overview of tasks and respective GRASP techniques.
representations, as well as diverse filtering techniques. Table 5.2 provides a brief
overview of these solutions.
5.2.1 Mobile Focus View and Data Selection
GRASP explores data analysis in a simple multi-device environment with large wall-
sized display and additional mobile devices. This requires a distribution of content
onto the separate devices. Focusing on the principle of magic lenses, we decided
that the wall-sized display presents the main visualization and thereby the context
for all other interactions. As a result, users have to select the current focus view
for their personal mobile device. The following presents the possible alternatives to
define this focus view and then discusses how to actively select data either directly
at the display wall or through the mobile focus view before elaborating on how the
mobile device is used as a physical representation of the lens and its content.
Mobile Focus View Selection
When working with a mobile device, the user first has to determine on which part of
the data to focus (E [EXPLORE], G [OVERVIEW]) and hence what part to show on the
mobile display. This can be interpreted as defining the lens selection (cf. section 3.1).
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believe that especially the perspective pointing allows for very flexible reach of
elements independent from the current position of the user.
Data Selection and Details on Demand
As the user moves in front of the wall-sized display to explore the data space, different
techniques are required to support selection of visualized graph data (E [SELECT])
both in close proximity and farther from the display wall. We therefore propose
a number of techniques for selection directly on the display wall, directly on the
mobile device, or from the device by pointing. To find a starting point on where
to select and explore the data, the user requires some basic information to identify
interesting structures or read individual labels. We recommend a smart labeling
technique that shows nodes at different levels of detail (incl. labels, images, basic
attribute data) on the wall-sized display depending on their distance to the user.
This is accomplished using a level of detail value which invokes different visual
representations of the nodes. It is set to higher values for nodes close to a user
depending on their euclidean distance and their degree relative to the graph’s
maximum degree. When multiple users influence the same node, i.e., users are in
close proximity, the higher value is used. When near the wall, users can tap to select
individual elements on the display (see Figure 5.4a). Furthermore, users can select
multiple nodes by encircling them (see Figure 5.4b). Selections are managed on a
per-user basis. When performed on the wall, they are associated with the device
closest to the location where the selection took place.
To examine the entire information space or select large parts of it, the user may
step back and move in front of the display or casually sit at a distance to discuss the
data with colleagues. As a result, contact with the display is not always possible or
wanted. Users can apply different selection techniques for remote interactions and
during physical navigation in accordance with our design principles, keeping the
interaction consistent with the techniques on the wall-sized display as an essential
interaction guideline: It is possible to tap elements on the mobile to select individual
nodes or encircle a group of elements to select them (see Figure 5.4c). Beside these
tap and lasso selections, a rectangle selection of all elements currently visible on the
mobile can be triggered. This is especially useful for selecting clusters. Afterwards,
individual elements of the selection can again be deselected using tap on the mobile
device. Elements currently selected on the mobile are highlighted by color on the
wall-sized display to ease rediscovery when looking at the display wall.
As the user aims to get more information on the content after selection, the role
of the mobile device immediately changes to a second screen for additional visual
output. While the wall display presents an overview of the nodes and edges, the
mobile device may display a detail view with more information associated with
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and detail (cf. 3.1). Nonetheless, the mobile moves within the space in front of the
wall-sized visualization and we believe both to be in the user’s line of vision. Aspects
of angular size and content coordination need to be considered here to address
possible attention switches [RNQ12a]. However, because of the synchronized
movement of mobile and context selection, we see a strong sense of connection
between the mobile view and the context view which encourages our understanding
of this combination as part of the magic lens principle.
As described for the mobile focus view selection, we restrict the lens to be of
rectangular shape to fit a typical tablet screen. While the absolute size of the mobile
device is fixed, the relative size of the lens (i.e., the amount of graph elements within
it) can be adjusted analogous to the manipulation of size while pointing, either
using a slider on the mobile, by pinching on the display surface, or through the
user’s distance from the wall-sized display. This definition of the region of interest
is consistent with our previously described concepts for pointing and hence again
allows both physical navigation as well as remote interaction from a casual position
– creating a perspective tangible lens tool. The lens movement can be frozen and
decoupled from the device’s pointing position using a button on the device (similar
to [Spi+10]), so that the user can focus on the lens content and may relax their
posture. It can also be used to move around and actively explore the data set with a
given lens function and identify regions of interest.
As we have seen in the previous chapters, lenses support diverse tasks for graph
analysis. While a whole range of lens functions is possible, we chose a selected
view for application in GRASP which relate to varying interaction tasks including
filtering nodes by attribute data, identifying the connectivity and adjacency of nodes
in focus as well as changing the encoding of the visualized content and manipulating
relations. We used three existing lens functions for application to the GRASP concept
and by making them tangible lenses on the mobile device identified extensions that
will be described in the following.
Bring Neighbors Lens To support connectivity and adjacency tasks focusing on
the relation between nodes, we implemented a variation of the Bring Neighbors
Lens [Tom+06]. By pulling in the adjacent nodes of all nodes in focus, the Bring
Neighbors Lens highlights their inherent connections (E [CONNECT]; G [ADJACENCY]).
As a rule, the manipulation of the lens function happens only within the bounds of
the lens and for GRASP by extension only on the mobile. While the Bring Neighbors
Lens in its original definition has a global effect, this is eliminated by the additional
copy of the graph on the user’s mobile. As a result, the nodes are only pulled in on
the mobile device while the context visualization remains intact (see Figure 5.5a).
This eliminates the problem of interrupting other users interactions with the graph,
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ranges (E [FILTER]). In addition, we argue that the spatial parameterization facilitates
the ability to navigate and remember range positions based on physical mnemonics
and human proprioception (cf. [MBS97]).
Another essential task is providing visualizations that enable understanding of
the distribution of nodes within an attribute dimension, e.g., the distribution of
disease types in a cluster around colon cancer. In order to avoid creating multiple
instances of attribute filter lenses and switching between them, we propose using
naive physics [Jac+08] to advance understanding of data. This GRASP technique
simulates pouring graph nodes through a filter, applying the metaphor of a sieve tool
with differently grained holes as representatives of different filter criteria as specific
attribute constraints (cf. [RK14]). The sieve filter tool visualizes every selected
node as a physical object. A shake gesture allows the user to virtually throw all
elements through the previously defined filter barriers formed by the configured
attribute ranges. Conforming to the expectations of our metaphor of a sieve tool
all nodes are filtered by their attribute and are spatially separated in their visual
position (see Figure 5.7d). This allows a fast recognition of the different attribute
groups, and the change of layout can be followed easily by seeing generally-known
physical behaviors. In addition, the user can rotate the mobile device and all filtered
data items fall to the ground within their valid attribute boundaries. This enables a
comparative view (similar to [HVF13]) showing the distributions of the previously
defined attribute regions by the total amount (absolute height) and with additional
labels that highlight the amount of nodes inside each range (see Figure 5.7e).
5.3 Technical Setup and System Architecture
The GRASP prototype was developed using Python with libavg [@lib03] as basis for
the user interface, as well as pymunk [@Blo07] for physics. In addition, we used the
NetworkX library [HSS08] to handle graph data and integrate graph algorithms. For
the social network data set (218 nodes and 1530 edges), we used an anonymized
export of a facebook account, which we linked with face images from the Chicago
Face Database [MCW15]. The data for the human disease network (1419 nodes and
2738 edges) were provided by Goh et al. [Goh+07]. All data were processed in the
GraphML format.
The technical setup consists of the Interactive Media Lab Dresden’s large, touch-
enabled display wall of 4.86 m in width and 2.06 m in height (frame height at
2.3 m), with a resolution of 7680 × 3240 pixels as well as Google Nexus 7 tablets
with attached IR markers as mobile devices which are spatially tracked by the 3D
tracking system OptiTrack [@Nat] (see Figure 5.8). In the future, these could be
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range of possible lenses which can be triggered through the DeviceMenu (see the
MULTILENS prototype in 4.3 for more details on the components of the Lens Control
and its multi-function lenses). The device receives additional selections from the
SelectionControl on the graph application at the display wall.
5.4 Observational Study and User Feedback
To gain a better understanding of the GRASP repertoire and the users’ workflow as
well as evaluate the cooperation of our techniques, we conducted a qualitative user
study to get hands-on feedback with our system. We recruited 9 participants (three
female, six male) between the age of 22 and 35 years (avg.: 26 yrs) through mailing
lists including students and post-doctoral personnel with background in visualization,
but not necessarily graphs, to explore the social network data set (see Appendix A.3
for details on the data set). While they were not part of our research group, the
students had previously attended courses at our institute. They used the setup as
described in the implementation section. All participants use mobile touch-enabled
devices daily, but have little experience with larger wall-sized displays. Two worked
with graph data frequently, while three used node-link diagrams only occasionally.
5.4.1 Study Design
The sessions took approximately 45 min per participant and were divided into two
sections: In the first section (S1), the experimenter would describe a possible task
and ask the participant to suggest how they would accomplish a solution. Afterwards,
the experimenter explained the individual features including the possible alternatives
within the system while the participant interacted. This process was repeated for
every feature to make the participant familiar with the application. The second
section (S2) addresses our main research question of how and if the techniques are
used in sequence and combination and how they fit within a user’s workflow. This
section consisted of five larger exploration tasks that incorporated a sequence of two
to three sub-tasks. Participants were asked to accomplish these tasks without help
from the experimenter who stayed at a neutral position away from any interaction
to not interfere with movement and behavior. Participants were encouraged to
describe and comment on their every action. The sessions were video-taped and
a second experimenter was present to record comments and actions along a semi-
structured protocol. Finally, participants filled out a post-study questionnaire with
seven questions relating to the assessment of our techniques and additional open
questions.
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Phase S2 incorporated tasks that were organized to form logical interaction steps.
Tasks generally belonged to one of three task types: As an example of the first
type, users had to investigate the neighbors of a specific node which were difficult
to identify as they were part of different clusters and hence distant from each
other. They had to compare their attribute values and elaborate on their details
(representing tasks: select, connect/reconfigure, abstract&elaborate). For the second
type, users had to focus on smaller groups, such as family connections, where in one
case they had to identify the older generation and add edges from the son’s new
fiancée to the graph (encode/connect, filter, select from group, manipulate). Finally
tasks of the third type were of a more explorative nature focusing on larger clusters
of nodes. In one example, the users had to discuss and explore the age distribution
and patterns within a specified group of friends (overview, explore/connect, filter).
5.4.2 Observations and Results
Two of the researchers separately went through logged data to summarize and
categorize behavior. The videos were used for confirmation where protocols were
insufficient. As a result of the protocol analysis, videos were examined specifically to
code participants’ movement (type and amount) and observe their focus switches
between devices. From the protocols, the video data, and the questionnaires, we
extracted interesting observations and gained valuable insights during the study,
also including minor user interface improvements and possible alternative interac-
tions. In the following, we discuss selected insights focusing specifically on items
concerning 1) the participants’ distribution of focus between the individual displays,
2) the participants’ workflow and sequence of actions, as well as 3) the individual
techniques.
Distribution of Focus
Our study started with the use of the details on demand technique that provides
further information on the mobile when selecting a node on the wall. We observed
that there was an initial phase where users had to comprehend the decoupled input
and output possibilities of the device combination. However, it took only a short
time for them to understand the mobile device’s role as a personal visualization and
interaction tool that extends the capabilities of the large context display. Beside
the wall selection, during our studies we learned that all participants liked the
spatial pointing as an alternative selection technique. We observed very different
styles of user movements, distances to the wall, and levels of focus and awareness
concerning the mobile and large display. Based on our interviews, observations
and video recordings, we identify two groups (G1 and G2) which were equally
represented in our study and which is also reflected in their choice of selection
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technique. Some participants strongly focused on the combination between the
wall and mobile and thereby switched their gaze and physical position frequently.
This group (G1, n = 4) used both interactive displays equivalently and thereby
seemed to have a strong overall awareness of the entire content at any time. They
brought the mobile selection, detail view, or tool view into line with the large context
visualization as they switched their focus and used the display wall for selection as
well. Within G1, one participant (P1) showed unusual behavior in that he picked up
content from the wall-sized display using touch and then often turned away from
the display wall, temporarily focusing completely on the mobile display, but all in
all switching his attention frequently between devices. In contrast, several other
participants (G2, n = 5) were very focused on the mobile device. They used the
large context visualization mainly as an overview from which they picked regions of
interest. For selection they preferred pointing techniques and worked with content
on their mobile in a more exclusive way while only sometimes looking up at the
display wall for orientation and overview. We see that these participants typically
interacted far away (2–3 m from the wall) and used the perspective pointing and
mobile interactions more prominently (e.g., pointing, freezing, encircle selection on
the mobile) instead of actively using physical navigation in front of the wall.
Workflow and Sequence of Actions
Participants were very successful in solving the given tasks and found diverse solu-
tions and workflows. They often started out by selecting a region of interest (ROI),
followed by further refinement and application of a tool or lens. Specifically, par-
ticipants from G1 frequently used touch on the wall for data collection (tap or
lasso), while participants from G2 primarily used pointing and optionally froze the
movement before using either the rectangle, tap, or lasso selection on the mobile
device. Freezing was very important to participants and was used constantly after
pointing, likely to relax the posture and focus on the selected ROI. However, not all
participants clearly separated freeze from rectangle selection. Except for the detail
view and sieve filter tool, all other techniques can be applied continuously without
prior content selection. We observed that for at least two participants this separation
seemed to be a challenge and might have caused minor issues in the deactivation
of tools. For instance, it seemed that after unfreezing when moving along to other
regions, they were surprised by the Bring Neighbor lens still being active.
Participants resided at very different distances to the wall-sized display (with some
relation to their association to G1 or G2) and hence moved very differently during
the study. At the extremes, a participant (P8) from G2 was consistently at a distance
of approx. 3 m central to the display wall and rarely moved from that position,
using perspective pointing for all her interactions with the wall-sized display. On the
other hand, two participants (P1, P9) were very active using criss-cross movements
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within the complete space in front of the display wall. However, the majority of
our participants (n = 6) naturally positioned themselves at their individual neutral
distance (approx. 1–2 m from the display wall, P7 at 3 m) which seemed to be
their personal comfort position. They all moved strongly parallel to the wall at this
personal distance, with participants from G1, who used touch on the wall most,
returning to this distance before moving sideways again. To access content at the top
of the display, all but one participant (P4, height: 1.88 m) switched to perspective
pointing, instead of lifting their arms using orthogonal pointing. To summarize, the
tool seemed to be flexible and could be used by all participants independent from
position and movement in front of the display wall. We observed that it was very
helpful to combine the different tools and techniques for solving tasks. This was
done frequently and naturally by all participants and was not even mentioned as a
feature.
Observations Concerning the Lens Techniques
The tangible graph lenses proved to be very flexible tools that were frequently
combined with other techniques for solving tasks. A typical interaction flow often
consisted of pointing towards a region of interest, freezing the content, applying a
lens function, and finally selecting identified content using a lasso to gain further
details. Surprisingly, this also meant that lenses were rarely used as active tools to
be moved continuously around the data set to gain insights, but were rather used on
already explicitly chosen areas using the freeze operation. Even in explorative tasks,
participants often worked with samples from selected clusters instead of moving
about the entire node-link representation. However, this may change with experience
or may also be a result of the specific set of tasks used in this study and will have to
be investigated further in future work. Regarding a specific lens instance, offloading
the adjacency matrix onto the mobile display to simultaneously show both visual rep-
resentations physically decoupled was well-accepted by all participants. Participants
used the adjacency matrix frequently to identify connections and patterns while
referring back to the node-link representation on the wall-sized display specifically
when editing the selected sub-graph. There was some disagreement on whether the
unlock button for edit operations was necessary. While some explicitly found it to
be an unnecessary interaction step (P6) as they were holding the mobile with both
hands while reading the matrix, others (P5, P8) used their forefinger strongly to
follow rows and columns and hence found an unlock operation essential to prevent
unintended manipulations.
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5.5 Discussion and Summary
We identified challenges and advantages of the combination of mobile devices and a
large display. It is a general limitation of visual data analysis that it is only feasible
for a limited number of nodes, i.e., for larger graphs an initial query or filtering
step is necessary before reasonable use in a visual exploration setup. The large
display and multi-device setup can help distribute this content and organize data
at different levels of detail. However, as a certain limitation this also requires more
cognitive effort for the user in managing content on the different devices. The study
has reinforced that with multiple displays there is the need for additional focus and
attention switches which may lead to additional interaction efforts and increased
cognitive load, e.g., for tracking changes on the wall. Clear visual indications of
focus regions and selected objects on both devices and consistent feedback can
reduce these efforts. In addition, we have also seen several advantages of this device
combination as each user worked with the mobile as their own tangible personal
tool, and seamlessly accessed content even from afar.
Because of our design, all interactions were feasible and executable on the mobile
display while using the wall-sized display mainly for overview tasks. We specifically
focused on this setup to support the use in multi-user scenarios. Taking our tech-
niques as the basis, further investigations could enrich this scenario by allowing more
diverse views and changes on the display wall. Our techniques utilize the mobile as
a personal toolbox for graphs and thereby allow independent parallel work on the
same context visualization without disturbing other collaborating users. After initial
registration of devices, all mobile interactions are possible, and touch selections on
the wall are automatically send to the closest device. However, the current prototype
is focused on parallel, individual work and does not prevent editing conflicts so
that extension is required for actual application to multi-user and collaborative
scenarios.
In our use of physical metaphors, e.g., for perspective pointing and the sieve tool,
we saw evidence of participants enjoying the use of physics for visual data analysis.
However, this needs to be differentiated for beginners and experts. While slow
animations and additional interactions help to develop a clear understanding of the
principles and steps needed, we found the lack of efficiency in the sieve tool too
severe for repeated use in professional contexts. Consequently, shortcuts, ways of
personal configuration, or automated adaption to the user’s experience level should
be included in a future iteration of the system.
As the number of participants in our user study was small, no significant quantitative
statements can be made. However, with our qualitative measures and observations
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we aimed to present tendencies and rise questions for future research studies and
application designs. Even within our small group of participants, we saw that there
is not just one single style of interaction. This confirms related work (e.g., [TBJ15])
where diverse exploration strategies for selected tasks have been observed. While
we identified two general groups of focus behavior, even within these groups there
were variations in terms of workflow and sequences of action (see 5.4.2). The
GRASP techniques were flexible enough to allow for these variations including the
different patterns of movement for navigation within the data space. However,
more adaptations to the individual usage should be considered and could further
personalize the system (e.g., unlock button for manipulation). All in all, we see the
advantage and strength of productive solutions in the versatility and composition of
tools and techniques to fit individual strategies and user preferences.
This chapter presented the GRASP system as a set of interactive techniques that com-
bine a wall-sized display and mobile devices tracked in space for graph visualization
and interaction. We showed that with the GRASP techniques the mobile as a lens
representation can become a useful toolbox for exploration per user. The techniques
addresses a large range of diverse graph visualization tasks from basic selections
and details on demand to alternative representations, manipulations, tangible graph
lenses, and diverse filtering techniques. In particular, we investigated physical
metaphors as well as spatially-aware and body-relative interactions for selecting
and filtering multivariate data items. In a qualitative study, we found workflows to
be very diverse and our system well suited to handle a wide range of interaction
sequences and combined techniques.
Our techniques support individual local interaction on each user’s personal mobile
device, which serves both as an additional, tangible visualization view that can be
manipulated as well as a pointing device to interact with and coupled to the display
wall. Therefore, the contributed techniques are designed to allow interacting in
close proximity to the display wall as well as remotely from afar. In the study, we
have seen that this flexible movement suits the users’ individual preferences and
workflows. However, we have also confirmed that the often regarded attention
switches between decoupled views are an issue (as known from other studies of
MDEs, e.g., [RNQ12b]). While we believe the toolbox to have a range of advantages,
these attention switches are well-known as a reason for reduced efficiency. Regarding
the advantages of the mobile with its interaction capabilities remote from the wall-
sized display as well as these concerns of attention switches, the next chapter will
investigate the use of mobile devices as controllers for lenses on the display wall,
eliminating attention switches.
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6Mobile Devices as Remote Lens
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In the last chapter, GRASP provided a personal toolbox which turned out to be
suitable for individual work and may be applicable in a collaborative scenario. While
this personal toolbox character is of advantage to focus interaction on the lens
output, it also requires attention switches between wall-sized display and mobile
device which is a known reason for reduced efficiency [RNQ12b]. However, we saw
clear user-preferences in where users position themselves individually in front of the
wall while using GRASP: Participants stood at a user-specific comfortable distance of
a few meters (cf. section 5.4).
To enable flexible position and control from any location in front of the wall-sized
display and at the same time eliminate attention switches, this chapter proposes an
eyes-free controller for configuration of lenses on the display wall. For this work,
we integrated graph visualization and lenses in a more complex data application
presenting multiple coordinated views. Using this application, the chapter presents
the DI.VI.CO approach that supports interactions both close to the display using
touch and remotely from afar using a mobile device. The DI.VI.CO design focused
on using a simple interaction vocabulary with consistent mappings between both
interaction styles thereby designing for an improved workflow (cf. challenge C4,
page 72). The mobile device is only used for its input capabilities. This includes
both aspects of spatial interaction as well as touch interaction on the device. This
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duality between interaction styles was created to investigate users preferences in
movement and positioning in a qualitative study. The evaluation is conducted with
pairs of users collaborating to gather data and thereby investigates the use of lenses
in closely coupled collaboration (cf. challenge C5).
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tion 2.2.3). The following work builds on these works and applies them to data
exploration and lens configuration. However, interaction should not be limited to
pointing but integrated smoothly with the direct touch interaction on the wall-sized
display. This results in challenges of consistency for interaction design between the
two interaction styles. In the following, the DI.VI.CO approach is described in more
detail. This application was designed to enable flexible positioning in front of the
display to investigate behavior and positioning of collaborating pairs of users for
data analysis tasks.
6.2 di.vi.co: Touch and Distant Interaction
for Data Exploration
With our dual interaction visualization control approach “DI.VI.CO”, we1 propose a
system that enables both direct touch as well as remote control for interaction with
data visualization and lenses specifically. This is also where DI.VI.CO strongly differs
from our GRASP principle. Instead of bringing parts of the view into the hand of
the user, we aim to enable flexible movement by supporting lens interaction on the
display wall from the distance (see Figure 6.2). The mobile device functions as an
input device alone, with no additional output, and is used solely to interact with the
content on the large display. At the same time, attention switches are eliminated as
the mobile device is used eyes-free and not for output. As a result, DI.VI.CO uses the
mobile device as a lens controller (cf. green in Table 5.1, page 99).
The following sections present the general principles of DI.VI.CO introducing the
system design and selected interaction techniques regarding first basic interactions
before focusing more specifically on lens interactions.
6.2.1 Basic Interactions for Multiple Coordinated Views at
Wall-sized Displays
It was our goal to support interaction close to the display with touch as well as
remote interaction in front of the display by using the position and orientation of a
mobile device as a pointer towards the display and the additional touch capabilities
of the device to trigger interactions. We aim to keep interactions as unrestrictive
and easy to learn as possible and hence apply a very simple and basic interaction
vocabulary of tap, hold, drag and double-tap with an additional swipe up or down
gesture on the mobile and no complex multi-finger or bi-manual gestures. For
1‘We’ in this section relates to the author Ulrike Kister, as well as Ricardo Langner and Raimund
Dachselt as co-contributors on this research.
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the transition of focus and context view, the menu can be toggled visible or hidden
on tap. To remain consistent to touch interaction, point-tap (see Figure 6.5a) can
be used on any lens menu button to select a lens function and toggle activation.
The lens buttons’ interaction area is extended towards the outside to ease pointing,
however this still requires precision. In addition, a directional drag on the device
can be used to highlight the individual menu items, and lifting the finger from
the device toggles the selected lens function (see Figure 6.5b). This is especially
suitable for frequent users that already know the position of lens functions within
the menu and can hence quickly drag in the known direction similar to marking
menus [KB94; KHA11]. Alternatively, we considered a visually minimized approach
where the user flicks through the alternative lens functions (see Figure 6.5c). This
supports exploring the lens functions for novice users and reduces occlusion of the
context visualization but slows down interaction when lens functions are known and
removes quick access possibilities to lens functions for expert users.
6.3 Technical Realization
DI.VI.CO uses the same technical setup as the previous GRASP prototype: The IMLD
touch-enabled display wall functions as the foundation for the MCV visualization.
The 3D tracking system OptiTrack [@Nat] is used to track the Samsung Galaxy S6
mobile devices which are used for distant interaction. Similar to GRASP, the remote
user interface [Zad+14] is used to stream any touch interaction from the mobile to
the main application on the wall-sized display.
We used crime data of the City of Baltimore publicly available through an open data
project2. The data contains recorded victim-based crimes (more than 242k data
items) that occurred over five years (2012 to 2016) with 15 attribute dimensions
including date, time, location, crime type, weapon, district, neighborhood, and
premise. The data is presented on the display wall in 47 visualization views including
bar charts, line charts, scatter plots, a map view, and a graph visualization (see
Figure 6.6).
Beside the existing graph representation from GRASP, various charts have been
added and linked together with a SelectionManager that coordinates selection groups
and highlighting colors between views. The device management is adapted from
the GRASP prototype. It is extended by a divico controller3 which interprets touch
interactions streamed from the mobile display and its movement received from the
2BPD Part 1 Victim Based Crime Data by Baltimore Police Department, downloaded Aug 25, 2017 at
https://data.baltimorecity.gov/
3The charts, layout, selection, and touch injection components as well as general integration of all
modules were realized in part by Marc Satkowski in form of a student research project.
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tracking system. After interpreting this input, it then injects the appropriate touch
input on the wall-sized display. For example, a hold on the mobile display while
moving the device will be interpreted and injected as a drag movement at the current
position of the remote pointer.
The lenses and their configuration apply the GRASP lens components in their back-
end and were implemented for both map and graph visualization. For the map
visualization, lens functions were added that highlight neighborhoods with specific
attribute values, e.g., number of crimes higher than 3000, as well as lens functions
that place additional textures on the neighborhood, e.g., an icon presenting the
predominant weapon used for crimes within the neighborhood. The prototype uses
the point and tap interaction in Figure 6.5a since it better integrates into the rest of
our interaction concepts.
6.4 Qualitative Evaluation of Collaborative MCV
Exploration
Using the presented prototype, we aimed to investigate collaborative user behavior
and positioning while exploring data on large vertical displays. In particular, focus
of this thesis specifically concerns the use of the lenses as well as aspects of flexible
positioning and distance to the display. We conducted three pilot studies and seven
actual study runs to investigate the users’ behavior while collaboratively exploring
the Baltimore crime data set in multiple coordinate views. Therefore, we recruited
20 participants (6 female, 14 male; one left handed) between the age of 20 and
27 years (avg.: 24 yrs) from the student population of our university including
departments of computer science, psychology, and mechanical engineering. Six of
those participants took part in the pilot runs and 14 were observed in the evaluation
runs. None of the students had participated in the GRASP evaluation. All participants
were studying for at least two years to assume a certain degree of experience. Their
average body height (self-reported) was between 1.60 m and 1.98 m (avg. 1.78 m).
Furthermore, they were recruited in pairs with the condition that team members
had previously worked together.
6.4.1 Procedure and Tasks
Each session took approx. 95 min and began with a short introduction and general
explanation of the Baltimore crime data set, its dimensions, and the basic layout of
the views on the wall-sized display. This was the only time that a researcher was
within the participants’ interaction space. In all following phases, the experimenter
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between touch and pointing interactions, the general system evaluation (adapted
from [Lew95]), as well as questions concerning their preferences regarding the use
of the mobile device in general. The complete list of questions can be found in
Appendix A.4.2. After the final questionnaire, a short debriefing and interview on
additional comments was done with both participants together with specific focus
on physical demand, additional feature wishes, and preferences.
Two of the pilot studies were conducted to test the appropriate mapping for the
pointing cursor position. We first applied a distance-dependent pointing technique
that supports both quick selection from a distance and more precise pointing when
close to the display (adapted from [Lan+16]). However, this turned out to be
counterproductive for users that were standing close to the wall and tried to reach
upper parts of the display area. Since we did not want to force their movement,
we decided against this advanced pointing technique and used perspective pointing
with an additional 1e filter [CRV12] for smoothing the output. The third pilot study
was used to validate that all interactions were feasible using pointing only. The two
participants were asked to use only the pointing in the exploration phases and it was
shown that all interactions could be achieved within the average time frame.
6.4.2 Methodology, Data Collection, and Analysis Process
Protocols of the experiments were sorted and categorized according to four main
categories regarding i) collaborative behavior or position, ii) workflow, iii) comments
focusing on touch or pointing, and iv) individual system features (e.g., lens functions,
aid lines, details on demand). We also collected participants’ answers to the training
and final evaluation questionnaires and added notes of individual participants during
the debriefing of the users. Participants within a session were color coded as ‘blue’
and ‘yellow’ user according to the colored stripe on their mobile device (Px-c where
x is the session-id and c represents colors B or Y for the specific user).
We video-recorded the sessions from three different camera angles, focused on
participants, on their focus of the wall, as well as from the back. Additionally,
logging was added to the application which documented the position of participants’
joints (as defined by Kinect [@Mic13]), the devices’ positions in space in front
of the display wall, as well as its pointing position on the screen each at 12 Hz.
Furthermore, we logged all touch interactions on wall-sized or mobile displays and
any general application event. This data and the camera recordings were applied
to an enhanced version of the group analysis toolkit GIAnT [ZD17] which was
redesigned and extended with an additional set of views to evaluate our specific
requirements for DI.VI.CO (see screenshot in Appendix A.4.3). It allowed us to
simultaneously watch all three synchronized video streams and helped us identify
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and replay relevant scenes. Two of the experimenters separately coded the video
data using GIAnT with focus on the exploration phases.
With the collected data, we also calculated a range of additional data including but
not limited to the distances of each participant to the wall-sized display, the distances
between participants (in 4 bins according to proxemics [Hal90]), the ratio of touches
generated directly on the display wall in contrast to the number of interactions
triggered through the mobile device, and the amount each participant walked during
the study run.
6.4.3 Observations and Results
The following section describes our observations of users’ behaviors and interactions
during the study. Therefore, the results are categorized with focus on i) general
movement and interaction behavior including observations of touch on the display
wall and distant interactions, ii) collaboration aspects regarding the proximity of
users and their collaborative behavior, and iii) lens interactions and workflows
regarding this specific analysis tool.
General Movement and Interaction Behavior
On average, participants walked a distance of 436 m (SD=108 m) during the entire
study session. Nevertheless, no participant complained about any fatigue or issues
with standing or walking even when being asked explicitly during the debriefing.
Even more so, physical demand was small M=3.36 in a scale of 10 (SD=1.44) while
mental demand was at M=6.5 (SD=1.76) probably due to the number of views
involved and the resulting complexity of the tasks.
During exploration phases, participants’ average position was at 1.76m (SD=0.18m)
from the display wall. Users spent only 0.3 % of the time (SD=0.6) in a distance of
up to 0.46 cm of the display wall (cf. [JH14] where users spent 60 % of the time
at this distance). Touch interaction was done at distances up to 0.8 m but users
often only stepped closer to interact and then stepped back from the display wall
afterwards (see Figure 6.8c). Table 6.1 presents the time spent at various distances
Distance to Display Wall 0.0 - 0.8 m 0.8 - 1.6 m 1.6 - 2.4 m 2.4 - 3.7 m
Mean 9.54 % 26.76 % 49.33 % 14.36 %
Standard Deviation 6.43 % 7.03 % 11.23 % 10.61 %
Tab. 6.1.: Time span that users spent at specific distances from the wall-sized display.
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from the display wall. We defined these distance bins from our observations of where
touch on the display occurred (below 0.8 m) and separated the remaining space
accordingly. The table shows that participants spent most of their time few meters
from the display wall. Independent of interaction style used, participants did not
remain close to the display wall.
Touch on the display wall was the interaction used predominantly in terms of number
of interactions for many of the participants (11/14). This preference also became
clear in the answers in the final questionnaire regarding individual interaction tasks:
Single selection (Wall-Touch: 10, Distant-Touch: 4) and guides (Wall-Touch: 11,
Distant-Touch: 3) were clearly preferred using touch interaction on the wall-sized
display, while selection of multiple elements (Wall-Touch: 8, Distant-Touch: 6) and
lens interactions (Wall-Touch: 6, Distant-Touch: 7, no answer: 1) were balanced.
Table 6.2 shows the percentage of interaction times conducted with either touching
the display wall or interacting with the mobile device. Therein, we observed many
continuous interactions with the distant interaction techniques using either encircling
or lens drag movements which resulted in higher values for distant interaction.
The chosen interaction style also highly influenced the area covered by the par-
ticipants through movement. For instance, participants in session 6 mainly used
touch and hence were on average much closer to the display (see Figure 6.8a) while
participants in session 4 predominantly used distant interaction and hence stepped
much less towards the display wall (see Figure 6.8b). While interacting with the
device, 5 participants used a single hand for interaction in a casual way, 6 used a
second hand for stabilizing their input, and 3 frequently mixed between the two.
Interaction
Modality
P0-
B
P0-
Y
P1-
B
P1-
Y
P2-
B
P2-
Y
P3-
B
P3-
Y
P4-
B
P4-
Y
P5-
B
P5-
Y
P6-
B
P6-
Y
Wall-Touch in % 58 99 68 68 69 57 81 28 10 49 25 53 90 79
Distant-Touch in % 42 1 32 32 31 43 19 72 90 51 75 47 10 21
Tab. 6.2.: Percentage of interaction time that each participant spent touching the display
wall (Wall-Touch) or using the mobile device to interact (Distant-Touch). Values
above 60 % and 80 % are highlighted to identify extremes.
Collaboration Aspects
Participants spent most of the time in closely coupled collaboration. As a result, we
observed different coupling styles [Tan+06]: This involved mainly same problem
same area or same problem different area (SPDA), as well as few situations of view
engaged (VE) where one participant remained in a central position regarding the
current interaction and possible changes in other views from afar. Team work was
considered helpful for answering the questions (M=6.29 of 7, SD=0.96) and felt
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Linking & brushing was an essential component used to answer the questions. It
was used very frequently to find information and was commented on positively in
the questionnaire’s open questions section. Specifically, elements were deselected
and selected to change their selection colors and compare them in subsequent tasks.
However, since our DI.VI.CO system propagated changes to all other views, partic-
ipants were also confused when things changed because the other team member
selected elements, especially in the beginning (cf. ‘visual footprint’ [PBC17a]). On
the other hand, this change in other views, even on the other side of the display
wall, was also actively used to identify possibly relevant views during the process of
solving a question.
Lens Interactions and Workflows
The lens interaction turned out to be very different from interactions with other
features and tools. It was the one feature that was used more with distant interaction
than touch on the wall-sized display (approx. 63 %), even by participants that
would otherwise prefer direct touch. Participants (P1-Y, P2-B, P0-Y) also actively
commented on their preference of pointing for lens movement, while creation
and parametrization of the lens was frequently also done using touch. In the
questionnaire, lens control was considered easiest in comparison to other features
of the system and had very good results for both touch on the display and remote
interaction. In contrast to other features, remote interaction was considered slightly
easier than direct touch interaction for creation and positioning (see Table 6.4).
Due to their close collaboration, participants often created two equally configured
lenses to explore the information space or created a single lens that both used for
exploration. Even more, we repeatedly observed users collaborating actively with
this one lens: One participant moved the lens using the mobile device while the other
took responsibility for changing lens functions in the menu or touching through the
lens to select the identified elements (P0-B and P0-Y, P4-B and P4-Y, P5-B and P5-Y).
Participant P5-Y explicitly triggered this behavior after creating the lens himself
telling P5-B: “Continue [moving the lens], I’ll select them.”
Ease of Use lens creation lens positioning lens configuration
Wall-Touch M=6.21, SD=1.01 M=6.29, SD=0.88 M=6.29, SD=1.10
Distant-Touch M=6.38, SD=0.74 M=6.31, SD=0.72 M=6.15, SD=1.03
Tab. 6.4.: Participants’ answers to the ease of use questions regarding lens interactions on a
scale of 1 to 7.
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6.5 Discussion and Summary
This chapter presented DI.VI.CO, an eyes-free remote controller for general inter-
action with visualizations in multiple coordinated views. Therein, we specifically
focused on designing consistent interaction between touch on the wall-sized dis-
play and distant interaction in front of the display. The application supports lens
positioning and manipulation both using touch directly on the lens or in its menu,
as well as remotely from a distance and thereby enables control from any flexible
position in front of the display. A qualitative evaluation was conducted with pairs
of users to observe their behavior, positioning, and movement while exploring data.
Where we found users standing relatively far away from the wall while at the same
time stepping to the display and using touch predominantly though not complaining
about any physical demand. However, the remote pointing technique was often used
for lens positioning and larger continuous movements and showed to be suitable for
lens interaction on both graph visualization and map-based data representations.
User Position and Movement The benefits of physical navigation (cf. section 2.2.2)
were part of our motivation for the investigation into data exploration on wall-sized
displays. As such, we base our work on the advantages of the user’s movement in
front of the display [BNB07; AN13] and the spatial orientation and memory of where
interesting data items (or views) are placed. At the same time, it was important to
us to enable the users’ flexibility to position themselves where most appropriate, e.g.,
to remain in a group to discuss content instead of being forced to move around to
accomplish a goal. Both GRASP and DI.VI.CO aim to ease this positioning by allowing
both interaction at the display as well as remotely interacting (DI.VI.CO) or picking
data from the display (GRASP) to explore it further.
The study by Jakobsen et al. [JH14] indicated users remaining close to the wall-
sized display (< 76 cm) for more than 90 % of the time. This clearly is very
task-dependent: Jakobsen et al. investigated tasks involving a lot of search and
reading in news documents that could be freely arranged on the large display surface.
For information visualization and multiple coordinated views in particular, we found
very different behavior: Less than 10 % of the time were spent within 80 cm to
the display and hardly ever as close as 46 cm. On the contrary, participants spent
most of their time at a distance of around 2 m from the display wall, supposedly to
keep multiple visualizations in focus instead of focusing on a single data item. As a
result for future system designs, the supported tasks need to be examined to infer
suitable distances and adapt both visualization and interaction accordingly. However,
these aspects cannot easily be generalized. They could be influenced by the selected
tasks as much as the layout of the visualization views as well as selected label size
and dimensions of the views. Furthermore, though not explicitly mentioned by
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participants, the resolution of the IMLD display wall (12 FullHD displays at a size of
4.86 x 2.06 m) could be a reason for the users’ distance. A higher resolution could
trigger people to step closer to perceive more information.
Remote Interaction In their study on remote interaction using mid-air gestures for
selection in comparison to touch on a display, Jakobsen et al. [Jak+15] indicated that
users prefer direct touch interaction. Only if explicit movement cost was introduced,
did users refrain from touching and used mid-air gestures instead. For DI.VI.CO we
saw similar behavior for many of our participants when selecting content. Moving
back and forth did not seem to be an issue, very little physical demand and no issues
with fatigue could be observed. At the same time, we found specific tools to be
very actively used with distant interaction: Lens positioning and multi-selection,
where larger movements are required, were often accomplished using the remote
interaction using mobile devices. Additionally, we saw very lazy behavior in terms
of movement for some participants in the GRASP evaluation as all data could be
extracted from the display wall and brought to the hands of the user due to the
additional tablet device surface supporting additional interaction. As such, for future
application of this work the possibility for remote interaction should be investigated
focusing specifically on aspects of purposes and tasks that users want to accomplish
from afar.
Mobile as Lens & Mobile as Controller GRASP and DI.VI.CO investigate the use of
the mobile in very different roles: While GRASP is a separate toolbox presenting an
input and output view, DI.VI.CO emphasizes the character of the controller with only
input and very little output capabilities. Both approaches have clear advantages for
slightly different interaction and collaboration styles in the same scenarios. DI.VI.CO
remains close to the context display and actively supported collaboration between
users, while GRASP collects interesting data from the context and supports individual
exploration with the content. Our work has shown that separation has the advantage
of very focused exploration of a specific subset of the data but it requires attention
switches which may result in loss of efficiency and additional effort where the
connection to context data is required. This raises the question of whether and
how these two approaches can be combined? As well as, when is switching from
remote controller (DI.VI.CO) to the actual representation (GRASP) worthwhile? The
controller can be a valuable tool in identifying and exploring interesting parts of
the context data and zooming into relevant aspects before focusing more closely
on selected sets of data with the separate toolbox of lenses. As such, both the
GRASP and DI.VI.CO approach are valuable in supporting the exploration of data.
However, future work needs to focus on the combination of these two in one system.
This requires discussions regarding issues of when to switch and how to ease the
transition between using the mobile as controller to mobile as the lens and toolbox.
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The previous chapters explored the advantages of making the lens graspable by
moving the lens itself or the lens controller in the space in front of the wall-sized
display. However, already in our DI.VI.CO approach, the device’s output capabilities
were unused and only its tangible characteristics were applied to manipulate the
lens. This chapter explores further embodying the magic lens for exploration by
eliminating this additional device. Hence, it investigates the possibilities of control-
ling the magic lens with the body. By creating interactive body-enhanced magic
lenses, the knowledge of body-centric interactions [Sho+10; Jak+13], proxemic
interactions [Gre+11] and the advantages of magic lenses (as described previously
in chapter 3 and in related work [Bie+93; Tom+17]) are combined proposing
BODYLENSES, flexible work territories with various functions and tools. BODYLENSES
are body-controlled magic lenses that appear when users move in front of a display
wall and which follow the users’ movements, adapting their properties to the user’s
motion. They can additionally be adjusted through other interaction modalities, e.g.,
using touch on the display when in close proximity.
This chapter presents an exploration into using the body as a controller for magic lens
manipulations, looking at the design space of what is possible with embodied magic
lenses as well as the fundamental aspects and dimension that need to be considered
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when designing such lenses (7.3). These aspects include the appearance of such a
lens, the mapping of the user’s body to the lens, general interactions to manipulate
it, and aspects of multi-user usage. Hence, this incorporates discussions of design
alternatives, solutions for lens positioning, dynamic shape modifications, distance-
based parameter mappings, and the idea of BODYLENS tool belts. BODYLENSES can
be applied to a range of application cases (7.5). While the focus in this chapter will
again be the exploration of information visualization in regard to graph exploration,
it will also discuss the advantages of the concept as dynamic personal territories
independent from an actual lens function, e.g., for awareness between users and
user-specific workspaces and tools.
Research presented in this chapter has been extended and restructured from the work previously
published in the following paper:
Ulrike Kister, Patrick Reipschläger, Fabrice Matulic, and Raimund Dachselt. 2015. BodyLenses:
Embodied Magic Lenses and Personal Territories for Wall Displays. In Proceedings of the 2015
International Conference on Interactive Tabletops & Surfaces (ITS ’15). ACM, New York, NY, USA,
pages 117-126.
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7.1 Motivation and Related Work
Large displays are increasingly available and support both the visualization of large
information spaces as well as multi-user scenarios. As known from literature (see
chapter 2) and presented also specifically for data exploration tasks in the last
chapters, it is our natural behavior to move around to see both details at close
proximity or get an overview of the presented information space from afar. This
entails that this natural movement has inherent meaning that can be analyzed to
understand the user’s intentions. As a consequence, the visualization may react
to the users movement to support these intentions and thereby the associated
goals and tasks. When tracking the user’s movements, the interpretation of these
implicit movements of the user may be joined by the use of explicit gestures and
movement for function invocation. Researchers have analyzed mid-air gestures,
body movement, and body-controlled manipulations [Jak+13; Sho+10] to enable
and improve these interactions and investigate the differences as well as ways
of allowing explicit triggers to distinguish implicit from explicit interactions. In
the simplest case, the body can be used to control media on large displays, e.g.,
the position in space changes the playing speed of a video stream (as in industry
marketing projects [@BF11]). While this is not necessarily a natural behavior to the
user’s movement, it allows users to apply their spatial memory to recall interesting
positions in the video stream by stepping back to where they were when they saw
them.
The body itself as an input controller has been an increasingly relevant subject in
research, developed in conjunction with the ideas of ubiquitous computing and
embodied virtuality [Wei91] as well as proxemic interaction [BMG10; Gre+11].
The general notion of embodied interaction as described by Dourish [Dou04] focuses
on systems exploiting the fact that the user thinks and acts in a physical world.
Within that approach also lies the idea of using the body’s implicit movements as
well as explicit body gestures to interact with a system. The implicit use of the
user’s body is supported by applying social behavior and psychological concepts to
design new interaction principles that are less explicit and more integrated into our
natural behavior. An example of this idea can be found in applying the principle
of proxemics [Hal90] to develop proxemic interactions [BMG10; Gre+11]. An
important aspects for the effective use of embodiment and body interaction are our
body awareness, environment awareness, and social awareness and the skills that we
as humans have in regard to these aspects which can be applied to human computer
interaction [Jac+08].
For multi-user and collaboration scenarios, global interactions on the wall-sized
display may lead to confusion of other users, e.g., as we have also seen for DI.VI.CO’s
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While horizontal movements along the wall display typically influence the position
of the lens, distal movements, body gestures, and direct interactions may influence
any other parameter associated with the lens.
We argue that the combination of the human body and a magic lens is more than a
simple mapping of novel means of interaction to well-known functions. A BODYLENS
is indeed not just a filter or magic lens, but also a personal tool and work territory.
BODYLENSES support effortless, implicit navigation within an information space as
they automatically move with the user. They can also be adjusted explicitly using
either direct contact-based manipulation, e.g., touch on the display, or mid-air
gestures. For multi-user contexts, the lens function alters a local view into the
data space, not disturbing other users. In regard to this aspect, the lens presents a
personal territory that supports mutual awareness and fosters collaboration. Through
personalization, BODYLENSES also support individual tools along the lens, private
annotations, and ownership of associated elements.
7.3 BodyLenses Design Space Dimensions
This section elaborates on the design space of BODYLENSES. Both magic lenses and
body-centric interaction have been extensively studied in the literature (cf. chapter 2
and 3). The design space for BODYLENSES extends that prior work and establishes a
general frame of reference for body-centric interactive lenses in a variety of contexts.
The exploration of this design space is based on literature review, also including
aspects of territoriality that we extend to vertical display spaces, and our own
exploration and investigations.
The exploration of this space can be divided into four main dimensions: appearance
& shape, space mapping from user to lens, lens function, and multi-user (& multi-lens)
aspects. From these categories, the lens function is a very general aspect relevant
for all magic lenses and will hence not be discussed again (see section 3.3 for
categorization, example functions, etc.). The following sections will elaborate on
all other aspects categorized as shown in Figure 7.2. For each of these aspects
and dimensions, possible manifestations will be described and discussed. Where
possible, we illustrate the design alternatives with related work or examples from our
own investigations and implementations. We implemented a number of application
prototypes that serve as examples for the feasibility of our concepts and demonstrate
the potential of BODYLENSES. Details on the technical aspects of the prototypes and
the designed applications will follow in 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
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similar to sculpting gestures used in BodyAvatar to grow virtual limbs [Zha+13].
If, for example, the user raises a hand to access some data, the shape may bulge
outward at that location, mimicking the user’s movement (see Figure 7.4a). One of
the interactions that we propose for classic geometries and stripe-shaped lenses is
to allow their width or height to be increased by stretching the arms sideways or
diagonally, thereby expanding the area covered by their function To ensure that the
lens size does not constantly change with any arm movement, an explicit hand pose
can be required for shape-modifying interactions. For this, a grabbing gesture can
be used, i.e., raising the arms and closing the hands in mid-air (see Figure 7.4c).
To provide feedback, the shape becomes highlighted and can then be modified as
the shape’s border is “attached” to the user’s fist. Embodied shapes can similarly be
altered by bulging the contour when grabbing their border (as a handle) and moving
the hands. Clutching is possible when the user re-opens, moves and re-forms the fist
to resize the shape again.
A3 – Elements, Widgets, and Views Attached to the Lens
The BODYLENS is not only a tool in itself, it can also provide additional tools
depending on the current task and context. This requires additional elements and
widgets to be connected to the lens for quick access. The selection of required tools
is dependent on the role, current task, or general preference of the user. As a result
the body-controlled lens can become a personal tool belt for its user. In accordance
with the BODYLENS concept, connected tool belts will move implicitly with the user.
However, there are different ways to arrange and access these menus and tools.
In related work, individual tools were placed as semi-transparent overlays (as in the
initial Toolglass interface [Bie+93] and body-centric tools [Elh+15; Sho+10]). As
we apply this concept to magic lenses, this principle needs to be reconsidered as the
content within, i.e., the focus area, is very important. Hence, in the BODYLENSES
concept, we consider placing menus and tools at the border along its edges to be
much more beneficial as it enables the content of the lens to be entirely visible (see
Figure 7.5), similar to the multi-touch magic lens solution presented in chapter 4.
However, even then occlusion of data by these additional widgets is a concern to
carefully access depending on context and application as the relation between focus
and context area is a major advantage of the magic lens concept. One solution is
to allow toggling of the visibility of additional menus and widgets. Depending on
the interaction possibilities (touch, mid-air gestures, gaze, etc.), it might even be
convenient to reduce occlusion by automatically fading out menus that cannot be
accessed due to the position of the user (e.g., not in arm’s reach for touch).
Tools and menus may exist of varying size: While menu buttons that simply manip-
ulate the function of the lens may only be sized appropriate for interaction, e.g.,
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inappropriate. For example, the top of our wall display is at roughly 2.3 m, which
can be unreachable even for people of average height. This problem can be avoided
at the cost of additional space monopolized by the lens, if the latter is made to span
the entire height of the display, e.g., using vertical stripes (see Figure 7.6c). Such
kind of lenses might be particularly appropriate in multi-user scenarios, where each
person working on the display occupies a dedicated personal territory delimited by
such a band. Otherwise, additional means have to be devised to also allow the lens
to move vertically and to enable 2D positioning in the whole screen space. In these
cases, separate interaction is required to change the height of the lens.
B2 – Body-driven Lens Movement
The lens movement is closely coupled to the central body motion of the user (i.e., the
torso) on all axes. When users are within the “touch-interaction zone”, we believe it
most suitable to freeze the lenses so that their position is no longer coupled with
their movement. This enables working on details of the data and avoids jitter. Users
may still drag the lens using touch while it is frozen.
Depending on the shape of the lens and the application requirements, a simple
unidimensional mapping along the display may suffice, especially for basic entertain-
ment purposes [@BF11; @CL13]. For data analysis with more densely populated
information spaces, the lens however often needs to be steerable over the entire 2D
coordinate space of the screen, as a result movement along the vertical axis also
needs to be supported. We identify and implemented five alternative mappings for
this axis that we found promising in addressing this problem: It is possible to 1) use
the user’s hand motion to move the lens up and down (see Figure 7.6b). The user can
also 2) resize the lens to reach the upper or lower part of the display. Alternatively, it
is possible to 3) set an offset by dragging the lens using touch, which is maintained
upon moving in front of the display. Further, the height can be influenced by 4) the
user’s distance from the wall. Finally, 5) the (approximated) gaze direction can be
used to manipulate the lens’ height. These gaze or head-based manipulations for
steering content or lenses have previously been investigated [ADS05; Leh+11], but
are very dependent on the availability of additional tracking hardware. For all of
these cases, depending on context and tasks it is likely necessary to incorporate a
mode switch to trigger the explicit interaction to change the height of the lens.
B3 – Mapping the User’s Distance to the Display Wall
The ability of users to move freely in the physical space in front of the wall display
to control a BODYLENS is at the heart of its interaction paradigm. We have seen
that such control can be based on a simple unidimensional mapping along the
width of the display or different body movements to move the lens vertically on
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from and towards the display actually maps to depth movement in the 3D virtual
space. This way, we propose the local exploration of arbitrary slices of volumetric or
spatial data by using BODYLENSES. Another important dimension in today’s data sets
is the special property of time. Data such as the measurements of traffic behavior
or the development of a tumor are often analyzed with respect to time. Comparing
different time steps with each other and slicing through these time-dependent data
sets are essential tasks during analysis. In our image analysis prototype, we map the
user’s distance from the wall to the time dimension (see Figure 7.9c). To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to propose this mapping of body movement to time.
It allows the user to individually select a desired time frame, which can often be
changed only globally. This further supports parallel work on the whole data set.
Challenges of Distance Mapping As becomes clear from the discussions above,
there are certain challenges that arise when applying the user’s distance to the
wall-sized display due to natural limitations and properties of human perception and
memory as well as the mental models of individual users. Noteworthy examples are
i) the direction of mappings, ii) the support of comparison of content, and iii) the
limitations of visual shrinking of objects when farther from the display wall.
i) In our observations, we found that even for the simple case of zooming, users
were at odds on the direction of the mapping: Some users prefer having the
detailed view close to the wall and the less detailed view from afar, supporting the
assumption that stepping back equals focusing on the context. Others preferred
seeing the details from afar, helping them to better compare that focus area to the
context data. Hence, while there may certainly be a tendency of any application
designer to make a decision depending on the tasks to support, the character of
the lens as a personal embodiment practically encourages the support of individual
preferences. Specifically, the direction of the mapping should be considered a
setting on a per lens basis or can even be set automatically when including user
identification.
ii) We described the concept of stacking different views onto the data in front of
the wall so that users can step back and forth to change the view. In that context,
it is a very common task to compare different slices or views onto the data. For
example, when time is mapped to the distance to the wall, the user can compare
different time cuts by moving towards and away from the display. However, while
temporal separation may highlight certain changes, it may be difficult to recall a list
of changes while only seeing one view at a time. There are a range of possibilities to
extend the BODYLENSES to further support this task, e.g. freezing or decoupling the
lens to create a new one for comparison, presenting additional views with difference
visualizations along its border after selecting a reference slice, or allowing multiple
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them consistent for comparison. Finally, for multiple user scenarios the 1 : 1 user to
lens association can be dissolved by merging or sharing lenses. In the following, we
first discuss aspects considering the “simple” case of one lens per user in multiple
user scenarios and later discuss chances and challenges arising by decoupling the
lens from the user and supporting multiple lenses each.
C1 – Mutual Awareness and Focus of Attention
A fundamental advantage of BODYLENSES in multi-user contexts is their ability to
provide mutual awareness (see Figure 7.11b). Much like digital shadows, which are
known to possess that property [STB07], BODYLENSES that follow users continuously
indicate their current locus of attention (i.e., “I am currently working on the content
in that lens”). Those moving lenses are noticed by the other collaborators who can
then adapt their behavior accordingly. This can further be extended by providing
additional feedback, e.g., by color encoding the lens border, to indicate what type of
interaction and task is currently performed by the user. As with shadows and visual
feedback reflecting users’ motions and postures, we imagine that the awareness
benefits of BODYLENSES particularly manifest themselves in co-located situations
as users move around separately in front of the same display wall. This is likely
true to an even greater extent in remote collaboration conditions where the lack of
physical co-presence of other participants needs to be further compensated (similar
to what virtual embodiments achieve for remote collaborative whiteboard applica-
tions [Zil+14]). In such settings, the lens would therefore function both as a tool
to interact with the data as well as a mechanism to maintain mutual awareness
between workers (co-located or remote). Finally, we want to mention a particular
category of multi-user scenarios in which the user’s body plays a role not only as
input to control a BODYLENS, but also as a physical obstacle in front of the display.
Those cases occur particularly in situations when privacy needs to be safeguarded in
(semi-)public environments. Specifically, the body blocks access to other people in
the vicinity, while the lens creates a confined view of the private content that can
only be visualized by the owner [Bru+14]. However, this restriction of access is
not the main concern of BODYLENSES as we see their potential mostly in supporting
collaboration phases at large vertical displays.
C2 – Personal Preferences and Personal Tools
If the system supports user identification keeping the user’s id consistent within
a session or even over time (e.g., using additional Kinect sensors [Zad+16] or
accessing hand contour [SCG10] or finger print [HB13] on contact), each lens can
be associated with a specific user. As a result, it is possible to customize the lens
to the users, their individual roles, and their preferences. Default lens functions
and predefined lens function combinations can hence be offered to identified users
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described for individual use, the BODYLENSES might access joined storage areas that
all lenses may access so that exchange of information (e.g. individual data points,
extracted information, or identified results) between users becomes possible.
Multiple lenses can also be applied to close collaboration phases where users step
closer together overlapping their respective lens territories. As has been discussed
for the general concept of magic lenses, the merge for composition of lenses and
combining lens functions can be worthwhile for data exploration (see section 3.3.3).
Further, in case of personal lenses with user-specific IDs, this inherently results
in sharing of private spaces [SCG10; Sho+10]. Adapted to BODYLENSES, those
applications may rely on multi-user embodied interactions to collaboratively create
compound lens functions and grouped spaces (see Figure 7.11c). Thus, BODYLENSES
that completely or partially merge through concerted user actions can form common
embodied territories with shared properties and elements, e.g., a coalesced convex
shadow lens within which users work together on a common task. This can be
viewed as an application of F-formations [Ken90; MHG12] and more generally of
proxemics [Hal90; Gre+11]. Thanks to the very dynamic nature of BODYLENSES,
these ad hoc groups with temporarily joint territories can be quickly formed and
split as users move towards and away from each other and may ease the transition
between loose and close collaborations.
Even multiple non-overlapping lenses have notable benefits when data needs to be
viewed side by side for comparison, as has been shown for magic lenses [BHR14].
This has also been investigated for body-based data views (albeit not as lenses per
se) by SpiderEyes [Dos+14] where parallel, user-associated stripes allow selection
of varying datasets and details. Extended to flexible and versatile BODYLENSES,
this paradigm allows groups of people to collaboratively examine multiple arbitrary
facets of a common dataset through freely moved, scaled, and adapted lenses using
natural proxemic and body-driven interaction. Considering this visual comparison
task [Gle+11; TFJ12] makes clear that the use of multiple lenses may improve
side-by-side comparison even for an individual single user. As such, it may become
necessary to decouple and place the current BODYLENS to be able to create additional
lenses that can then be refined. By decoupling and re-coupling lenses to the body,
the BODYLENSES concept can be extended to support the flexible exchange of lens
tools between users.
7.4 Technical Realization
The BODYLENSES prototype builds on the same basis for lens and graph imple-
mentation as the GRASP prototype and was extended with components for map
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create lens stepping closer (<
2.5 m)
freeze lens
movement
stepping close to display
(< 0.5 m)
delete lens moving away (> 2.5 m)
move lens
relative to user
touch-drag to set offset
toggle lens
functions
function menu
switch lens
shapes
shape menu
Local Edge Lens:
transparency
distance to display wall
(after activation)
Fisheye Lens:
zoom factor
distance to display wall
(after activation)
manipulate
height of lens
varying exploration
triggered by fist closed
• y-position of highest hand
• rel. movement (step) to
or from display
• abs. distance to display
Tab. 7.1.: Interaction mapping of BODYLENSES graph analysis tool focusing on basic lens
manipulations (not including interaction with nodes and links).
decrease of either width or height or both simultaneously. For body-centric shapes,
we tested different mappings and assessed whether and how strongly dependent
movement of the shape should be for interaction. Finally, we also explored different
mappings for the control of reachability of all areas of the information space. The
application supports setting a relative offset of the lens from the body using touch
which remains consistent during movement. It is also possible to temporarily
connect the lens to the hand to steer the lens to the top or bottom of the screen.
Beside parameterizing the lens functions, we also tested the application of the user’s
distance to steering the lens’ height (see Figure 7.7, page 155) which however
heavily restricts the user’s movement by forcing a specific behavior and hence was
evidently unsuitable for this kind of graph explorations.
7.5.2 BodyLenses for Map-based Visualization
For the map-based data visualizations, we extracted European power plant informa-
tion from Enipedia [@Dav+15] to visualize the various power plants, their category
of energy, CO2 emissions for 2000, 2007, and 2020 as well as capacity and intensity
of energy production2. Furthermore, we also applied this prototype for the crimes
data set of Baltimore (cf. DI.VI.CO prototype data, page 131).
In this application BODYLENSES are not strictly coupled to a single user but can be put
down on the visualization to be picked up later. This way users may create multiple
lenses for themselves creating new ones where needed. Upon creation, the lens is
only attached to the user if no other lens is currently coupled. An overview of lens
interactions is given in Table 7.2. For this application we applied attribute filtering
lenses that reduce the number of data objects shown within the user’s focus view.
They can be configured to completely remove items within the lens, slightly fading
2The data extraction and integration from Enipedia was part of the student project of Marc Satkowski.
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note (e.g., author, category, person responsible) or expand collapsed sets of notes.
Furthermore, we applied an association to individual users as owners to notes to
test locking of individual notes to prevent manipulation by other users. These
associations can be made visible by highlighting the notes with the users’ colors.
This could also be used to assign notes, e.g., certain tasks, to specific users at the
end of the mind-mapping process.
Artistic Application In our small artistic installation, we use BODYLENSES to paint
and manipulate color stripes on the screen. Here, the users’ distances to the wall-
sized display changes the color of their individual stripe. Furthermore, the stretch
of their arms influences the size of the lens and thereby the size of their current
manipulation effect (see Figure 7.16c). Based on our implementation, we strongly
suggest that, when the lens is used not only for exploring but also to manipulate
content, there needs to be a comfortable distance at which the user can simply
look at the result without changing it. We additionally use a dwell time before any
stripes are painted onto the display to support a conscious manipulation process and
prevent unintentional painting. Different alternatives have been implemented for
the distribution of resulting lines within a BODYLENS stripe, e.g., Gaussian, equal,
or random distribution, to try-out different types of results. While not necessarily
a productive work tool, the artistic installation supports the joy of easily creating
joined art with multiple users.
7.6 Discussion and Summary
This chapter presented an exploration into the design space of body-controlled
magic lenses. It describes and discusses the various possibilities that emerge by
creating BODYLENSES including the appearance and shape of lenses, the mapping
of user position and movement to lens properties, as well as various possibilities
for mapping the distance to the wall-sized display to configure the lens. Finally,
aspects of multi-user support are discussed aiming at making the lens a personal tool
and toolbox. A majority of these aspects were implemented in a range of different
application prototypes where we investigated specific aspects and possibilities of the
BODYLENS principle. This design space and the experiments with our prototypes
show the potential of BODYLENSES, but they also identify a range of challenges
and open questions that will need to be investigated in future research. Specific
aspects in the following discussion are the use of implicit interaction that could
trigger unintentional reactions by the system and the advantages of relying on
physical navigation at the risk of enforcing movement for interaction. Finally, we
consider the learnability of interaction gestures for the actual real-world application
of BODYLENSES.
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A part of the appeal of BODYLENSES is their inherent combination of implicit and ex-
plicit interactions. This is ingrained in the basic principles of BODYLENS interaction
as the simple movement towards and along the wall-sized display already implicitly
manipulates the view while explicit mid-air gestures and active touch interaction are
used for fine-grained, specific adjustments of the tool. This transition between implic-
itly stepping closer to explicit manipulation is at the core of BODYLENS interaction.
However, it also raises questions regarding any mapping of interactions and effect
depending on what is required and appropriate for the specific application case and
context. One major aspect is the selection of suitable features for implicit movement.
This especially requires careful consideration as unintentional manipulations could
be invoked and thereby undermine the users’ trust in their control of the system. In
the presented examples, we suggested the benefit of providing more details to the
user or slightly increasing or decreasing a parameter value. Inherent in that is the
fact that implicit changes should not trigger very prominent manipulations or should
in that case only be applied in specific conditions or modes that can be activated by
explicit interactions. This aspect equally concerns the mapping of features to the
distance of the user to the wall-sized display.
In chapter 5 and 6, we found participants of our studies to move back and forth
from the display repeatedly and discussed the benefit of seeing details when close to
the display while also focusing on getting an overview and orienting oneself when
stepping back. This flexible movement of users was considered beneficial. In addi-
tion, we already discussed that physical navigation aids users in spatial orientation
and memory [BNB07; AN13] (see also chapter 2). The concept of BODYLENSES
strongly relies on this ability and aims to apply it for exploring information spaces.
However, with mapping this movement, specifically the distance to the display wall,
to BODYLENS’ features and manipulations, BODYLENSES force certain movements
of the user to reach their goals. That is, to set certain lens parameters or change
the lens size users will have to step back or forth to work with the lens. While the
advantages of remembering one’s position remain intact even in this kind of guided
movement, especially as left and right movement is not affected, other advantages
of physical navigation might be hindered and flexible positioning (which we focused
on in GRASP and DI.VI.CO) might be reduced or, in the worst case, eliminated.
Furthermore, we know that not all users apply physical navigation when giving
the chance: In our GRASP and DI.VI.CO evaluations (see section 5.4 and 6.4), we
observed some participants who were lazy in terms of movement and used the
advantages of the remote systems to eliminate having to physically move. The
BODYLENSES system however applies this movement and makes it necessary, not
only to configure the lens but to explore the entire information space. It should
be investigated further if the actual movement of the body is worthwhile or if the
sufficient display space (cf. space to think [AEN10]) alone can be beneficial enough
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for improved data exploration. This would hence regard the question if we could
increase the efficiency of these users by encouraging them to move as is the case
with BODYLENSES or whether tools should be designed that rely on their preference
and do not require them to move, as has been applied in GRASP and DI.VI.CO.
Another important aspect when considering the actual application of BODYLENSES to
real-world scenarios is its intuitiveness and learnability. With its implicit movement,
we argue that certain parts of the interaction are intuitive and easily understood. This
especially concerns increasing the degree of an already existing function inherent
in perception: Stepping closer to the wall-sized display provides more information,
more detail, and more focused content. Other interactions become apparent through
this natural movement where the body-centric shape of the lens automatically adapts
to the current user position and hence, naturally, deforms when the user stretches.
These types of interaction are learned by simply trying them out and moving to
observe the resulting change. However, we also argued for an explicit trigger for
radical shape changes and adaptations, i.e., we described the fist as a possible gesture
for invocation. How can a user identify both the possible functionality of resizing the
lens as well as its required gesture? These additional manipulation gestures require
recall. Since BODYLENSES resemble shadows and hence could function as avatars,
a tutorial stage of the application could use this characteristic to introduce gesture
and movements that users can perceive, follow, and copy to learn interaction. In the
current version, all essential features of the lens for data exploration, e.g., activating
lens functions, are further integrated into the touch-enabled menu around the lens
and can be triggered on recognition alone. However, for application to real-world
scenarios this learnability of body movement and gestures needs to be investigated
further.
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8Discussion, Contributions, and
Directions for Future Work
At the beginning of this thesis, I argued for the need of tool development for data
analysis and visualization in novel display environments. The increased availability
and reduced cost of display technology enable multi-display spaces and wall-sized dis-
plays as a possibility for data analysis. This development also resulted in commercial
solutions that incorporate the novel technologies to adapt to specific requirements
in business, e.g., the MS Surface Hub [@Mic15] is a 84′′ touch and pen-enabled
display space for presentation, video communication, and meeting scenarios. At the
same time, the evolution of smart mobile devices and their wide-spread use increase
the potential of multi-device environments while also making users familiar with
novel interaction technologies like touch and pen. This trend makes development of
natural user interfaces not only an interesting possibility but a necessity for future
work environments.
For the specific case of visualization for data analysis and exploration, I identified
magic lenses as suitable tools that support temporary local manipulation of the view.
Magic lenses have been shown to be flexible in terms of usage tasks and a variety
of solutions have been provided by means of diverse lens functions in research.
With the categorization and analysis of lens functions, I have shown that they have
been useful for exploration of graph visualizations (e.g., [SB92; HW04; Tom+06;
LAM10; Gla+14] but also for a range of other visualization techniques and data
types [Tom+17]. I have identified limitations of the current application of the tool
for visualization and have refined research goals that were successfully addressed in
this thesis. This includes
• the transformation of magic lenses into flexible tools for graph analysis through
functional extension including their configuration to fit user-specific needs,
• enabling graph exploration at large display spaces by creating interaction design
with novel interaction modalities to support lens usage,
• enabling fluid, effortless interactions to manipulate and configure lenses using
alternative interaction styles adapted to users’ preferences and experiences,
and
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• the development of magic lenses as personalized tools for multi-user scenarios and
according empirical investigations into user behavior for data exploration
with lenses.
8.1 Overview of Insights and Contributions
The following gives an overview of the contribution of this thesis with regard to the
identified challenges and thesis goals for magic lenses.
8.1.1 The Systematic Analysis of the Magic Lens Concept
This thesis pursued the exploration and extension of magic lenses in terms of both
function and interaction. As a basis for this endeavor, the principles, concepts, and
existing use of magic lenses had to be well understood. Therefore, I presented a
survey of research work on magic lenses and lens-like principles.
In the analysis of the magic lens concept, I initially defined the concept, examining its
initial description and related techniques and as a consequence discussed its relation
to the visualization pipeline [CMS99]. As a foundation for later configuration
of the tool, I identified lens properties describing the lens selection and essential
parameters characterizing the lens function. Chapter 3 presented an overview of
existing lens functions from related work focusing also specifically on graph lens
functions and categorizing them by user task, effect class, and effect extent. This
general categorization of lens functions can help support the description of past
and future lens publications. In preparation for making the lens a flexible tool, the
chapter also discussed issues and strategies for lens function combination including
the challenges of lenses with multiple flexible functions as well as the possibility of
multiple, diverse lenses on the same context visualization. Finally, an overview of
existing interaction principles for lenses was presented where they were categorized
by interaction modality used. Within this overview, limitations and open research
questions became clear.
A major issue identified was the inflexibility in using magic lenses. This is to say
that previous research focused on lenses with a single lens function proposing highly
relevant and novel concepts for temporary manipulations. However, they have not
focused on the possibilities of these lens functions within a more complex workflow
and the varying needs and tasks of the user. Other research work, focusing on the
interactive properties of the lens, often regarded magnification as the only essential
feature of magic lenses and hence applied the lens to improve imprecise selections
or simple overview and detail views without considering their rich potential for data
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exploration. While many of these issues are addressed in the contributions of this
thesis, the analysis alone enables a more thorough understanding of the advantages
of magic lenses as well as the potential and currently open issues within magic lens
research.
8.1.2 Flexible, User-configurable Lens Tool
A core contribution of this dissertation is the extension of magic lenses from rather
static single-purpose instruments to flexible, configurable multi-functional tools
integrated into the users’ workflows and adaptable to their tasks. This incorporated
developing strategies for functional extensions regarding the interactive manip-
ulation of the lens. In the most basic case, this covers changing lens properties,
e.g., interactively refining the lens’ size and shape to fit it to the current region of
interest. More challenging however, this also includes supporting the manipulation
of lens functions, e.g., selecting one or multiple lens functions in a single lens and
supporting multiple lenses on the same context visualization. To make this possible,
strategies for managing the iterative modifications of individual lens functions had
to be designed and implemented. Extending this further, the flexible configuration
of lenses includes setting the various lens function parameters. For instance, this can
be defining a single value describing the zoom factor for magnification lenses but
also configuring multivariate attribute properties for filter functions.
The functional extension was initially developed for multi-touch interaction (MULTI-
LENS, chapter 4) and the concepts have been adopted in all following interaction
designs of this thesis. While the functional strategies for lens combination and
lens function application remain the same, the interactive possibilities of changing
functions and parameters have been iterated throughout the diverse interaction
modalities and according requirements. In all of the presented interaction designs,
the parametrization and configuration of the lens is handled in-place at the lens. This
is essential for large wall-sized displays to reduce global menus that would require
additional movements and create possible conflicts between users. Furthermore, the
presented approaches focused on enabling alternative, flexible, and user-specific
interaction styles to manipulate lenses. These styles are created to adapt to the
users’ experiences or preferences. MULTILENS presented both widget-based and
gesture-based interactions where the widget-based approach has been specifically
designed to ease users from simple tap interactions to more fluent interaction flows
using the drag-snap slider technique. With DI.VI.CO (chapter 6) and GRASP (chap-
ter 5), interactions both at the wall-sized display as well as distant interactions
can equally be performed. BODYLENSES extend these works by allowing additional
mid-air gestures and body movement for lens configuration and manipulation.
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8.1.3 Personal Lens Tool and Territory
By enabling these individual configurations of the lens with diverse interaction styles
and user-selectable properties, this thesis introduced lenses as a personal, user-
specific tool. Thereby, the lens can be adapted to each user, their preferences, and
their current needs. As an extension of that, the lens has even been personalized to
follow the shape of the user’s body (BODYLENSES, chapter 7) becoming a shadow-like
lens that is more than a tool for its user but also a factor of awareness for others. As
a result the lenses become both personal tools and territories for the users. This
personal territory character naturally arises as the users take their personal lens with
them, either by carrying it as a mobile device (GRASP, chapter 5) or as it follows
the user automatically (BODYLENSES). In both cases, the actual lens functionality is
integrated into a more extensive tool that supports attaching other views, personal
clipboards, or menus, either at the border of the lens or on the mobile device. Due
to the personal association, the tool highlights the current awareness of the users
and what they associate as ‘their’ content for the moment. For mobile lenses, this
content is specifically copied from the large display wall onto the personal display
for individual exploration and only the feedback of where a user is focused on
remains.
8.1.4 Embodying of Lens Representation and Controller
To enable the previously discussed configuration of magic lenses and investigate the
suitability and usability of the tool for data exploration, this thesis proposed a set of
interaction techniques to magic lenses for data exploration. Only due to this iterative
interaction design for the varying interaction modalities, the lens developed to
become a flexible tool adapting natural interactions for data exploration on large
displays. That process comprised the design of interaction concepts as well as
the realization and refinement of prototype development. Multiple iterations and
evaluations were made to improve and refine the presented interaction techniques
and investigate user behavior and positioning.
Initial interaction design focused on modalities closely coupled to the interactive sur-
face. We applied different styles of multi-touch interaction including the continuous
gestures and the widget-based approach for fluid configuration of the lens (MULTI-
LENS, chapter 4). Building on these initial functional extensions and configuration
possibilities, we addressed the specific requirements and advantages of wall-sized
display environments focusing on the interaction space in front of the display. There-
fore, we designed a mobile lens concept that placed the lens into the hands of
the users while being able to move and flexibly position themselves in front of the
context visualization (GRASP, chapter 5). However, this also separated the focus
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stand together for close collaboration phases. Here, staying together helps support
collaboration [Haw+05] and we also observed this behavior as being naturally
preferred by users when working together (cf. DI.VI.CO study, section 6.4). As a
result, we aimed to give control to the user from any position in front of the display.
GRASP allows this by collecting data from the display wall and presenting it on the
mobile device close to the user. While this enables very individual exploration with
a personal toolbox, it also reduces the connection between focus and context view
and thereby the advantages of the lens principle. DI.VI.CO and BODYLENSES allow
remote interaction with the lens on the display wall. Here, the mobile device’s
position and touch surface or body movement and mid-air gestures were used in
addition to touch interaction on the wall-sized display. However, within this process
of enabling flexible position and supporting remote interaction, we started spatially
separating the lens from its controller (see Figure 8.1).
While this separation of lens and controller may seem like a disconnection, it is
yet unclear if there is a disadvantage considering the benefit of the control from
any flexible position and the strengthened connection between focus and context.
Furthermore, while this separation may appear from an outside view, there is
a strong coupling between controller and lens during interaction. BODYLENSES
specifically create this association by presenting a strong synchronization of body
movement and lens movement and thereby clearly seem connected. The entire
principle of body-controlled magic lenses is an innovative concept that builds on
this connection. In this thesis, I presented our investigation into the possibilities of
body-controlling of tools and designed a range of alternative interaction techniques
to foster this connection to the user’s body. I proposed a design space and a discussion
of these possibilities and challenges and realized prototypical implementation to
evaluate these principles. I believe there is lots of potential in using the natural body
movements to enhance interaction. However, further development and extensions
of concrete application cases would be a future step for evaluating the concept of
BODYLENSES for specific use cases.
8.2 Discussion and Critical Reflection
The following section discusses the limitations of the presented work focusing on
general limitations originating due to the dissertation scope as well as limitations of
the techniques and studies presented in this thesis. As a result of these limitations,
open questions and possible future directions are identified and shortly discussed.
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8.2.1 Limitations
Influence of Device Size and Setup In this thesis, I focused on large vertical dis-
play environments and specifically wall-sized displays that support multiple users
that interact flexibly in front of the display and require physical navigation for
data exploration. All prototypes were designed for this display setup and studies
were conducted using a display wall of approx. 4.9 m x 2 m with a resolution of
7680 x 3250 pixels. While some of the presented concepts are clearly independent
from display size, it is yet unclear if the observed results would have equally been vis-
ible in much larger or smaller context display setups with higher or lower resolution
capabilities. The presented concepts were also evaluated specifically in situations
of standing participants, moving around in front of the display. While some of the
presented concepts (namely GRASP and DI.VI.CO) could similarly function with users
in sitting positions, additional studies and possible extension would be required to
confirm and evaluate their use in those alternative scenarios.
Laboratory Studies The presented evaluations and empirical investigations were
conducted with university students and university personnel in controlled laboratory
setups. Data sets were selected appropriate for this focus group and to ease the
introduction of participants to the data and their possible goals. However, it would
be important to make larger evaluations of the concept with data analysts and
their own domain-specific data to distinguish differences in behavior. This would
enable a clearer identification of where the proposed techniques enable improved
data exploration and where aspects of the approaches need to be reconsidered
and iterated to fit individual needs and requirements of specific use cases and
domain-specific applications.
Development of Lens Functions This thesis surveyed and categorized a wide range
of existing lens functions, also specifically addressing graph lens functions. Within
this research, we also inherently applied and adapted these lens functions in ways
that could be considered novel lens functions by i) flexibly combining multiple lens
functions creating novel, more focused lens output, ii) adapting existing non-lens
graph solutions to lens application, and iii) considering the requirements of multi-
user interaction, e.g., adding proxies instead of moving graph nodes outside the
lens border. However, we did not focus on these specific lens functions and did
not specifically evaluate their suitability as this was not within the scope of this
dissertation. As such, many more appropriate lens functions could be designed to fit
user-specific tasks regarding graph exploration and manipulation.
Dynamic Graph Exploration This thesis focused on static graph data. However, it
already discussed time-dependent data visualization and the potential of navigating
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through time using BODYLENSES. Considering the application of our principles to
dynamic graphs [Bec+17], we would have to consider the movement of individual
nodes and clusters over time. Novel concepts regarding automatic lens update or
guidance of where to move the lens would be required to follow elements in focus.
Additionally, lens functions would be required that specifically present information
on changes that occurred in relation to previous or future time steps.
Multimodality The presented research approaches focus on alternative interaction
modalities to invoke the same features and functions: For instance, BODYLENSES
support touch on the display, mid-air gestures, and physical movement of the body
to manipulate the lens. Similarly, both GRASP (in part) and DI.VI.CO support touch
interactions on the wall-sized display and at the same time spatial input for distant
interaction as alternatives to accomplish results. Further research should widen
this approach to care for the diversity of users and their preferences. In particular,
an increased focus on transitions between alternative interaction modalities and
synergistic effects of those alternatives should be investigated further.
Co-located Collaboration The research approaches presented in this thesis provide
individual, personal lens tools to each user that can be configured and manipulated
with user-preferred interaction styles. We further discuss possibilities to apply
magic lenses to multi-user scenarios for parallel work (GRASP and BODYLENSES)
and investigate lens usage as part of the DI.VI.CO study. In particular, we saw
interesting behavior regarding the remote control of lenses on large displays as
well as surprising collaborative behavior of pairs of users using one and the same
lens. However, there are many more possibilities to extend lenses to closely coupled
collaboration especially in regard to the territory-character of the lenses, e.g., by
sharing content between lenses or focusing on additional awareness aspects. While
this work introduces initial concepts in this regard, there is potential for further
exploration of explicit collaboration techniques using lens territories and empirical
investigations of how lenses could provide this collaborative support.
8.2.2 Further Reflections
More Than Magic Lenses
Our definition of lenses at the beginning of chapter 3 was very concrete focusing
on the characteristics of lenses as transient, temporary, and locally restricted ma-
nipulations of the visual representation of the data. While all presented concepts
were introduced as extensions of the Magic Lens principle [Bie+93], the proposed
extensions and additions to the concept highly relate to the original idea of Toolglass
widgets [Bie+93]. Magic lenses are a part of this Toolglass principle which describes
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see-through interfaces that support the permanent manipulation of the content
underneath. By temporarily changing the view, magic lenses ease the selection
of visual elements through the tool so that the user can manipulate content and
apply properties with the Toolglass. As such, some of our proposed principles are
part of the Toolglass concept, e.g., the permanent manipulation of edges within a
temporarily changed encoding of the representation (cf. adjacency matrix lens of
GRASP, page 113). However, many of the proposed additions to the lens are not
merely focused on manipulation. The extensions contain additional exploration tools,
configuration menus, and attached views related to the lens function. As a result, the
presented concepts in part extend their purpose from a magic lens with additional
Toolglass features to a personal, user-defined toolbox for data exploration.
Looking into related work developed in recent years, the term lens has further been
used for other tools. For instance, Badam et al. [Bad+16] recently proposed a
movable view in multiple coordinated views as a lens: They investigate views that
move with the user similar to BODYLENSES and can be controlled via explicit hand
gestures. In addition, generic hand-held displays in augmented reality settings have
been called lenses [Bar+12]. As described above, GRASP equally merged concepts of
magic lenses with a general toolbox showing manipulations of the view that extend
lenses. Similarly, any use of mobile devices in connection to large displays may share
some traits and characteristics of magic lens principles, showing a manipulation of
the view or a separate view that relates to the specific content on the large display.
While the relation and connection to the context view may be one essential aspect
relevant for distinguishing these concepts from magic lenses, it becomes clear that
these extensions open up a wide range of possibilities with a broader usage of the
term lens. With that in mind, the proposed concepts for magic lens positioning,
manipulation, and personalization can be considered for these extensions as well.
As a result, I am confident that this dissertation’s interaction concepts and their
principles for controlling and configuring lens properties and parameters are general
enough to be applicable to many other tools.
Contribution to NUI for InfoVis
The importance of interaction as part of visualization research is well-known to
increase the understanding of data [Fek+08; Spe14; Tom15]. Further research has
identified the advantages of novel display environments for data exploration, making
a case to use these benefits for visualization “beyond the desktop” [Lee+12; JD13;
Rob+14]. In that spirit, the contributions of this thesis make considerable progress
towards enhancing the use of magic lenses for data exploration. As a result, they
clearly add to the development of effective information visualization on wall-sized
displays. By investigating and designing the use of magic lenses in this context, this
dissertation increases the possible use of interactive tools for data exploration in
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novel display environments. The proposed principles do not only apply to graph
visualization. Some of the proposed interaction concepts have already been shown to
be applicable to other visualization techniques as well, e.g., map-based visualization
for the DI.VI.CO and BODYLENSES approaches. As I have presented in chapter 3,
lenses can be applied to a multitude of data types and visualizations. Since the
presented approaches do not depend on specific properties of the visualization or
lens functions, they can be applied independent of visualization type. For instance, a
Regression Lens [Sha+17], showing the regression model of selected points, could be
moved and positioned on a scatter plot using the remote interactions of DI.VI.CO. A
Color Lens [EDF11], adjusting the local color scale of map-based visualizations, could
be extracted from the context visualization onto a mobile toolbox like GRASP and
thereby support parallel exploration of the data space by individual users. This is to
say that the advantages of the presented techniques can be transferred to other lens
functions and contexts, as much as to more generic types of tools. It’s the principles
of flexible configurations (MULTILENS), the automatic user-dependent positioning
and parametrization (BODYLENSES), the graspable tool in your hand (GRASP) mixed
with the flexible remote positioning in front of large displays (GRASP + DI.VI.CO) that
create a powerful advancement to data analysis tools and information visualization
with natural user interfaces.
Use in Real-World Applications
Interactive wall-sized displays, though not ubiquitous yet, are increasingly available.
While first not always interactive in terms of direct touch capabilities, these displays
support data visualization due to their resolution and size. Combining this type
of display with mobile devices, the principles discussed with GRASP and DI.VI.CO
are likely to be realizable in real-world applications in the very near future. With
additional steps in regard to sensor technology for localization of the mobile devices
in space, the interaction concepts are flexible enough to support the movement and
control of tools for data exploration. As part of this work, this thesis contributes
principles that show the benefits of this device combination for data analysis, adding
to the development of natural user interfaces for information visualization. It is
our goal as researchers to investigate these novel concepts to better understand the
user’s behavior and tools to guide future developments for productive use. As such,
we focused on user behavior, general movement patterns, and workflows with the
presented tools to increase our knowledge of user’s needs and procedures that we
aim to support with novel technologies and concepts.
In contrast to GRASP and DI.VI.CO, our exploration on BODYLENSES may seem
further from actual application in real-world scenarios. However, BODYLENSES are
an exploration into the possibilities of bringing data analysis tools closer to the body.
They may well require further iteration and clarification for mappings before being
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applied to professional use. However, the general principles of this approach and
their discussion are of benefit for many application cases using large vertical display:
Specifically, the issues presented in this dissertation regarding implicit and explicit
interaction, the use of relative and absolute movements for parameter adjustment,
and aspects of forcing specific distances to the display are important principles that
will need to be considered for a wide range of novel interface applications regarding
large vertical displays.
8.3 Future Work
By discussing the limitations and scope of this thesis in the previous section, I already
addressed aspects of future work. In the following, I will pick up and extend some
of these arguments and will also elaborate on further aspects and principles that
require future research.
Extensions Beyond Visualization This thesis focused mainly on graph visualization
and extended the presented principles to further types of visualization in the process.
As previously described, magic lenses and consequently the proposed principles can
be applied to other magic lens functions and visualization techniques. Even more, the
concept of magic lenses exists in principles outside of visualization. As a next step, it
would be worthwhile to see how the presented techniques may serve as a basis for
further lens development outside of graph visualization or even visualization.
Collaboration While the presented techniques were designed with multi-user sce-
narios in mind, further iterations of the work should be considered for a more
extensive focus in co-located collaboration. We saw lenses designed to be very
user specific and in contrast collaborative use of one lens when in closely coupled
collaboration. While magic lenses already provide the territory-character for indi-
vidual users, combining the presented on-display lenses together with the tangible
lens approach in GRASP could provide a more enhanced separation of personal and
public views. Future work should further investigate into how and when lenses could
provide either a tool for active collaboration or separate territories for individual
work.
Meeting Space for Data Exploration This dissertation contributed to the advance-
ment of data analysis on wall-sized displays. However, it only considered a subset of
interactions possible on and around large displays focusing on magic lenses as an
important tool. Future work should widen this scope regarding the investigation of
the entire process of data exploration in collaborative analysis spaces at display walls.
In particular, it should be our goal to combine the presented variety of interaction
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styles in a more complex, feature-rich setting where actual users could meet to
discuss their own domain-specific data.
Ad-hoc Combination of Devices Our current prototypes often require preparation
of the used mobile devices. In particular, they depend on previously installed
applications and an additional optical tracking system to identify the position of
mobile devices in front of the wall-sized display. To enable ad-hoc, easy, and effortless
use in novel display environments, future work has to improve integrated spatial
tracking. Furthermore, simple connection, communication, and exchange between
devices needs to be enabled both technologically but also in terms of interaction
design to enable easy transfer of content between devices. For visualization this
particularly requires consistent, responsive, and scalable visualization that adapt to
the various display sizes and device capabilities.
Evolution of Mobile Devices An issue perceivable in our GRASP prototype is the
decoupling of focus and context visualization due to attention switches. This coupling
however is especially important for use of the mobile device as a magic lens. As
the focus of the GRASP approach tended towards a personal, flexible toolbox, we
used DI.VI.CO to eliminate this problem. However, the development and evolution of
transparent mobile devices (e.g., our own work [Hin+14a; Hin+14b]) could take
GRASP-like magic lens interaction to another level connecting the two devices by
allowing seeing through the magic lens towards the content. As a result, aspects of
augmented reality are relevant for enhancing this combination and supporting the
connection between both views and should be investigated further.
Closing Remarks
To conclude, there is great potential for data exploration in novel display environ-
ments. These setups enable a new quality of data analysis and visualization by
supporting exploration at large scale due to increased display space but also more
flexible, natural interactions and support of collaboration with multiple users. This
dissertation contributed to the development of natural user interfaces for information
visualization by presenting a variety of interaction techniques for tool manipulation
in visualization. This included investigations on user behavior and movement for
data exploration at large vertical displays. The work focused on magic lenses as
a specific, versatile analysis tool that supports diverse interaction tasks. At the
same time, it investigated a variety of interaction modalities from touch to spatial
interaction and body-centric interactions that contribute to future development of
tools for visualization and data analysis.
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A.1 Appendix: Overview of Referenced Task
Categories
E – Exploration Tasks
For general exploration task, this thesis refers to the following tasks from the
categorization of Yi et al. [Yi+07]:
• E [SELECT]: mark something as interesting
• E [EXPLORE]: show me something else
• E [RECONFIGURE]: show me a different arrangement
• E [ENCODE]: show me a different representation
• E [ABSTRACT & ELABORATE]: show me more or less detail
• E [FILTER]: show me something conditionally
• E [CONNECT]: show me related items
G – Graph-specific Task Refinement
To refine the general exploration tasks with graph-related details, I use the task
taxonomy by Lee et al. [Lee+06].
• Topolgy-based Tasks
– G [ADJACENCY]: identify direct connections
– G [ACCESSIBILITY]: identify adjacency of multiple levels
– G [COMMON CONNECTION]: find common node adjencencies
– G [CONNECTIVITY]: identify properties regarding adjacency, e.g., paths,
clusters, bridges etc.
• G [ATTRIBUTE-BASED TASKS]: identify, filter, or compute values from node or
edge attributes
• G [BROWSING TASKS]: tasks of following paths or revisiting nodes
• G [OVERVIEW TASKS]: tasks regarding a wider set of nodes and edges, estimating
values, and properties
M – Graph Manipulation Tasks
For manipulation tasks, I apply a selected set of graph editing tasks as categorized
by Gladisch et al. [Gla+15b].
• M [ADD NODES/EDGES]: creating or inserting nodes or edges
• M [ADD ATTRIBUTES]: insert an additional attribute dimension to nodes or edges
• M [UPDATE ATTRIBUTES]: change attribute value of nodes or edges
• M [DELETE NODES/EDGES]: remove nodes or edges from the graph
• M [DELETE ATTRIBUTES]: remove an attribute value or dimension from nodes or
edges
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          Date:  
 
General Information 
 
Age: 
 
____ Years 
 
 
 
 
  male   female 
 
 
  dominant left hand  dominant right hand 
 
 
Please indicate how strongly you agree with the following claims. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Never  Occasionally  Daily Prefer not to 
say 
I use mobile multi-
touch devices 
(Smartphones, iPod, 
etc.) 
      
       
I use larger multi-
touch devices (tab-
letops, multi-touch 
display wall, etc.) 
      
 
If yes,  
which devices? 
 
______________________________________________  
   
I use the following 
software 
 
Never  Occasionally  Daily Prefer not to 
say 
Design tools 
(Photoshop, InDe-
sign, Corel, etc.) 
      
       
Graph  Visualization 
Tools (Gephi, CGV, 
etc.) 
      
       
Diagram Editors 
(z.B. Visio, UML-
Editoren…) 
      
If yes, 
which ones? 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 
  
  
      
      
      
      
      
A.2 Appendix for MultiLens Evaluations
A.2.1 Initial User Feedback Questionnaire (Translated)
This section contains a translated version of the questionnaire used for the initial
user feedback discussing the MULTILENS menu and gesture set.
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General 
 
 
 
Radial Graph Lens Menu 
 
 Disagree    Agree  
It was clearly visible how to move 
and scale the graph lenses.       
       
I could reach my goals and answer 
the questions with the help of the 
graph lenses. 
 
      
       
I could easily identify and change 
the parameters of the individual 
lens functions.  
 
      
       
I could imagine the graph lenses in 
a real application to analyze 
graphs. 
 
      
 Disagree    Agree  
It was easy to invoke the radial 
graph lens menu. 
 
      
       
It was easy to select lens functions 
using the radial menu. 
 
      
       
It was easy to change lens function 
parameters in the radial menu. 
 
      
       
It was clear how to use the lens 
menu. 
 
      
       
I could easily answer the questions 
with the help of the menu. 
 
      
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
 
Lens Gestures 
 
 
 
Additional comments, feature wishes etc. 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Disagree    Agree  
The gestures to trigger the lens 
functions were easy to under-
stand. 
 
      
       
It was easy to select lens functions 
using the gestures. 
 
      
       
It was easy to change lens function 
parameters with the gestures. 
 
      
       
I could easily answer the questions 
with the help of the gestures. 
 
      
       
With the gestures, I could change 
lens functions and parameters 
quicker than with the radial menu. 
 
      
     
     
     
     
     
A.2.2 Comparative Evaluation
This section contains information on the first explanation of lens functions given to the users as well as
an example set of process tasks (German), and the translated questionnaire.
Lens Function Introduction Sheet
To make participants familiar with the lens functions before the introduction to the prototype, they
were given an explanation of each function using the following paper sheet (translated from German)
showing their effect.
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Set of Process Task Examples (Translated)
1. Move the lens onto the node highlighted in red.
2. Change the radius of the lens to 200 pixels.
3. Position the lens to also include the node hightlighted in blue.
4. Activate the lens function "fisheye".
1. Move the lens onto the node highlighted in red.
2. Activate the lens function "local edge" and
3. Change the function parameter "edge opacity" to 0.1
1. Activate the lens function "fisheye".
2. Change the function parameter "node zoom" to 2.0
3. Change the function parameter "repulsion" to 3.5 and
4. Move the lens onto the node highlighted in blue.
1. Change the radius of the lens to 230 pixels.
2. Activate the lens function "bring neighbors".
3. Change the function parameter "degree of neighborhood" to 2 and
4. Move the lens onto the node highlighted in blue.
1. Activate the lens functions "fisheye" and "local edge".
2. Change the function parameters "edge weight" to 3.0 and "edge opacity" to 0.2
3. Move the lens onto the node highlighted in blue.
1. Move each of the lenses onto one of the nodes highlighted in red.
2. Activate lens function "fisheye" for one lens and "detail view" for the other.
3. For the fisheye-lens, change the function parameter "node zoom" to 3.
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Date:  User-ID: 
General Information 
 
Age:      ______ years 
 
  
Gender:   male   female 
 
  other 
 
Dominant hand:  left  right  
 
 
Experience 
 
 
 
 
  
 Never Occasionally Daily Prefer not 
to say 
I use mobile multi-
touch devices 
(Smartphones, 
iPod, etc.) 
      
       
I use larger multi-
touch devices 
(tabletops, multi-
touch display wall, 
etc.) 
      
 
If yes,  
which devices? 
 
___________________________________________  
 Never Occasionally Daily Prefer not 
to say 
I work with graph 
data, networks, or 
node-link 
diagrams. 
      
       
I know the 
meaning of the 
term magic lenses.       
 
If yes, 
in what context 
have you used or 
learned about 
magic lenses? 
 
___________________________________________  
   
  
      
      
      
      
Questionnaire (Translated)
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Date:  User-ID: 
Questionnaire for condition: ___________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Very 
low 
     Very 
high 
How mentally 
demanding was the 
task? 
 
       
        
How physically 
demanding was the 
task? 
 
       
 Very 
low 
     Very 
high 
How hurried or rushed 
was the pace of the 
task? 
 
       
        
How successful were 
you in accomplishing 
what you were asked to 
do? 
       
 Very 
little 
     Very 
much 
How hard did you have 
to work to accomplish 
your level of 
performance? 
       
        
How insecure, irritated, 
stressed (versus sure, 
satisfied, relaxed) were 
you? 
       
 Disagree    Agree 
It was easy to select 
lens functions. 
 
 
       
        
It was easy to change 
lens function 
parameters. 
 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
for every condition:
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Date:  User-ID: 
 
Final Questionnaire 
 
What did you like? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
What didn’t you like? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Further comments. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 Touch with 
menu at 
display 
border 
Touch with 
menu at lens 
Mouse with 
menu at display 
border 
Prefer not to 
answer 
Which version was easiest 
to understand?     
     
Which version did support 
you the best?     
     
Which version did support 
you the least?     
     
Which version was fastest 
for interacting with the 
lens? 
    
     
Which version was most 
comfortable for interacting 
with the lens? 
    
     
Which version could you 
imagine working with in 
everyday work? 
    
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
A.3 Appendix for GraSp Evaluation
The following graphs were used with the GRASP prototype:
Human Disease Network
Data for this graph originated from the human disease network published by Goh et al. [Goh+07]. It
contains 1419 nodes presenting genes and diseases/disorders (including their disease class) as well as
2738 edges describing gene connections.
Facebook Social Network
Data for this graph was extracted from the authors personal facebook account (state of 2014) and
anonymized using random name generators for German, English, and Hispanic names (depend-
ing on facebook user group based on location) and extended with images from the Chicago Face
Database [MCW15]. It contains 218 people and 1530 friend relations. Beside the full name, nodes
contained information on the user’s home location, age, gender (if given), associated facebook group,
and a randomly assigned set of hobbies.
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A.4 Appendix for di.vi.co Evaluation
A.4.1 di.vi.co Exploration Tasks (Translated)
Basic Exploration
Districts
1. Name the two districts in which most crimes are committed.
2. Are those two districts consistently the ones with most crimes up to 2016?
3. Is the order of these two districts the same for every day of the week?
4. What district has the least number of crimes on Thursdays?
5. In which month(s) does this district not have the lowest number of crimes?
Crime Types
1. Which crime type had a distinct increase in committed crimes in April 2015?
2. Which crime type displays all in all the most crimes?
3. How do these two crime types differ in regard to times of day crimes are committed?
Neighborhoods I
1. How many crimes are committed in each of the three neighborhoods with most crimes?
2. To which districts do these three neighborhoods belong to?
3. During which times of day do the number of crimes differ strongly in these three neighborhoods?
4. With what crime types are these neighborhoods especially affected?
Neighborhoods II
1. Which four neighborhoods with over 3000 crimes do not have robbery as the highest crime
type?
2. What are the highest crime types for each of these neighborhoods?
3. To which district does the neighborhood ‘INNER HARBOR’ belong?
4. The neighborhood ‘INNER HARBOR’ has a strong increase in crime rate in the afternoon. Due
to which crime type(s)?
Weapons
1. How many crimes were committed with the mentioned weapons each?
2. Did the number of crimes using firearms increase over time?
3. Which crime types are committed with firearms?
4. How do crime types committed with firearms differ in regard to time of day?
5. Which neighborhood with number of crimes higher than 1000 has firearms as the most often
used weapon?
Years
1. Which year generally had the lowest amount of crimes?
2. Exactly how many crimes occurred in June of 2014?
3. Were there more crimes on Thursdays than on Mondays in 2014?
4. Which year had a distinct increase in crime at the end of April?
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Thesis Verification Tasks
• The western part of Baltimore is more dangerous than the eastern part.
• Due to a snow storm there was a decrease of crimes in January 2016.
• Gun shootings occur predominantly at night.
• In neighborhoods with generally lower crime rates there are relatively more crimes involving
firearms.
A.4.2 Questionnaires (Translated)
The following questions were presented as an electronic self-hosted LimeSurvey1 questionnaire on
separate computers for each participant. All questions were given in German and are translated here
for the reader’s convenience.
Demographic Information
1. How old are you?
2. What is your gender?
3. Which is your dominant hand?
4. Please give your body height in cm.
5. Do you have any physical handicaps, constraints, or disabilities...
• ... regarding visual impairments (glasses or contact lenses)?
• ... regarding hands or arms (pains or jitter)?
• ... regarding standing or walking?
• ... others?
6. What is your profession?
7. If you are part of this university: To which department do you belong?
8. From where do you know your team member?
9. Have you ever worked together with your team member?
10. In what way did you work together?
Experience
1. Please mark how often you use the following devices?
(scale from 5-daily to 1-never + do not know)
• Mobile touch devices (Smartphones, iPod, Tablet, etc.)?
• Touch-enabled laptop or PC monitors?
• Larger touch-enabled devices (interactive whiteboards, display walls, etc.)?
• Laser pointer for pointing at slides during presentations?
• Controller of a Nintendo Wii or similar for pointing in gaming?
• TV remote control for pointing on the TV screen?
2. Have you ever used a mobile device (e.g., phone or tablet) to remote control another device (e.g.,
TV, drone) or invoke a function on another remote device?
1https://www.limesurvey.org/
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3. Mark the principles you are familiar with and hence know the meaning of:
• Information Visualization
• Visual Analytics
• None of the above
4. Which programs for visual data analysis have you used?
• Never used any programm for visual data analysis.
• Tableau
• Spotfire
• MS Excel
• others
5. Which visualization techniques to visually present data are you familiar with?
• Bar chart
• Line chart
• Scatter plot
• Graph visualization, networks
• Parallel coordinates plots
• Tree map
• Timeline
• Star plot or radar plot
6. The concept of multiple coordinated views is familiar to me and I know its meaning.
7. Classify your experience with visual data analysis (scale from novice to expert)?
Training Questionnaire
The following questions were presented after each training condition (both touch and distant interac-
tion).
1. How well do the following statements describe your opinion? [1 to 7 scale + do not know]
• I felt secure in using the system.
• It was simple to use this system
• I was completely in control of the system at any time.
• I could interact precisely with the system at any time.
• After the training, I feel comfortable using the system.
2. How well do the following statements describe your opinion? [1 to 7 scale + do not know]
It was easy...
• to select small individual elements.
• to select big individual elements.
• to select multiple elements.
• to access detailed information on individual elements.
• to create and delete guides.
• to move guides onto a specific position.
• to create and delete lenses.
• to move lenses onto a specific position.
• to configure and switch lens functions.
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Final Questionnaire
The following questionnaire was given after both exploration phases.
1. Evaluate the following aspects on a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high).
• How mentally demanding was the task?
• How physically demanding was the task?
• How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?
• How hard did you have to work to accomplish you level of performance?
2. How well do the following statements apply to you? [1 to 7 scale + do not know]
• I worked more with touch at the display wall than with the mobile device.
• I had to walk a lot to answer the questions.
• I often stood close to the display wall.
• I often stood a few meters from the display wall.
• Pointing with the device was easy.
• Interaction on the display wall was easy.
• Interaction with my team member was comfortable.
• Because of the team work we could answer more questions that I would have been able
working alone.
• We had no conflicts while interacting.
• We often stood closely together to get the results.
• Activities between us were evenly balanced.
3. Which interaction modality (touch or remote) do you prefer for the following activities?
• Single item selection
• Multi item selection
• Control of guides
• Control of lenses
4. How much do the following statements describe your opinion?
• I would not have needed the mobile device and would have liked to put it away.
• This system does not have all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have.
• It was hard to learn to use this system.
• I did not have control over the system at all times.
• I was very insecure and imprecise while using the system.
5. Open Questions
• What did you like about the system, the interaction, or visualization?
• What didn’t you like about the system, the interaction, or visualization?
• What features did you miss while interacting with the system?
• Other comments or opinions.
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A.4.3 Extension of GIAnT
To analyze the movement and interaction data collected within the DI.VI.CO study, we used GI-
AnT [ZD17], the Group Interaction Analysis Toolkit developed by Ulrich von Zadow and Raimund
Dachselt in our research group. To apply our data and use this tool, we manipulated the existing
visualization views and the GIAnT plugin itself. We further added specific views regarding device use
to the visualization toolkit. The final analysis toolkit used for study evaluation can be seen in the
following screenshot.
A Buttons to jump to specific DI.VI.CO study phases.
B Statistic view showing number of touches, distances walked etc. for selected time span per
user (blue and yellow) and in sum.
C Device Touch presenting location of touch interaction on the devices (per user)
D App Events including beginning and end of task blocks as well as invoked functionality such as
lenses and guides/aid lines.
E Movement of users (blue and yellow) over time where left-right position is in regard to wall-
sized display and distance is width of line. Interactions are highlighted in white. Green and red
lines indicate the start and end of DI.VI.CO study phases, respectively.
F Interactions over time per user and non-associated (in grey) where each user is encoded with
two colors for either direct touch interaction at the display wall or remote interactions using
the mobile device.
G Distance timeline showing each users’ distance to the wall-sized display. White highlights
indicate interaction with the display.
H CamBack – Camera with focus on the display wall showing interaction results.
I CamFront – Camera with focus on participants’ interactions.
J KinectRGB – Kinect camera recording of users from behind.
K Wall touches showing all interactions and touch events on the wall-sized display encoded with
two colors per user equal to F.
L Top view of movement in front of display wall showing either device positions (Optitrack) or
body positions (Kinect) toggled by keyboard button.
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